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Important note:
This compendium is not intended to constitute legal advice. You should not
act or rely on information contained in it without first seeking legal advice.
These decisions will not necessarily be followed by CGSO as each case turns
on its facts and merits.

Confidentiality
The identities of the parties to the dispute are not provided out of fear of falling foul of
section 107 (1) or the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008 (CPA), which makes it an offence
to disclose any personal or confidential information concerning the affairs of any person
obtained in carrying out any function in terms of CPA, punishable in its breach by up to 10
years of imprisonment.

Purpose of this compendium
The Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008 (CPA) provides in section 3 (2) (c) that when
interpreting or applying the CPA, a person, court or Tribunal or the Commission may
consider any decision of an ombud. This includes a decision of the Consumer Goods and
Services Ombud (CGSO) set as an industry ombud in terms of section 82(6) of CPA.
In addition to the entities listed in section 3 (2), the decisions of the CGSO may be of
assistance to consumers and businesses alike and are intended to guide members of staff of
the office of the CGSO.
As the CPA is a new piece of legislation, there is a lack of decisions by the courts or Tribunals
to give guidance as to how the CPA is to be applied. A further complication is that the CPA
introduces concepts from international law that are new to South Africa. It is against this
background that the CGSO has had to give effect to the CPA. Its decisions draw upon its own
limited research into local and international law as well as views obtained from academics
and practising lawyers. The attempt that was made to canvass the views of industry
participants in the area of damages for emotional distress claims on a pilot scheme basis
was unsuccessful so this approach has been shelved for the time being.

Process followed
All complaints that are received by the CGSO and determined to fall within its jurisdiction
are captured and referred to the supplier involved, to give it a last chance to resolve the
complaint directly with the consumer concerned. Those cases that are not resolved are
considered by the CGSO. Some of them are referred for formal mediation while in others,
more informal third party facilitation takes place. The vast majority of complaints are
finalised through these processes, most of them in favour of the complainant’s claim.
Any necessary investigation of unresolved cases is carried out by means of correspondence
with the parties or by independent experts. Where no settlement is forthcoming, the
supplier is invited to respond to the complaint.
After considering all the information provided by the parties, a written assessment is
compiled by the CGSO, setting out its findings and recommendation for the settlement of
the dispute. The assessment is sent to each party to the dispute, to give it the opportunity
to accept the recommendation or respond to the findings and recommendation. If
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settlement is reached through any of the above means, this may at the request of one of the
parties be recorded in the form of an order and made an order of court or the Tribunal.
There are no formal pleadings, hearings or argument by legal counsel, unlike the court
process. A further difference is that an ombudsman is guided not only by the law but also by
fairness. The informality of the ombudsman process, coupled with the speed and cost
effectiveness of the process, is the reason that the judgments of the ombudsman are not as
detailed as those delivered by a court. If fact, the only time a detailed decision is written is
when a new issue is encountered by the office of the CGSO.
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Case decisions
To save space, only the essence of case decisions is reported. Each case will usually have an
introductory paragraph explaining the process and a concluding paragraph giving the parties
the opportunity to comment along these lines:

Explanation of Process
The Consumer Goods and Services Ombudsman (CGSO) is an alternative dispute resolution
agent in terms of the Consumer Protection Act (CPA). Alternative dispute resolution is a
procedure for settling disputes by means other than litigation that is usually less costly and
more expeditious than litigation. The corollary of this is that it has limitations with regard to
the thoroughness of investigation of claims and the amount of time that can be allocated to
each case, particularly when the value of claim is low.
Although the CGSO is able to resolve most of the complaints that it receives, those that
require extensive investigation and involve complex legal issues are better suited to the
National Consumer Commission and Tribunal respectively, which have the necessary
statutory powers to deal with such cases.

Opportunity to comment
Should either party disagree with the conclusion reached or should either party have any
new information that it believes might affect the final decision, it may now make further
representations. Please do not repeat arguments already put forward, unless they were
clearly overlooked.
In the event of the Supplier producing new information, it is requested to explain why the
said information was not submitted sooner.
Please note that the conclusion reached in this initial view might be changed upon receipt of
representations from either of the parties, without further consultation with either party.
The parties are kindly requested to reply stating whether or not they accept the terms of
this assessment or have any further submissions or comments to make before ...
or
The complainant is advised that in the event of him/ her not accepting this suggested
resolution; he/ she may take such other steps as he/ she wishes or refer the complaint to
the National Consumer Commission in accordance with section 71 CPA.
For ease of reference by readers, a summary of the finding and recommendation has been
added after the summary of facts in the lengthier cases.
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Activities: Dangerous
1.

Dispute identification
Complaint No.

2.

:

201511-0005146

Nature of dispute

:

Injury from activity

Adjudicator

:

N Melville

Date

:

29 February 2016

Summary of the complaint
On Saturday, 22 November 2014 the complainant took part in an obstacle course
race on the premises of the supplier. During the race he broke his ankle, was
rushed to hospital, and had to undergo surgery.
The complainant accepted that these race events are physical by nature, and as
such carry with them an inherent risk which might reasonably be accepted by its
customers. However, he believes his injury was as a result of negligence by the
supplier and it could easily have been avoided.
The obstacle where he sustained his injury was a simple water slide. The pool of
water in which customers landed after sliding down a slope had a tarpaulin
floating on its surface. The tarp had been in that dangerous condition since about
9 a.m. By the time the complainant used the obstacle at about 1.00 p.m. several
ankle injuries had occurred, including several sprains and at least one other broken
ankle that he knows of. Despite these injuries, the tarp was ignored and nothing
was done to improve the safety of the obstacle.
Details of steps taken to resolve the complaint
1. Submitted a complaint to the Warrior Company general contact email address.
2. Corresponded with the managing director.
3. Corresponded with the new shareholder.
Outcome proposed
The complainant seeks compensation for pain and suffering - R120 000.
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3.

The response of the supplier
The supplier responded that it did everything at the race to make the event and
obstacles as safe as possible and therefore had dedicated safety officers, engineers to
sign off on all obstacles and efficient medical and maintenance crews. It tries to avoid
injuries at all cost. It is really sorry to hear about the complainant’s alleged injury at
its event.
It does not agree however that the injury which was allegedly sustained at the event
was due to negligence. The event had over 8 000 participants and there were less than
10 injuries reported at this obstacle, which is proof that it was not a problem obstacle.
The tarp on the slide was specifically put there to make the surface of the slide
slippery and even to prevent injuries. The supplier struggles to see how someone’s
ankle can get tangled on a smooth tarp without any holes in it. It is much more likely
that the complainant went into another participant due to not giving the participant
ahead of him sufficient time to get out of the water. The supplier raised the following
concerns / questions regarding the complaint:
1. Why did the complainant wait 2 months to report the problem? It would have
been able to investigate the obstacle and liaise with the marshals if it was
reported earlier, but by the time that it was reported, the obstacle was taken
down and the marshals could not clearly recall the incident.
2. The complainant signed a waiver and indemnity and assumed the risk at his
own will and it was clearly stated that obstacles are potentially dangerous.
3. The complainant client mentioned that he noticed that the obstacle was unsafe
since 9 a.m. that morning, but still opted to do the obstacle at 1 p.m. Why did
he still do it and why did he not report the alleged unsafe obstacle that
morning? He could have easily completed the race without doing that
obstacle.
4. The complainant claims that he had medical expenses without medical aid, but
provided no prove of that in previous communication either.
It is not willing to pay the settlement requested by the complainant.

4.

The reply of the Complainant (verbatim)
1. Why did he wait 2 months to report the problem? We would have been able to
investigate the obstacle and liaise with the marshals if it was reported earlier.

I was focused on my recovery and secular work during the initial time following the
injury, and thus couldn't report the problem as early as Mr P. would've
preferred. However, an investigation can still be made - the photos on the race
website clearly show the dangerous condition of the obstacle.
2. Your client signed a waiver and indemnity and assumed the risk at his own
will and it was clearly stated that obstacles are potentially dangerous.
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I did not sign a waiver or an indemnity. However, even if I did, this does not absolve
the supplier from their responsibility to do what they can to ensure a safe environment
for their customers. Mr P.claims that they "do everything at the race to make the
event and obstacles as safe as possible", yet, on 22 November 2014, despite repeated
injuries at the obstacle in question, nothing was done to fix the problem with the tarp.

3. Your client mentioned that he noticed that the obstacle was unsafe since 9am
that morning, but still opted to do the obstacle at 1 pm. Why did he still do it and
why did he not report the alleged unsafe obstacle that morning. Your client
could have easily completed the race without doing that obstacle.
Mr P. assumes that I had foreknowledge about the unsafe obstacle. I did not. The
first time I saw the obstacle was seconds before it broke my ankle, and even then,
there was no way for me to know that it was unsafe. The reason I said it was unsafe
from 9am is because this can be clearly seen in the photos taken of that obstacle on
that day. I reviewed the photos after my injury. As an example, please review the
attached photo1.jpg image. As can be seen in this photo, it was taken at 9:09 am, and
the tarp is floating dangerously near the surface of the water (bottom left).
4. Your client claims that he had medical expenses without medical aid, but
provided no prove of that in previous communication either.
I can provide any proof that Mr P. requires, if necessary. However, the damages I am
claiming include compensation for pain and suffering and discomfort.
In addition to the above, I need to clear up a few things which Mr P. mentioned in his
response.
"The event had over 8000 participants and we had less than 10 injuries reported at
this obstacle, which is prove that it was not a problem obstacle."
This doesn't seem to make sense. If there were 9 injuries at the slippery dip obstacle
on that day, I would think that that IS proof that there was a problem. And this is not
simply my opinion. I have eye witness reports that at least two other participants were
evacuated in ambulances at around the time I broke my ankle because of injuries
caused by the slippery dip obstacle. L., the paramedic who initially attended to my
injury at the obstacle, expressed his confusion as to why a decision had not been made
to close the obstacle, since the paramedics were being called back to it repeatedly to
treat injuries.
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"The tarp on the slide was specifically put there to make the surface of the slide
slippery and even to prevent injuries. We struggle to see how someone’s ankle can
get tangled on a smooth tarp without any holes in it."
To help make it clear how the injuries at the slippery dip occurred, I have attached the
image file photo2.jpg, which is a photo taken of Mr M. milliseconds before he broke
his ankle in almost the identical manner in which mine was broken. This photo was
taken about two hours before I sustained my injury at this obstacle. Notice how Mr
M. is entering the water at speed, and landing feet first into the tarp floating on the
water. I landed in the water in a similar way. That is how my feet became entangled in
the tarp. If the tarp had been safely tied down as it was on the other half of the
obstacle (as seen behind Mr M. in photo 2), the injuries would not have occurred.

"It is much more likely that your client went into another participant due to not
giving the participant ahead of him sufficient time to get out of the water."
Regardless of how likely it is, this is not what happened. Photo 1 clearly indicates that
there was nobody in front of Mr M., and he didn't bump into another person when he
sustained his injury. The same is true in my case. There was nobody in front of me,
close enough to slide into them, when I went down the slippery dip. I have numerous
eyewitnesses who can confirm this.

5.

Defining the issues
It is necessary to decide whether the activity put on by the supplier, in particular
the floating tarpaulin, was the cause of the consumer’s injury and consequently
whether the supplier is liable to compensate him, and, if so, for what damages.

6.

Legal considerations
Applicable provisions of the CPA
There are five sections of the CPA that relate to claims for or awards of damages:
•

•

Section 61, which enables consumers to sue suppliers and manufacturers of
goods for damages or injuries suffered by them as a result of using or
consuming the goods, irrespective of whether or not there was any
negligence on the part of the supplier or manufacturer;
Section 70 (4)’ which provides that, with the consent of a complainant, a
consent order emanating from alternative dispute resolution agent may include
an award of damages to the complainant;
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•

•
•

Section 74 (3), which provides that, with the consent of a complainant, a
consent order emanating from the Commission may include an award of
damages to the complainant;
Section 76 (1)(c), which refers to a court awarding damages against a
supplier for collective injury to all or a class of consumers generally; and
Section 115 (2)(a), which deals with instituting a claim in a civil court for
loss or damage suffered as a result of prohibited conduct, or dereliction of
required conduct.

The provision that deals with activities and facilities is section 58 (1), which says:
The supplier of any activity or facility that is subject to any—
(a) risk of an unusual character or nature;
(b) risk of which a consumer could not reasonably be expected to be aware,
or which an ordinarily alert consumer could not reasonably be expected to
contemplate, in the circumstances; or
(c) risk that could result in serious injury or death,
must specifically draw the fact, nature and potential effect of that risk to
the attention of consumers in a form and manner that meets the standards
set out in section 49.
Applicable provisions of the Code
9.2. In particular, the CGSO shall:
…
9.2.3 decline to deal with or discontinue dealing with those matters:
9.2.3.4 in which the Complaint does not allege any facts which, if true; and
9.2.3.5 terminate the process by notice to the parties.

10.3.3 Other Processes: After a preliminary assessment of the Complaint, or
Dispute, or at any stage during the process that any of the factors referred to below
become apparent, the CGSO shall not further consider a Complaint or Dispute that
in the opinion of the Ombudsman:
…
10.3.3.3 could more appropriately be dealt with by the police, a court of law, by
any regulatory body or through any other dispute resolution process.
Case law
Algoa Bus Company (Pty) Ltd v South African Transport & Allied Workers Union
and Others [2014] ZALCPE 5; [2014] 8 BLLR 786 (LC) at paras 25-36:
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In the courts, where there is a serious dispute of fact, incapable of resolution on
the papers, the matter ought to be resolved by the hearing of oral evidence.

7.

Consideration of facts and law
There is no provision in the CPA that creates liability for injuries or other damages
arising from an activity or facility supplied by a supplier, whether caused
negligently or otherwise. This means that there is nothing in the complaint that
would constitute grounds for a remedy under the Code or CPA and consequently,
the CGSO must terminate the process.
Furthermore, the supplier is not prepared to accept liability and has denied that it
was negligent or that the tarpaulin used at the obstacle was the cause of the
complainant’s injury. These are issues that can only be resolved through a process
of hearing of oral evidence of witnesses and experts. The CGSO is an alternative
dispute resolution agent, not a court, so it is unable to perform this function.

8.

Conclusion
It became apparent during the course of the CGSO’s attempt to facilitate a
settlement that the complaint does not constitute grounds for a remedy under the
CPA and there is a dispute of fact that it is not possible to resolve on the papers.
The CGSO process is accordingly terminated and the complainant is hereby
informed that this is a matter that might more appropriately be dealt with by a
court of law. The institution of legal proceedings, if so advised, would be at the
complainant’s own expense. This does not constitute legal advice.
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Advertisement
Availability at advertised price (bait marketing)
Incorrect price advertised: price not binding (Case 1)
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
4.

:
:
:

20145261021
N Melville
2 July 2014

Summary of the complaint
On 25 May 2014, the complainant saw the supplier's advert for a Geneva couch,
selling at R1 599. On the following day, the complainant went to the store to buy
the couch and was told that the actual price was R3 700. The store said the
advertised price of R1 599 was a printing error and the store refused to sell it at
that price.

5.

Summary of outcome
The supplier is not bound to provide the consumer with a couch at the incorrectly
advertised price. Using the reasonable consumer test, the advertisement published
in a catalogue by the supplier was not misleading because of the large discrepancy
with the actual price.

6.

The response of the supplier
The supplier provided this office with its response:
We apologise for the error that occurred in our latest catalogue. Whilst
every care is taken to ensure that this type of error does not occur, through
a process of detail checking, sometimes a mistake is not picked up.
As a reputable Company, we can assure you that there is absolutely no
intention on our part to mislead our customers in any way. This is a
genuine error.
It cannot be considered false advertising as there is an “Errors and
omissions” warning in the terms and conditions printed on all our
catalogue, and there was fair warning when you arrived at the store in the
form of a notice stating “Oops, we spotted a mistake.”
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7.

Legal considerations
Common Law:
I will briefly set out the common law principles as they relate to the advertising of
goods and services and associated contracts of sale.
When a supplier advertises goods or services to the public by some method of mass
communication such as the media, circulars or catalogues, this is generally considered
to be an invitation to treat or do business, or a mere puff. 1 It may, however, depending
on the particular wording of the advertisement and the surrounding circumstances,
amount to a binding offer made to all the world which will ripen into a contract with
anyone who accepts it. 2 This is best illustrated by reference to actual cases.
The publication of an advertisement offering goods for sale at a stated price is not an
offer to all who may read the advertisement but merely an invitation to make offers:
Bird v Summerville 1960 4 SA 395(N) 401D. This is referred to as an invitation to
treat.
In the case of Crawley v Rex 3, a shopkeeper advertised on a placard outside his shop a
particular brand of tobacco at a cheap price to attract the public. A customer who
refused to leave the premises when the shopkeeper declined to sell more of the
tobacco to him on a second occasion was charged with trespass. In his defence, the
customer claimed he was entitled to be in the shop as he was accepting the
shopkeeper’s offer. The court held that no contract had arisen because the
advertisement did not constitute a binding offer that the customer could accept but
was merely an announcement of the shopkeeper’s intention to sell at the advertised
price. In arriving at this conclusion, Smith J made the following observation 4:
"The mere fact that a tradesman advertises the price at which he sells goods
does not appear to me to be an offer to any member of the public to enter into
the shop and purchase goods, nor do I think that a contract is constituted when
any member of the public comes in and tenders the price mentioned in the
advertisement. It would lead to extraordinary results if that were the correct
view of the case. Because then, supposing a shopkeeper were sold out of a
particular class of goods, thousands of members of the public might crowd
into the shop and demand to be served, and each one would have a right of
action against the proprietor for not performing his contract".
In the English case of Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co. Ltd5 the defendants
published an advertisement that claimed that they would pay £ 100 to any person who

1

R.H. Christie and G.B. Bradfield Christie’s Law of Contract in South Africa 6th ed (2011) at 35 and 41
Carlill v Carbolic Smokeball Co Ltd [1893] 1 QB 256 at 268.
3
1909 TS 1105, analysed in Hanri du Plessis “Display of Goods for Sale, Advertisements and
the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008” (2014) unpublished article.
4
At 1108.
5
Op cit fn 3: According to Christie (op cit at 420), this case influenced Crawley v Rex op cit fn 4.
2
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had correctly used their product and nevertheless contracted influenza. This was held
to be a binding unilateral offer to all the world which would be accepted by any
person who knew of it and who contracted influenza after using the product as
directed. A telling consideration in the decision was that the advertisement also stated
that £ 1000 had been deposited in a bank account to show the sincerity of the
defendants in their offer.
In Bloom v American Swiss Watch Co 1915 AD 100 the defendants advertised a
reward for any person who gave information to the police regarding to a jewellery
robbery that took place on their premises. The court held that the offer had not been
accepted by the first person who supplied information to the police because he had at
the time been unaware of the offer.
A case relating specifically to the advertisement of goods for sale is the American
case of Lefkowitz v. Great Minneapolis Surplus Store, Inc 6. The facts briefly were that
the defendants published this advertisement”.
“Saturday 9 A.M. Sharp 3 Brand New Fur Coats Worth to $100.00. First
Come First Served $1 Each.”
The first person to attempt to take up the offer was the plaintiff. The defendants
refused to sell to him, relying on a "house rule" that the offer was for women only.
The court held that the advertisement constituted an offer and the plaintiff’s conduct
constituted an acceptance thereof.
In arriving at this conclusion, the court stated the test of whether a binding obligation
may originate in advertisements addressed to the general public to be “whether the
facts show that some performance was promised in positive terms in return for
something requested”. 7
Even if an advertisement does amount to an offer, the supplier may nevertheless
escape being bound by it if the supplier is able to prove there was some error or
mistake in the advertisement (a not uncommon occurrence) and that the customer is
trying to snatch a bargain.
Where a party to a contract realises the other party is making a mistake, that party has
a duty to speak and to enquire. If he does not do so but decides to snatch the bargain,
there is no consensus between the parties, actual or imputed. 8 This does not preclude
a buyer who is not deliberately seeking to take advantage of another's known mistake
from striking a bargain. 9

6

86 NW 2d 689 (Minn, 1957) available on http://law.justia.com/cases/minnesota/supreme-court/1957/37220.html
7
Ibid, quoting 1 Williston, Contracts § 27 (Rev. ed. 1936).
8
Sonap Petroleum (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd v Pappadogianis (483/90) [1992] ZASCA 56 at para 25.
9
Anglo African Shipping (Pty) Ltd. v Slavin's Packaging (74/85) [1986] ZASCA 110 at para 37.
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The case law in this area deals mostly with situations in which individuals or
businesses represented by individuals are involved in protracted negotiations and not
with advertisements in a retail environment, where it is not uncommon for genuine
bargains to be advertised as a business strategy. This creates some doubt as to whether
the defence of snatching a bargain has a place in this environment in the common law,
let alone the CPA, which is considered next.
It is not clear to what extent the CPA has overridden the common law, particularly
with regard to contracts. There is no room for doubt, however, that the CPA requires
that its provisions are construed in a way that favours the consumer. 10 I will now
consider the import of section 30, which is reproduced here in full.
Bait marketing
30. (1) A supplier must not advertise any particular goods or services as being
available at a specified price in a manner that may result in consumers being misled
or deceived in any respect relating to the actual availability of those goods or services
from that supplier, at that advertised price.
(2) If a supplier advertises particular goods or services as being available at a
specified price, and the advertisement expressly states a limitation in respect of the
availability of those goods or services from that supplier at that price, the supplier
must make those goods or services available at that price, to the extent of the
expressed limits.
(3) It is a defence to an alleged failure to comply with subsection (1) or (2) if—
(a) the supplier offered to supply or procure another person to supply a
consumer with the same or equivalent goods or services of the kind
advertised within a reasonable time, in a reasonable quantity, and at the
advertised price; and
(b) the consumer—
(i) unreasonably refused that offer; or
(ii) accepted the offer, and the supplier has supplied or procured
another person to supply the goods or services so offered and
accepted.

On a first reading, this section is deceptively simple. It is only when its practical
implications are considered that the difficulties it poses become apparent.
The first question to consider is the ambit of the section. It covers the advertising of
goods and services. Advertisement is broadly defined to encompass any direct or
indirect visual or oral communication transmitted by any medium that brings to the
attention of all or part of the public the existence, nature, availability, properties,

10

Section 2(9)(b) and 4(3).
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advantages or uses of any goods or services that are available for supply, or the
conditions on, or prices at, which they are available for supply. 11
The next consideration is how section 30 relates to section 23 as the display of a price
in section 23(5) is extended in subsection (c) to include publishing in a catalogue,
brochure, circular or similar form of publication available to a consumer, or to the
public generally. On the face of it, both section 23(5) and 30 appear to govern the
advertisement of goods at a specified price in a catalogue, brochure, circular or
similar. Section 30 goes further than section 23(5)(c) as it covers all media of
publication. The only way to give effect to both sections is to hold that section 23
generally governs the prices charged for displayed goods and that section 30 applies
to the availability of goods advertised other than by means of display. Then section
23(5)(c) merely sets out the specific requirements for advertising 12 the price in a
catalogue or the like but does not address the availability of the goods or the price that
they must be sold at.
A more important issue with regard to section 30 is whether it indeed addresses the
practice of bait marketing or whether it goes beyond that. Specifically, is it
requirement that the supplier actually intends to mislead the consumer or is section 30
broad enough to apply to any price advertised that may result in consumers being
misled or deceived? In other words, does it impose strict liability?
As bait marketing is a new concept to our law, it is useful to consider the legislative
provisions that deal it in other countries in order to gain a better understanding of
what is intended in section 30.

England
The Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations 2008
2008 No. 1277 SCHEDULE 1
Commercial practices which are in all circumstances considered unfair:
5. Making an invitation to purchase products at a specified price without disclosing
the existence of any reasonable grounds the trader may have for believing that he will
not be able to offer for supply, or to procure another trader to supply, those products
or equivalent products at that price for a period that is, and in quantities that are
reasonable, having regard to the product, the scale of advertising of the product and
the price offered (bait advertising).
6. Making an invitation to purchase products at a specified price and then—
(a)refusing to show the advertised item to consumers,

11

Section 1 sv ‘advertisement’.
This word gives better clarity than “display” that is unfortunately used in the subsection. It would have been
preferable to have moved the content of s. 23(5)(c) to s. 30 to avoid confusion.
12
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(b)refusing to take orders for it or deliver it within a reasonable time, or
(c)demonstrating a defective sample of it,
with the intention of promoting a different product (bait and switch).

Although also somewhat convoluted, these regulations are clearer in their meaning
than section 30. It would seem that section 30 (1) encompasses elements of both the
scenarios dealt with by of these regulations. As to whether intention is required,
reference to reasonableness in regulation 5 brings in negligence, while intention is
expressly required by regulation 6.

Australia
The Australian Consumer Law 13
35 Bait advertising
(1) A person must not, in trade or commerce, advertise goods or services for
supply at a specified price if:
(a) there are reasonable grounds for believing that the person will not be
able to offer for supply those goods or services at that price for a
period that is, and in quantities that are, reasonable, having regard to:
(i) the nature of the market in which the person carries on business;
and
(ii) the nature of the advertisement; and
(b) the person is aware or ought reasonably to be aware of those grounds.
Note:

A pecuniary penalty may be imposed for a contravention of this subsection.
(2) A person who, in trade or commerce, advertises goods or services for
supply at a specified price must offer such goods or services for supply at that
price for a period that is, and in quantities that are, reasonable having regard
to:
(a) the nature of the market in which the person carries on business;
and
(b) the nature of the advertisement.

Note:

A pecuniary penalty may be imposed for a contravention of this subsection.
Consumer Affairs, Victoria, gives this example: 14

13

The full text of the Australian Consumer Law (ACL) is set out in Schedule 2 of the Competition and
Consumer Act 2010 which is the new name of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (TPA). See also:
http://www.consumerlaw.gov.au/content/the_acl/downloads/A_guide_to_provisions_Nov_2010.pdf

14

See http://www.consumer.vic.gov.au/shopping/advertising-and-promotions/bait-advertising.
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An electronics retailer runs a major national campaign advertising 50-inch televisions at a low
price of $799 for a week-long sale. The retailer usually sells about 30 televisions of this type
every week. The retailer only stocks two televisions at the advertised price and refuses to take
customer orders.
When customers attempt to buy the television at the advertised price, they are told it is out of
stock and offered a more expensive unit for $999. This is likely to be bait advertising as the
retailer does not have a reasonable supply of the advertised television.
Section 35(1) of the Competition and Consumer Act equates to the UK regulation 5, although
the former is more clearly worded than the latter. Both have in common the requirement of
reasonableness.

United States
Retail Advertising Regulations, Massachusetts
Owing to their length, these detailed regulations are not reproduced here. They are
available on the internet. 15
The first thing to note about the Regulations is that they list a number of practices that
are considered unfair and deceptive. Another noteworthy aspect is that Regulation
6.13 (3) requires a supplier to honour an advertisement that contains a material error
unless it is a gross error 16. It is permissible under regulation 6.06 (2) for a supplier to
advertise goods when it does not have the goods in stock or readily available for sale
in sufficient quantities to meet reasonably anticipated demand if the supplier states the
minimum quantity of the product available in each store; or that the quantity is
limited.
Throughout the regulations it is a defence if the seller has acted in good faith. This
fact coupled with the absence of mention of the requirement intention lead to the
conclusion that the regulations operate on the basis that culpability is deemed, on a
sort of res ipse loquitur basis, unless the supplier disproves it. Actual intention is thus
not required: the focus is rather on the conduct, in contrast to the approach taken in
England and Australia. The South African approach in section 30, albeit less detailed,
appears to follow that taken in the Massachusetts Regulations rather than the English
and Australian approach of specifically spelling out the specific intended deception.
The heading “Bait Marketing” to section 30 is thus ironically in itself misleading.

15

See http://www.mass.gov/ago/government-resources/ags-regulations/940-cmr-600.html#6.13:%20
Corrections940 CMR 6.00
16

A "gross error" is a price which was never intended as the selling price at any time during the previous 30 day
period, and which, for an item with an actual selling price of not more than $20.00, is less than half the price
stated by the seller as the actual selling price, or which, for an item with an actual selling price of more than
$20.00, is more than 20% below the price stated by the seller as the actual selling price.
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Is intention required?
The conclusion reached in the previous paragraph that intention is not required seems
to fly in the face of the general rule in South African law that the legislature intended
fault to be an element of liability of a statutory offence. 17 This rule, however, does not
apply in respect of the so-called “regulatory” or “public-welfare” offences. 18 The case
of Amalgamated Beverage Industries Natal (Pty) Ltd v City Council of the City of
Durban 19 related to the contravention of a by- law governing food safety. In spite of
this, the majority held that mens rea in the form of culpa was required. The rule set
out in S v Arenstein 1964(1) SA 361 (A) at 365 C-D was applied at paras 5-6:
"The general rule is that actus non facit reum nisi mens sit rea, and that in construing
statutory prohibitions or injunctions, the Legislature is presumed, in the absence of
clear and convincing indications to the contrary, not to have intended innocent
violations thereof to be punishable. (R. v. H., 1944 A.D. 121 at pp. 125, 126; R. v.
Wallendorf and Others, 1920 A.D. 383 at p. 394). Indications to the contrary may be
found in the language or the context of the prohibition or injunction, the scope and
object of the statute, the nature and extent of the penalty, and the ease with which the
prohibition or injunction could be evaded if reliance could be placed on the absence
of mens rea. (R. v. H., supra, at p. 126.)."

In considering the scope and object of the legislation, the majority considered that the
object may generally be attained if mens rea in the form of culpa were to be an
essential ingredient of the offence, and moreover that members of the affected class
will not necessarily escape liability for the acts and omissions of their employees. A
further consideration was that the prescribed penalty was not a heavy one. 20
In his dissenting judgment, Botha JA said as follows:
“My view is that strict liability should only be found in cases where there are
compelling reasons to do so, but that the circumstances of this case proclaim the need
to recognize that rare exceptions to the general rule of mens rea must be allowed, for
the sake of the proper, practical administration of criminal justice.”

These principles are now applied to section 30 in order to establish whether intention
is a requirement. Starting with the scope and object of the legislation, it is clear that
the CPA is public-welfare legislation. It is to be construed in the manner that best
promotes the spirit and purposes of this Act, and will best improve the realisation and
enjoyment of consumer rights generally. 21

17

Burchell E.M. & Hunt P.M.A., South African Criminal Law and Procedure: General principles of Criminal
Law, Volume 1 (2008 Impression) at 251.
18
Ibid.
19
(675/92) [1994] ZASCA 2; 1994 (3) SA 170 (AD); [1994] 2 All SA 222 (A).
20
At para 26.
21
Section 4(3).
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As to the nature and extent of the penalty, as section 30 deals with prohibited conduct,
an administrative fine, rather than imprisonment, is the prescribed penalty. 22 Looking
next to the indications of the wording itself, the words intention or intentional have
not been used to indicate the requirement of mens rea, 23 nor has strict liability been
signalled. 24 The reference in section 30(1) of “manner that may result in consumers
being misled or deceived” refers to the effect of the conduct and not the intention
behind it. In the explanation of misleading or deceptive conduct given by the
Australian Department of Industry, it suggests 25:
Conduct will be misleading or deceptive if it induces error, or is capable of inducing
error, in an ordinary reasonable person…
Conduct can give rise to liability even if …the person making the representation acted
honestly and reasonably. All that is necessary for liability to arise is that the conduct did,
in fact, mislead or deceive.

The Hobart Community Legal Service takes a different view regarding deceptive
conduct, namely that it requires an intention to deceive (fraud) and so is of little
relevance because proving fraud is difficult. As far as ‘misleading’ is concerned,
however, it is of the view that this requires no intention or particular state of mind. In
fact the prohibition of misleading conduct imposes a strict liability not to lead another
into error in commercial and consumer dealings. Case law has established that an
innocent (non-fraudulent and non-negligent) statement may generate liability. 26
The American approach differs from the Australian approach in that the definition of
the term “misleading conduct” in 18 U.S. Code § 1515 includes the word
“knowingly”. In contrast, “mislead” and “misleading conduct” are not defined in the
CPA, but in section 24(2)(b), the use of the phrase “calculated to mislead” signals the
requirement of intention, while the use of “its general purpose or effect is to—… (ii)
mislead or deceive” in section 51(1)(a) covers both the result and intention separately.
In comparison, the wording of section 30(1) gives no clear indication one way or the
other.
Finally, the all important consideration of the ease with which liability, or liability for
the acts and omissions of employees, could be evaded if mens rea is not required. In
practice, there is likely to be a chain of service providers involved in getting an
22

Section 112.
C.f. s. 23(3)(c) and s. 42(3)(a).
24
C.f. s. 61(1).
23

25

See:
http://www.industry.gov.au/smallbusiness/LegalHelp/LegalTopics/FairTrading/Pages/Whatismisleadingordecep
tiveconduct.aspx. The general misleading conduct provisions can be found under s 18 of the Australian
Consumer Law and give rise to civil liabilities. Additionally, under Part 3-1 of the ACL prohibits numerous
business practices that are false or misleading, and gives rise to both criminal and civil liabilities… While s 18
imposes a strict liability in the regulation of misleading conduct in trade or commerce… See
http://www.findlaw.com.au/articles/4512/a-general-introduction-to-misleading-or-deceptive-.aspx
26
The
Hobart
Community
Legal
Service,
Tasmanian
Law
Handbook
See:
http://www.hobartlegal.org.au/tasmanian-law-handbook/consumers-money-and-debts/australian-consumerlaw/misleading-or-deceptive
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advertisement from conception by the supplier or its advertising agency to publication
in the media, on the internet or as a flier, catalogue or similar. An error could occur at
any stage of the process.
To some extent section 113(1) covers this possibility as it provides that if an
employee or agent of a person is liable in terms of the CPA for anything done or
omitted in the course of that person’s employment or activities on behalf of their
principal, the employer or principal is jointly and severally liable with that person.
Whether this encompasses the entire supply chain of advertising agent, designer,
compositor, printer, newspaper/ magazine/ catalogue and distributor/newsagent
involved in getting the advertisement to the consumer is doubtful. 27 The CPA
definition of supply chain extends only to suppliers involved in supplying goods and
services. 28 Consequently, it would be very easy for a supplier to escape liability by
blaming someone else in the supply chain for an error in the price.
Taking all these factors into consideration, it can be concluded that section 30 applies
not only to the practice known as bait marketing but also to any situation where the
consumer may be misled. This means that it is not necessary to show a specific
intention to deceive. As to whether the section goes further and creates strict liability,
this does seem to be the case, in the absence of express reference to intention or a
definition of “deceive” or “mislead” to the contrary.
Other considerations that favour this conclusion are that the CPA is public welfare
legislation; the penalties are not severe in that they do not include a criminal
conviction or imprisonment and it would be easy to escape liability by blaming
someone else in the supply chain. It would be illogical to treat “deceive” and
“mislead” differently in this regard as it is the manner in which goods are advertised
that causes the misleading or the deception and not the intention behind it.
The intention or lack thereof on the part of the supplier would be a factor that would
be taken into consideration in determining an appropriate administrative fine for
contravening the section. It is, however, difficult to conceive of a situation in which
the supplier was not in some way at fault for not having checked the advertisement.
So even if fault was a requirement, it would invariably be present on a res ipsa
loquitur basis.
The next issue to consider is whether section 30 imposes an obligation to sell goods at
the advertised price.
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In Australia, Google was found not to be liable for misleading or deceptive statements made by advertisers.
See:
http://www.mondaq.com/australia/x/225812/Consumer+Trading+Unfair+Trading/Google+succeeds+in+High+
Court+appeal+misleading+and+deceptive+conduct.
28
Section 1 sv “supply chain”.
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Advertisement binding
Whether or not the supplier is bound by the terms of an advertisement depends on the
wording of the advertisement. If a supplier advertises particular goods as being
available at a specified price and the advertisement expressly states a limitation in the
numbers available, the supplier must honour the advertisement terms, to the extent of
the expressed limits. 29 Clearly, the common law rules regarding offer to treat as
expressed in Crawley v Rex has been disregarded as far as advertisements in which
numbers are limited are concerned.
If, however, no limit is expressed, it follows logically that the supplier is not bound by
the advertisement but would nevertheless be liable for contravening the section. This
seems to take into consideration the concern raised in Crawley v Rex regarding large
numbers of would-be buyers insisting upon being sold goods of which the supplier
had no stock. Such an approach of course flies in the face of the consumer centric
intentions of the CPA as it disregards the cost and inconvenience suffered by the
consumers who especially travel to the store to take advantage of the bargain which
turns out to be an illusion.
That is not an end to the matter. Section 115 (2) provides in a roundabout way that a
person who has suffered loss or damage as a result of prohibited conduct may institute
a claim in civil court after obtaining a certificate from the Tribunal to the effect that
the conduct complained of was prohibited or required by the CPA. In this regard,
“prohibited conduct” means an act or omission in contravention of the CPA. 30 A
contravention of section 30 (1), which is a blanket ban on advertising in a misleading
or deceiving way, would constitute prohibited conduct.
This leads to the rather bizarre and probably unintended consequence that if no limit
on numbers is expressed in an advertisement, the supplier is not obliged to fulfil the
terms of the advertisement but is liable of contravening the CPA and open to a civil
claim for damages resulting from the contravention. In the favour of this state of
affairs, at least it prevents an anomalous situation from arising by a supplier being
able to escape liability for a misleading or deceptive advertisement merely by not
indicating a limitation on the goods available.
What if there is an inadvertent error in the advertisement in either of the above
scenarios? This is dealt with next.
Inadvertent error
There is no provision for what to do in the case of an error in section 30. The defence
of snatching a bargain would not be applicable because that relates to the doctrine of
quasi mutual assent, which does not apply here because the transaction comes about
ex lege and not as a result of the meeting of the minds of the parties.
29
30

Section 30(2).
Section 1 sv “prohibited conduct’’.
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The wording of section 23(5)(c) read with section 23(9), however, permits the
conclusion that if a price is published in relation to the goods in a catalogue, brochure,
circular or similar form of publication available to that consumer, or to the public
generally, and it is an inadvertent and obvious error, the supplier is not bound by it
after correcting the error and taking reasonable steps in the circumstances to inform
consumers to whom the erroneous price may have been displayed of the error and the
correct price.
Any other medium of advertisement is by implication not covered by section 23(9).
This seems to have the potential to lead to anomalous and harsh consequences.
Imagine for instance a car dealer intending to advertise a car for R 500 000 and a zero
being omitted from the advertisement, creating the bargain price of R 50 000.
The solution to this dilemma is to follow the Australian approach and to apply a
reasonable person test when making an assessment of whether the advertisement did
or may mislead or deceive a consumer or consumers. 31
Applying this approach, consumers would not have been misled by such a massive
error as that in the above example, so the error would not have been binding.
Conversely, if the car was mistakenly advertised at the price of “ R 490 000”, this
would mislead the reasonable person and be binding, especially if accompanied by the
customary words “only..” or “bargain”. As to the difficulty in deciding where to draw
the line between these two extremes, that is the type of challenge that the courts
constantly face and are equipped to deal with on a case by case basis.

5.

Applying the law to the facts
The advertisement in question was published in a catalogue by the supplier. This
brings it within the provisions of section 30 read with sections 23(5) and 23(9). As
both parties were silent in this regard, I shall accept that there was no limitation
placed in the advertisement on the number of items advertised for sale, bringing
the matter within the ambit of section 30(1).
Based on the conclusions reached in the previous sections of this report, it is not
necessary to show that the supplier intended to mislead or deceive the consumer,
only that the consumer was misled of deceived by the advertisement. I will return
to that later.

31

Find LawAustralia “Deceptive and misleading conduct by corporations: the provisions” on
http://www.findlaw.com.au/articles/4433/deceptive-and-misleading-conduct-by-corporations-t.aspx.
Similarly, the European Court of Justice, when considering the misleading of consumers, has held that, "...in
order to determine whether a particular description, trade mark or promotional description or statement is
misleading, it is necessary to take into account the presumed expectations of an average consumer who is
reasonably well informed and reasonably observant and circumspect" (Case C-210/96 Gut Springenheide and
Tusky [1998] ECR I-4657, para 31.) The Court of Appeal, California, also applies a reasonable customer test
(Zion Lavie V Procter & Gamble Co. A093393 available on http://caselaw.findlaw.com/ca-court-ofappeal/1040791.html)
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Even if it is accepted that the supplier made a genuine error, as it claims, this in
itself would not save it from liability. However, section 30(1) does not per se
directly create an obligation to sell at the advertised price. It merely creates a
prohibition that can lead to the imposition of an administrative fine if breached or
that can ground a civil claim for damages.
Further, being an advertisement in a brochure, section 23(9) applies, meaning that
if the advertised price is an inadvertent and obvious error, the supplier is not
bound by it after—
(a) correcting the error in the displayed price; and
(b) taking reasonable steps in the circumstances to inform consumers to
whom the erroneous price may have been displayed of the error and
the correct price.
I cannot agree with the supplier’s contention that it cannot be considered false
advertising as there is an “Errors and omissions” warning in the terms and
conditions printed on all its catalogue, as a supplier cannot contract out of its legal
obligations under the CPA (section 48(1)(c)).
If, as alleged by the supplier, when you arrived at the store there was a warning in
the form of a notice stating “Oops, we spotted a mistake,” this might have been
sufficient, depending upon the circumstances.
It is not, however necessary to decide on that because this case turns on whether or
not the advertised price was misleading or deceptive. In order to arrive at this
answer, I deem it appropriate to use the reasonable customer test.
In this matter, the correct price was R3 700 and the advertised price was R1 599,
which is 43 % or less than half of the correct price. Although there is no provision
in the CPA regarding gross error, the definition of this term given in footnote 16
hereof is nevertheless a useful guide as to what the reasonable consumer would
realize to be an error. It must be borne in mind that price is relative to the nature of
the goods.
I unfortunately do not have the benefit of perusing the brochure in question, but I
did manage to locate a Geneva 2.5 Division Couch Velvet Mink on the supplier’s
website, priced at R4,499.00. I do not know if this is the exact same model, but it
serves sufficiently to show that the couch is a substantial piece of furniture of
apparent quality. I researched various other websites but could not find a couch
similar in appearance selling for less than R 2 900.
Accordingly I conclude that the discrepancy between the actual price or the price
that a reasonable consumer might expect the price to be and the advertised price
was so large that a reasonable consumer would have realised there was an error
and not have been misled.
26

6.

Conclusion and recommendation
Based on the above finding, the supplier is not bound to provide the consumer
with a couch at the incorrectly advertised price. I recommend, however, that in the
interests of good customer relations, the supplier provides the complainant with a
nominal token of apology for the customer’s wasted time and transport costs.
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Misleading advertised price

1.

Adjudicator

: B Hughes

Date

: 11 May 2015

Summary of the complaints
On 09 March 2015 the complainant’s friend informed him of a promotion the
supplier was having on a tool kit at the advertised price of R199.00. The
complainant went to the website to see the promotion and also took a screenshot of
the advert in the event that a problem might occur.
The complainant then received a call from the same friend stating that he went to
the store to purchase the item but incurred problems. After debating the matter the
store gave the friend the item at the advertised price.
The complainant was at work and send a family member to purchase the item. The
store refused to give the item to the family member at the advertised price. The
family member was informed that there was an error with the price and that the
item was sold out.
The complainant then decided to phone the supplier. The complainant gave the
product ID as well as the branch (Springfield). The store manager advised that
there were still 10 of the specific item left in the store. The complainant then
informed the manager that his family member was informed that the item was sold
out.
The manager advised that she will phone the complainant back. The manager did
phone the complainant back and advised him that there was an error and misprint.
The manager apologised for the error and advised that after the complainant’s
friend bought the item they discovered the error and removed the advert and
placed the necessary signage up in the store. The manager also confirmed that they
only sold one of the items to his friend.
Later during the day another friend of the complainant advised him that he bought
a tool set for R199.00 and other people were also allowed to purchase the item at
that price.
The complainant again phoned the store and advised that he felt discriminated
against as certain people were given the item at the error price but he was refused.
28

The complainant would like to purchase the tool kit at the advertised price of
R199.00.

2.

The response of the supplier
The supplier provided this office with its response (without prejudice):
According to the supplier the fact that there was an obvious and
inadvertent error is not in dispute. According to the supplier the
complainant is disputing the fact that he was not given a fair opportunity to
exploit the error.
The set normally sells at R2 299.00 and on promotion it was wrongly
captured at R199.00 instead of R1 999.00.
The supplier also advised that a circle of friends which the complainant is
part of, made purchases and communicated their till slips with one another.
This resulted in the members of the circle, to whom the incorrect price was
not advertised to by the supplier but rather informed of by other members
of the group, to exploit the error.
The supplier advised that they honored the error price purely as an offer of
goodwill to a few customers based on the merits of each case.
The supplier takes note that the consumer feels he was discriminated
against and would like to resolve the complaint amicably with the
complainant.

4.

Legal considerations

CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT
Section 30 is reproduced here in full.
Bait marketing
30. (1) A supplier must not advertise any particular goods or services as being
available at a specified price in a manner that may result in consumers being misled
or deceived in any respect relating to the actual availability of those goods or services
from that supplier, at that advertised price.
(2) If a supplier advertises particular goods or services as being available at a
specified price, and the advertisement expressly states a limitation in respect of the
availability of those goods or services from that supplier at that price, the supplier
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must make those goods or services available at that price, to the extent of the
expressed limits.
(3) It is a defence to an alleged failure to comply with subsection (1) or (2) if—
(a) the supplier offered to supply or procure another person to supply a
consumer with the same or equivalent goods or services of the kind
advertised within a reasonable time, in a reasonable quantity, and at the
advertised price; and
(b) the consumer—
(i) unreasonably refused that offer; or
(ii) accepted the offer, and the supplier has supplied or procured
another person to supply the goods or services so offered and
accepted.

The first question to consider is the ambit of the section. It covers the advertising of
goods and services. Advertisement is broadly defined to encompass any direct or
indirect visual or oral communication transmitted by any medium that brings to the
attention of all or part of the public the existence, nature, availability, properties,
advantages or uses of any goods or services that are available for supply, or the
conditions on, or prices at, which they are available for supply. 32
Section 23(5) is extended in subsection (c) to include publishing in a catalogue,
brochure, circular or similar form of publication available to a consumer, or to the
public generally. On the face of it, both section 23(5) and 30 appear to govern the
advertisement of goods at a specified price in a catalogue, brochure, circular or
similar. Section 30 goes further than section 23(5)(c) as it covers all media of
publication.
Is intention required?
The general rule in South African law is that the legislature intended fault to be an
element of liability of a statutory offence. 33 This rule, however, does not apply in
respect of the so-called “regulatory” or “public-welfare” offences. 34
As to whether the section goes further and creates strict liability, this does seem to be
the case, in the absence of express reference to intention or a definition of “deceive”
or “mislead” to the contrary.
It is, however, difficult to conceive of a situation in which the supplier was not in
some way at fault for not having checked the advertisement. So even if fault was a
requirement, it would invariably be present on a res ipsa loquitur basis.
32

Section 1 sv ‘advertisement’.
Burchell E.M. & Hunt P.M.A., South African Criminal Law and Procedure: General principles of Criminal
Law, Volume 1 (2008 Impression) at 251.
34
Ibid.
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The next issue to consider is whether section 30(1) imposes an obligation to sell
goods at the advertised price.
Whether or not the supplier is bound by the terms of an advertisement depends on the
wording of the advertisement. If a supplier advertises particular goods as being
available at a specified price and the advertisement expressly states a limitation in the
numbers available, the supplier must honour the advertisement terms, to the extent of
the expressed limits. 35 If, however, no limit is expressed, it follows logically that the
supplier is not bound by the advertisement but would nevertheless be liable for
contravening the section.
That is not an end to the matter. Section 115 (2) provides in a roundabout way that a
person who has suffered loss or damage as a result of prohibited conduct may institute
a claim in civil court after obtaining a certificate from the Tribunal to the effect that
the conduct complained of was prohibited or required by the CPA. In this regard,
‘‘prohibited conduct’’ means an act or omission in contravention of the CPA. 36 A
contravention of section 30 (1), which is a blanket ban on advertising in a misleading
or deceiving way, would constitute prohibited conduct.
Inadvertent error
There is no provision for what to do in the case of an error in section 30. However, the
question only arises if the consumer was misled or deceived by the advertisement. In
this regard the gross error test is of assistance: 37 If the mistaken price is more than
20% below the price stated by the seller as the actual selling price at any time during
the previous 30 day period, in the case of a large price tag item, the consumer is not
deemed to have been misled and accordingly there is no liability on the part of the
seller.

6.

Applying the law to the facts
The advertisement in question was published on their website by the supplier. I
accept that there was no limitation placed in the advertisement on the number of
items advertised for sale, bringing the matter within the ambit of section 30(1).
Based on the conclusions reached in the previous sections of this report, it is not
necessary to show that the supplier intended to mislead or deceive the consumer,
only that the consumer was misled of deceived by the advertisement.
Even if it is accepted that the supplier made a genuine error, as it claims, this in
itself would not save it from liability. However, section 30(1) does not per se
directly create an obligation to sell at the advertised price. It merely creates a

35

Section 30(2).
Section 1 sv “prohibited conduct’’.
37
Retail Advertising Regulations, Massachusetts (940 C.M.R. 3.00.).
36
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prohibition that can lead to the imposition of an administrative fine if breached or
that can ground a civil claim for damages.
In this matter, the tool kit usually retails for R2 999 the correct sale price was
R1 999 and the advertised price was R199, which is 10% or less than quarter of
the correct price. Although there is no provision in the CPA regarding gross error,
the definition of this term given above is nevertheless a useful guide as to what the
reasonable consumer would realize to be an error.
Accordingly I conclude that the discrepancy between the actual price or the price
that a reasonable consumer might expect the price to be and the advertised price
was so large that a reasonable consumer would have realised there was an error
and not have been misled.
The fact that the complainant was informed by his friends and the fact that the
complainant mentioned that he took a screenshot of the advertisement in case that
he might incur a problem also indicates that the consumer was well aware that
there was an error in the price and could not have been misled.

7.

Conclusion and recommendation
Based on the above finding, the supplier is not bound to provide the complainant
with the tool kit at the incorrectly advertised price. I am satisfied that the voucher
of R250.00 was adequate to compensate the complainant for his time wasted time
and transport costs.
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Misleading information- fees/ discount
RECOMMENDATION
3.

Dispute identification
Complaint No.

4.

:

201512-0005306

Nature of dispute

:

Misleading advertising

Adjudicator

:

N Melville

Date

:

19 April 2016

Summary of the complaint
The Complainant has been a member of the supplier’s club for almost 20 years.
On 15 September 2015, she received an annual combined statement which
reflected a projected membership and reservation fee of R 7000.65 due on
30/9/2015 and a membership fee account in the amount of R6873.82. According to
the statement, the explanation of the fees is provided in the electronic magazine.
There the membership and reservation fee is said to relate to the annual levy
charged by the various resorts.
The statement contains the following paragraph:
Debit Orders
If you’ve not yet signed up your account by debit order, be sure to do so and save.
By paying your annual fees in advance over 12 months, you automatically qualify
for a 5% discount when paying via debit order. When paying with credit card
you’ll get 2% discount. Contact our Collections Department to set up your debit
order.
Further on in the document there is prominently announced : 5% discount when
paying via debit order. Linked via asterisks is the explanation: By paying your
annual fees in advance over 12 months, you automatically qualify for a 5%
discount when paying via debit order or a 2% discount when paying via credit
card. Importantly, there is no reference to any other provisos or terms and
conditions.
The complainant contacted the supplier to take up the offer but failed to do so
because, in her view, their agent misinformed her and as a result she lost 5%
discount on the fees for 2016. It seemed to her that the supplier was willing to
offer the discount only on the 2017 fees.
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3.

Details of steps taken to resolve the complaint
Taken up with the supplier by email.

4.

Outcome proposed
The complainant seeks the 5% discount on the 2016 fees as well as the 5%
discount for the paid 2017 fees by way of debit order from October 2016.

5.

The response of the supplier
In response to the complainant’s call to the supplier:
A 5% discount is given to clients who prepay their annual membership and
reservation fees for 12 months in equal installments via debit order. The discount
is given on the actual fees invoiced on the 1st of September.
Since we are only advised of the percentage increase for the annual fees in late
August for the fees to be invoiced on 1st September, we do not have the exact fees
figures to calculate the monthly debit order amount. The figures we use for the
calculation are an estimate, based on the fees charged the previous year plus a
projected increase percentage. E.g. This year you were charged R6873.82 so for
next year we will estimate a 13.81% increase, so your projected fees for 2017 to be
invoiced on 01/09/2016 will be R7823.00. Although we might use an estimated
13.81% increase this year, the next year the estimated increase might differ.
You will notice on the statement I sent you that the projected fees are now
reflecting R7823.00. This is different from the last statements you received as we
have been experiencing a system problem with the projected amounts. Hopefully
this has now been resolved and the fees you see now should remain as is until we
are aware of the actual figures to be invoiced on 01/09/2016.
We would then use the projected fees for 2017 of R7823.00 and divide it by 12
months (October 2015 to September 2016) + R7.90 debit order fee. Your debit
order would then be R659.82 if started by 01/10/2015. If all the payments were
successful, the system will automatically allocate your discount on 27/09/2016 on
the fees that were charged on 01/09/2016.
If we do start a debit order for your fees from 01/01/2016, the amount will be
R877.12 (R7823.00 divided by 9 months + R7.90 debit order fee). Although it will
not be 12 instalments this year, we are prepared to manually pass the discount on
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27/09/2017 for you. Please note that next year the projected fees will be calculated
over 12 months start 1 October 2016.
If, on the 1st of September, when your fees are invoiced you have an excess credit
on your account, we will deduct this from the following years projected fees and
calculate a new monthly debit order amount. If there is a short fall, we will
add it to the following years projected fees and calculate a new debit order
amount. Please note that since we are working on estimates for the monthly
deduction you can either be in a little credit or debit when the fees are invoiced.
I have requested a copy of the call recording from 10/09/2015 regarding your
conversation with S. and I am awaiting their feedback. As I explained, I think
there may just have been some confusion regarding the dates as we charge 2017
fees in September 2016.
The prepayment option via debit order and the discount was purely introduced to
assist clients who are unable to settle their fees in 1 payment. As you are a valued
customer, we would like to resolve this issue so you can continue enjoying the
benefits of being a club member.

7.

The Complainant’s reply
They are in the process to trace a telephone call where after they will contact me
again, as it seems that their agent misinformed me and because of that I lost 5%
discount on my fees for 2016. It further seems that they are willing to offer the
discount now on the 2017 fees. I must still look at the implication thereof,
alternatively the 5% discount on the 2016 fees should be refunded as per their
advertisement because of the fact that their agent misinformed me and should I then
receive the 5% discount for 2017 fees by way of debit order from October 2016 as it
should be.

8.

Telephone call
I do not propose to have the telephone call, a recording of which was made available
to us, transcribed. I certainly agree with the supplier’s statement that there was some
confusion. The parties to the conversation were totally at cross purposes and as a
result the complainant abandoned her attempt to do the necessary to claim the 5%
discount.

9.

Consideration of the facts
I must confess to having had some difficulty in understanding the facts of this
matter. The variation in projected fees and actual is not at issue. The confusion
arises as to the time periods involved. In its correspondence the supplier says: “We
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would then use the projected fees for 2017 [I have difficulty in understanding why
fees for 2017 came into play at the end of 2015] of R7823.00 and divide it by 12
months (October 2015 to September 2016 [This seems to mean the fees for 2017
are paid in 2016]) + R7.90 debit order fee. Your debit order would then be
R659.82 if started by 01/10/2015. If all the payments were successful, the system
will automatically allocate your discount on 27/09/2016 on the fees that were
charged on 01/09/2016.
It is not, however, necessary, to unravel this. The supplier appears, by saying the
repayment option via debit order and the discount were purely introduced to assist
clients who are unable to settle their fees in 1 payment, to mean that this option
was not intended for those who were already paying their entire fee in advance as
the complainant seemed to be doing. If this is so, it is making an error as the
wording of the statement does not make it clear that the offer is thus restricted.
The supplier has shown a willingness to resolve the matter and has offered to
manually pass the discount, but refers to 27/09/2017, in spite of it being said the
installment would be started by 01/10/2015.

Recommended resolution
Whether this is indeed the intention of the supplier or not, it is recommended that
the complainant be permitted to pay by debit order monthly (if she has not already
paid the lump sum in advance) and either way be credited the discount for the
2016 fee for the full period at 27/09/2016. As to the 2017 fee, the complainant
should again be eligible to claim the discount by paying the debit order monthly if
the offer is still available for 2017.
I earnestly request the supplier to take more care in ensuring that payment options
are easily understood and that the call center personnel do not add to the
confusion.
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Incorrect price advertised: price not binding (Case 2)
Complaint ref
:
20121024315
Adjudicator
:
N Melville
Date
:
24 June 203
1.

Summary of the complaint
The supplier advertised a 6 drawer units for R19.99 but when the Complainant and
her friend went to the till to pay, the cashier rang a different price, R219.99. The
store manager Mr S was called but he told them that it was a printing error and the
item would not be sold at that price advertised on the pamphlet. Complainant
would like to have the item at the price advertised and have Mr S apologise plus
compensate them for cost of travel.

2.

The response of the supplier
The correct price with an apology was put up in the store.

3.

Summary of outcome
There are various unclarified factual issues that preclude a firm factual finding. In
the interests of fairness and a speedy and cost effective resolution of this matter, it
is suggested that the supplier provides the consumer with a R 100 voucher on a
without prejudice basis as compensation for transport costs and inconvenience
suffered.

4.

Attempts to resolve complaints
The manager called the customer and apologised. The file was closed although the
Complainant was not satisfied. The newly appointed ombudsman, Advocate N
Melville, reviewed the file and he has determined it to be appropriate to reconsider
the decision in this file.

5.

Investigative findings
Owing to the value of the claim, no investigation has been undertaken.

6.

Legal considerations/Applicable provisions of the Code of Conduct
Code:
8.1

The criteria to be used in resolving disputes includes:
8.5.1 the law, especially the Act and the Code (in cases where there is conflict
between the interpretation of the Code or the Act, the Act will always
prevail);
8.5.2 applicable industry codes or guidelines;
8.5.3

Fairness in all the circumstances.
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Applicable provisions of the CPA:
23(6) Subject to subsections (7) to (10), a supplier must not require a consumer to pay
a price for any goods or services—
(a) higher than the displayed price for those goods or services; or
(b) if more than one price is concurrently displayed, higher than the lower or
lowest of the prices so displayed…
(9) If a price as displayed contains an inadvertent and obvious error, the supplier is
not bound by it after—
(a) correcting the error in the displayed price; and
(b) taking reasonable steps in the circumstances to inform consumers to
whom the erroneous price may have been displayed of the error and the
correct price.
30(1) A supplier must not advertise any particular goods or services as being
available at a specified price in a manner that may result in consumers being misled
or deceived in any respect relating to the actual availability of those goods or services
from that supplier, at that advertised price.
(2) If a supplier advertises particular goods or services as being available at a
specified price, and the advertisement expressly states a limitation in respect of the
availability of those goods or services from that supplier at that price, the supplier
must make those goods or services available at that price, to the extent of the
expressed limits.

Section 30 refers to adverts, which is what this case is about, while section 23 applies
to displayed prices. Unlike section 26, section 30 does not provide how errors are to
be dealt with nor what the position is if a limit was not placed on the numbers
available.

7.

Conclusion
Based on the information provided by the parties, there was an error in the price
advertised for a unit of drawers and the supplier refused to honour the advertised
price. On a plain interpretation of section 30, if the advertisement specified a
limitation on the number available, it would be bound to provide the unit at the
advertised price up to the limit advertised, irrespective of any notice subsequently
placed in the store. A failure to comply may lead to the imposition of an
administrative fine.
There are various unclarified factual issues that preclude a firm factual finding in
this instance.

8.

Suggested resolution
In the interests of fairness and a speedy and cost effective resolution of this matter,
acting in terms of paragraph 11.5 of the Code (attached), it is suggested that the
supplier provides the consumer with a R 100 voucher on a without prejudice basis
as compensation for transport costs and inconvenience suffered. If the supplier is
agreeable, this suggested resolution will be conveyed to the consumer.
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Price advertised on Web store
ASSESSMENT
Our ref: 201502-0086
Summary of the complaint
In October 2014 the consumer found a website for the supplier advertising goods on special. The
consumer initially purchased a coffee machine priced at R655.00.
The consumer later returned and purchased more items. Over a period of four days the consumer
purchased various items and paid a total of R10 530.00.
A few days later the supplier refused to deliver the goods. According to the supplier the consumer
bought the goods from a hidden web store that was not supposed to be visible to the public. The
advertised specials were for illustrative purposes only.
The supplier advised that their Terms and Conditions cover them in the event of incorrect pricing.
The consumer wants the supplier to deliver the goods which were purchased online.
Summary of The supplier’s response
On 29 October 2014 the supplier received an enquiry from the complainant regarding the status of his
orders.
The supplier was unable to track the orders and discovered that the orders were placed on their testing
environment.
An explanation was send to the consumer explaining the situation and a gift voucher was offered to
him.
The supplier further explained to the consumer that the prices were significantly lower than the
normal selling price and that they cannot deliver the items as a reasonable person would have noticed
that there was a pricing error.
Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both the consumer and the supplier and advise as
follows:
Legal considerations
Certain section of the Consumer Protection Act (CPA) does not apply to electronic transactions if the
Electronic Communications and Transactions (ECT) Act 25 of 2002 applies to them.
Section 23 of the CPA: Disclosure of price of goods or services
23(1) this section does not apply to a transaction if......
(b) section 43 of the Electronic Communications and Transactions Act applies to the
transaction.
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Section 23 of the CPA provides that a retailer must not display any goods for sale without displaying
a price in relation to those goods; a supplier must not require a consumer to pay a price for goods or
services higher that the displayed price for those goods or services.
Section 43 of ECT
(1) A supplier offering goods or services for sale, for hire or for exchange by way of an electronic
transaction must make the following information available to consumers on the web site where such
goods or services are offered:
(a) Its full name and legal status;
(b) its physical address and telephone number;
(c) its web site address and e-mail address;
(d) membership of any self-regulatory or accreditation bodies to which that supplier belongs or
subscribes
and the contact details of that body;
(e) any code of conduct to which that supplier subscribes and how that code of conduct may be
accessed electronically by the consumer;
(f) in the case of a legal person, its registration number, the names of its office bearers and its place of
registration;
(g) the physical address where that supplier will receive legal service of documents;
(h) a sufficient description of the main characteristics of the goods or services offered by that supplier
to enable a consumer to make an informed decision on the proposed electronic transaction;
(i) the full price of the goods or services, including transport costs, taxes and any other fees or costs;
(j) the manner of payment;
(k) any terms of agreement, including any guarantees, that will apply to the transaction and how those
terms may be accessed, stored and reproduced electronically by consumers;
(l) the time within which the goods will be dispatched or delivered or within which the services will
be rendered;
(m) the manner and period within which consumers can access and maintain a full record of the
transaction;
(n) the return, exchange and refund policy of that supplier;
(o) any alternative dispute resolution code to which that supplier subscribes and how the wording of
that code may be accessed electronically by the consumer;
(p) the security procedures and privacy policy of that supplier in respect of payment, payment
information and personal information;
(q) where appropriate, the minimum duration of the agreement in the case of agreements for the
supply of products or services to be performed on an ongoing basis or recurrently; and
(r) the rights of consumers in terms of section 44, where applicable.
(2) The supplier must provide a consumer with an opportunity—
(a) to review the entire electronic transaction;
(b) to correct any mistakes; and
(c) to withdraw from the transaction, before finally placing any order.
(3) If a supplier fails to comply with the provisions of subsection (1) or (2), the consumer may cancel
the transaction within 14 days of receiving the goods or services under the transaction.
(4) If a transaction is cancelled in terms of subsection (3)—
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(a) the consumer must return the performance of the supplier or, where applicable, cease using the
services performed; and
(b) the supplier must refund all payments made by the consumer minus the direct cost of returning
the goods.
(5) The supplier must utilise a payment system that is sufficiently secure with reference to accepted
technological standards at the time of the transaction and the type of transaction concerned.
(6) The supplier is liable for any damage suffered by a consumer due to a failure by the supplier to
comply with subsection (5).
The question now is whether the advertised price is binding?
Section 3 of ECT appears to say that the common law also applies to electronic transactions:
The act must not be interpreted so as to exclude any statutory law or the common law from
being applied to, recognised or accommodating electronic transactions, data messages or any
other matter provided for in this Act.
In terms of the common law, a contract normally comes into effect where there is an offer that is
accepted: Estate Breet v Peri-Urban Areas Health Board 1955 3 SA 523 (A). An offer occurs when
someone puts forward a proposal with the intention that if it is accepted, a contract will come into
existence.
In the case of Crawley v Rex 1909 TS 1105, a shopkeeper advertised on a placard outside his shop a
particular brand of tobacco at a cheap price to attract the public. The court held that the advertisement
did not constitute a binding offer that a customer could accept but was merely an announcement of the
shopkeeper’s intention to sell at the advertised price (this is known as an invitation to treat (do
business)). The court was swayed by a concern that if a shopkeeper had sold out of the goods,
thousands of customers may nevertheless hold him to the offer.
Some South African writers suggest that the same rules apply to ecommerce transactions, namely that
the website owner is merely inviting offers from members of the public and it is the customer who
makes the offer. According to Van der Merwe and Janse van Vuuren:
“The contract will be concluded when such [internet] order is received and accepted. The
acceptance of the order will often be manifested merely by the dispatch of the goods to the
purchaser. No legal relationship exists between the parties before the acceptance, and an offer
may be revoked at any time before then.” 38
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Marco van der Merwe & Francois Janse van Vuuren “Internet contracts” on
http://www.greyvensteins.co.za/internet-contracts/. See also Murdoch Watney “Internet Law - Online
Shopping: An Overview of the Legal Pitfalls Facing Business to Consumer E-commerce Within the
context of South Africa Law” on
http://www.ibls.com/internet_law_news_portal_view.aspx?s=latestnews&id=2232.
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On this analysis, if a website owner made a mistake regarding price, it would not be binding- the
website owner needs only to refuse the offer.
There is also the view that clicking on the “I accept” button on a website may amount to acceptance,
depending whether the seller can accept or reject the transaction.39
The more widely held view is that by clicking on the “I accept” button, the transaction becomes
binding. In the case of Moore v. Microsoft Corp. 293 A.D.2d 587 (2002) 741 N.Y.S.2d 91, 40 the New
York Appellate Court ruled that by clicking the “I agree” icon after having been given the opportunity
to read and reject Microsoft’s contract at leisure, 41 the plaintiff [consumer] clearly manifested assent
to Microsoft’s agreement. According to Matsuura, “[u]se of an on-screen notice and electronic
contract that specify the important terms of the transaction provide a valid contract offer. Acceptance
can be validly provided through the use of electronic signatures or an “I accept” icon.” 42
In South Africa, the Labour Court held in the case of Jafta v Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife (D204/07)
[2008] ZALC 84 at para 59 that it had a duty to ascertain the international and foreign law applicable
to the internet and other electronic communication systems in order to determine whether the
international instruments are binding on South Africa, what the best practice is and consequently how
the court should interpret and apply provisions of ECT Act [Electronic Communications and
Transactions Act 25 of 2002].
Article 14(2) of UNCITRAL Model Law 43 provides that “[a] proposal other than one addressed to
one or more specific persons is to be considered merely as an invitation to make offers, unless the
contrary is clearly indicated by the person making the proposal”. This is in line with the dicta of
Crawley v Rex (supra). The Model law does not however link this to an ecommerce environment. This
may not be applicable in South Africa as one has to have reference to the wording of the ECT Act. In
the opinion of Snail, despite the fact that no common law exists confirming the validity and
enforceability of click-wrap agreements, section 22 (1) of the ECT Act makes enforceable an
agreement that was concluded partly or in whole by means of data messages. 44
It needs to be added that this is in effect the default position as section 21 specifies that Part 2 of ECT
Act only applies if the parties have not reached agreement on the issue, i.e. the terms of the agreement
do not say otherwise.
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Australian Campus Network “Management & legal implications of ecommerce” on
www.harley.net.au/eCommerce/Week_7_Lecture_eCommerce.ppt.
40
On
http://www.leagle.com/decision/2002880293AD2d587_1437.xml/MOORE%20v.%20MICROSOFT%20CORPOR
ATION.
41
These are referred to as click –through, web-wrap or click-wrap agreements.
42
Jeffrey H. Matsuura Security, Rights, and Liabiities in E-Commerce at 185. See also Abdulhadi M. Alghamdi
The Law of E-Commerce: E-Contracts, E-Business at 86 and Donald M. Crawford and Stephen L. Tupper
“Making Electronic Signatures Stick” Michigan BarJjournal March 2003 24 at 26 on
https://www.michbar.org/journal/pdf/pdf4article548.pdf.
43
General Assembly of the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law regarding the Model Law
on Electronic Commerce
44
Sizwe Snail “Electronic Contracts in South Africa - A Comparative Analysis” 1 JILT 2008 (2) on
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/law/elj/jilt/2008_2/snail/.
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Where the terms of the agreement do not provide otherwise, there are two provisions of the ECT Act
that point to the default position being that the offer made by the supplier is a binding offer open to
acceptance by the consumer:
Section 20(e)
[N]o agreement is formed where a natural person interacts directly with the electronic agent
of another person and has made a material error during the creation of a data message … The
corollary of this is that an agreement is formed when the natural person, which can only refer
to the consumer, interacts with the electronic agent and there is no material error on his or her
part.
Section 43(1) also appears to consider the website owner or supplier to be the party making the offer:
A supplier offering goods or services for sale, for hire or for exchange by way of an electronic
transaction must make the following information available to consumers on the web site
where such goods or services are offered…
Against this, in the experience of the CGSO, section 46 is relied upon by some suppliers to support
their argument that, irrespective of the terms of the agreement, all they need do is wait until the
consumer cancels and/ or refund any payment made:
(1) The supplier must execute the order within 30 days after the day on which the supplier
received the order, unless the parties have agreed otherwise.
(2) Where a supplier has failed to execute the order within 30 days or within the agreed
period, the consumer may cancel the agreement with seven days' written notice.

(3) If a supplier is unable to perform in terms of the agreement on the grounds that the goods
or services ordered are unavailable, the supplier must immediately notify the consumer of
this fact and refund any payments within 30 days after the date of such notification.
It is our understanding that this section does not prevent the consumer from, rather than cancelling the
agreement, electing to seek specific performance of the seller’s obligation to perform. This is
assuming the agreement does not specify otherwise. Section 3 makes it clear that the common law is
not excluded but that it must accommodate electronic transactions. Subsection 46(2) merely gives the
consumer another remedy and subsection 46 (3) relates only to where performance is impossible.
If we are wrong in our understanding of the above provisions, the ECT Act nevertheless does not
specify who the offeror is or that the transaction is only binding when the seller accepts it. This means
it is open to align our law with regard to the default position with the broadly accepted practice,
namely that clicking on the “I accept” button on a website amounts to acceptance. This approach
accords with the dicta in Jafta v Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife (supra), that best international practice should
be followed in interpreting the ECT Act.
We are firmly of the view that a South African court would adopt this as being the correct position. In
consequence thereof, unless a supplier’s terms say otherwise, a supplier is bound by a consumer’s
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acceptance of the offer and the advertised price. As to whether the supplier has the right to restrict
quantities, if this is not specified in the agreement, there appears to be no authority on the question.
That is not an end to the matter. There is still the possibility, even in the default situation, of the
supplier raising “snatching a bargain” where there was an error in the price. This usually relates to a
situation where the supplier has made a firm offer (e.g. in a face-to-face negotiation) which contains
an obvious error and the purchaser tries to take advantage of that by accepting the offer. How it works
is if a purchaser is “alive to the real possibility of a mistake”, he has a duty to speak and to enquire. If
he did not but decided to snatch the bargain, he cannot do so. There would, therefore, have been no
consensus, actual or imputed (Sonap Petroleum (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd v Pappadogianis (483/90)
[1992] ZASCA 56).
Even if snatching a bargain does not apply, the question of whether there was consensus between the
parties is still relevant, as is the magnitude of the error. A consumer ought to be aware that a large
error is a mistake and as such not intended by the seller.
The ECT Act only provides, in section 20, for what happens if the consumer (natural person) makes
the error. There is no similar provision for what to do if the supplier makes a mistake, including in the
price.
The following news report illustrates the extent of the risk that pricing errors pose to businesses:
An online petition has helped force M&S to honour orders for Panasonic 50 inch 3D plasma
televisions after shoppers snapped up the sets for just £199 following a pricing blunder.[The
original price was £1,099.]
The petition, called 'Marks & Spencer supply our tv's that we paid for' was set up by
customers after M&S cancelled their orders saying the price was an error.
In an effort to back out of the deal and prove the customer wrong, M&S had refunded
customers and credited them with a £25 goodwill gesture. However, faced with a group
determined for M&S to fulfil their orders, the retailer took what it said was 'a business
decision' and changed its mind.
M&S' story is very different to a well-documented case of Argos selling TVs on its website at
the wrong price. In September 1999, Argos offered a 21-inch television priced at £299 for
£2.99. Almost 1 million orders were taken before the mistake was noticed and one customer
alone ordered 1,700 sets. Argos successfully refused to honour the orders arguing a mistake
had been made. The customer who ordered such a large quantity must have had a suspicion
that something was wrong. 45
The website http://www.out-law.com/page-429 carries the following report:
When Digilandmall.com mistakenly priced a printer at Singapore (SGD) $66 rather
than around SGD $3854, at least six people placed multiple orders which were
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http://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/bills/article-2089372/Marks--Spencer-Panasonic-50-inch-3D-TVglitch-Petition-forces-M-S-honour-orders-199.html.
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automatically processed by the website. Later that day Digiland became aware of the
error and told its customers that their orders would not be fulfilled. The customers
challenged this decision in the Singaporean courts, but lost – the court decided that
the customers had actually been aware that there was a mistake as to the price of the
printer before they placed their orders and therefore there was no agreement between
the parties. 46
At para 145 of the case, Judge Rajah JC concluded:
If the price of a product is so absurdly low in relation to its known market value, it
stands to reason that a reasonable man would harbour a real suspicion that the price
may not be correct or that there may be some troubling underlying basis for such a
pricing. He would make some basic enquiries to ascertain whether there is anything
faulty with the product in an attempt to seek an explanation for or understanding of
the basis for the price discrepancy; he might alternatively try and ascertain whether
perhaps the price differential is part of some spectacular promotional exercise. If
there appears to be no reasonable explanation for an absurd price discrepancy, it is
axiomatic that any hasty conduct, such as the plaintiffs’, in “snapping up” products,
should be punctiliously scrutinised and dissected. What amounts to “snapping up” is a
question of degree that will incorporate a spectrum of contextual factors: what is
objectively and subjectively known, the magnitude of the transaction(s), the
circumstances in which the orders are placed and whether any unusual factors are
apparent.
The http://www.out-law.com/page-429 website offers suppliers the following advice:
The important factor is to make it clear that by placing an order the customer is
making an offer on the site and that the contract will be formed only if the customer's
order is accepted by the seller. It must be clear that taking payment from the
customer's credit card does not indicate acceptance…
Therefore the terms should explain that, while the customer's card may be debited
before the contract is formed, if the customer's order is ultimately rejected, a full
refund will be made immediately. 47
Summary
A supplier can specify in its terms when an ecommerce transaction is completed, so long as this is
brought to the attention of the consumer. If it does so and indicates that the contract will be formed
only if the customer's order is accepted by the seller, the seller is not bound by an error in the price. If,
however, the supplier does not make such a stipulation, the default position is that the agreement as
well as any error in the price becomes binding upon acceptance by the consumer. This is unless there
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The case report is available on: http://www.singaporelaw.sg/sglaw/laws-of-singapore/case-law/cases-inarticles/intellectual-property-licensing/1575-chwee-kin-keong-and-others-v-digilandmall-com-pte-ltd-2004-2slr-594-2004-sghc-71.
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See also: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/personalfinance/money-saving-tips/10602641/Price-glitcheshttps://digital.law.washington.edu/dspaceDo-retailers-have-to-honour-pricing-mistakes.html;
law/bitstream/handle/1773.1/354/vol1_no1_art2.pdf?sequence=1.
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was such a large discrepancy with the usual price that a consumer ought to have realised that there
was a mistake.
Conclusion
In this matter, the total paid for the ordered goods were R10 010.00, the actual value of the goods
ordered is R415 500.00.
Accordingly I conclude that the discrepancy between the actual price or the price that a reasonable
consumer might expect the price to be and the advertised price was so large that a reasonable
consumer would have realised there was an error and not have been misled.
Based on the above finding, the supplier is not bound to provide the complainants with the ordered
goods at the incorrectly advertised price. I am satisfied that the additional discount and voucher that
the supplier offered the complainant was adequate to compensate them for their wasted time and
inconvenience.
Based on the facts of this case, the information and evidence furnished to this office and on the
principles of reasonableness and fairness, there is no reasonable prospect of this office making a
recommendation in your favour.
We regret that we cannot be of assistance and confirm that our file has been closed.
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Misleading price: third party (magazine)
RECOMMENDATION
5.

Dispute identification
Complaint No.

:

201703-0012601

Adjudicator

:

N Melville

Date

:

14 March 2017

2. Summary of the complaint
There was an advertisement in the January 2017 edition of an outdoor magazine
for the gazebo in question. The price in the magazine was for R399. When the
complainant went to the store he was asked to place an order as he wanted 10, so
he did. He was then contacted to come and pay a deposit. When he went to the
store there was some issue as the magazine made an error. The store did not want
to give him the 10 items as advertised.

3.

Details of steps taken to resolve the complaint
After the complainant spoke to the supplier, the editor of the magazine contacted
him and apologised. The director of the magazine then contacted him via email
and admitted that it was not the store’s fault but theirs. No mention was made of
how the matter would be rectified and whether the complainant would get the
items as advertised.

4.

Outcome proposed
The complainant would like the 10 items at R399 each as advertised.

5.

The response of the supplier
The supplier deferred to the outdoor magazine, which replied as follows:
I believe we made a genuine error in publishing the incorrect price of a gazebo
available from [the supplier].
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My sincere apology, it is rare that we make such an error. While every effort is
made to filter out spelling, grammar and a slip of the typing finger
occasionally something gets through our net - like one word in a million that
go into compilation of a magazine. This bears no reflection on [the supplier]
trying to mislead the public, or us for that matter.
A more common problem is due to the fact that because of magazines long lee
times between researching, writing, printing and the on-shelf sale date prices
can change. While we take every effort to check before going to print
circumstances and common errors do cause mayhem. My point is mistakes can
happen and that ultimately and most importantly - the price you see in store is
the price you pay!
Even here it can go wrong, I have seen mischievous little boys changing the
sticker on an item... My sincere apology again, this an error purely on our part
and not the store.
The outdoor magazine explained elsewhere that the gazebo was mentioned not in a paid
advertisement but in a feature in its publication.
This office established that the correct price for the gazebo was R3499.

6.

Defining of issue
It is necessary to decide whether the supplier is liable to supply the items at the price
published in the outdoor magazine in terms of the provisions of the Consumer
Protection Act (CPA).

7.

Consideration of the law and facts

The incorrect pricing of or advertising of the price of goods is a frequently
recurring
theme of complaints to this office and consequently the issue has been closely
considered in several determinations. 48 For this reason, the associated legal
research will not be repeated here.
In summary, the legal position is:
Under the common law, when a supplier advertises goods or services to the public
by some method of mass communication such as the media, circulars or
catalogues, this is generally considered to be an invitation to treat or do business,
or a mere puff and is not binding on the supplier.
48

See for example: Case 20145261021
http://www.cgso.org.za/downloads/.

at p 14, Compendium of cases_15_SEPTEMBER_2016 at

48

CPA section 23(6) prohibits a supplier from charging more than the lowest price
displayed section but this is mitigated to the benefit of the supplier in the case
where the price as displayed contains an inadvertent and obvious error (section
23(9)) if, upon discovering the error, the supplier:
•
corrects the error; and
•
takes reasonable steps in the circumstances to inform consumers of the
error and the correct price.
This office has held that section 23 applies to displayed prices and section 30
governs the advertisement of goods in the media.
Section 30(1) prohibits a supplier from advertising goods as being available at a
specified price in a manner that may result in consumers being misled or deceived.
Sub-section (2) binds the supplier to provide the goods at the advertised price if
the advertisement expressly places a limitation on the number of goods available.
Given the factual situation presently under consideration, the question is, would
the price of R 399 have misled the reasonable person. A reasonable person would
not have been misled by such a massive error.
In the Singaporean case of Chwee Kin Keong and others v Digilandmall.com Pte Ltd
49
[our courts may consider foreign cases], when Digilandmall.com mistakenly priced
a printer at Singapore (SGD) $66 rather than around SGD $3854, at least six people
placed multiple orders. At para 145 of the case, Judge Rajah JC concluded:
If the price of a product is so absurdly low in relation to its known market
value, it stands to reason that a reasonable man would harbour a real suspicion
that the price may not be correct or that there may be some troubling
underlying basis for such a pricing. He would make some basic enquiries to
ascertain whether there is anything faulty with the product in an attempt to
seek an explanation for or understanding of the basis for the price discrepancy;
he might alternatively try and ascertain whether perhaps the price differential
is part of some spectacular promotional exercise. If there appears to be no
reasonable explanation for an absurd price discrepancy, it is axiomatic that any
hasty conduct, such as the plaintiffs’, in “snapping up” products, should be
punctiliously scrutinised and dissected. What amounts to “snapping up” is a
question of degree that will incorporate a spectrum of contextual factors: what
is objectively and subjectively known, the magnitude of the transaction(s), the
circumstances in which the orders are placed and whether any unusual factors
are apparent.
49

[2005] 1 SLR(R) 502; [2005] SGCA 2.
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In, short, the incorrect price was not binding. Of particular relevance to the present
case is the feature of multiple orders being placed (the complainant ordered 10
gazebos). This fact linked to the massive discrepancy between the advertised price
and the true price (R 399 as opposed to R3 499 precludes the possibility of the
reasonable person being misled. There is accordingly no basis for holding the
advertised price to be binding even where this office to hold that the supplier was
vicarious liable in terms of section 113 for the actions of outdoor magazine as its
agent (something which is hotly contested). In view of the above finding, it is not
necessary to further consider the possibility of vicarious liability. There was not in
any event a transaction between the complainant and the outdoor magazine.

8.

Conclusion
Accordingly, there is no legal basis for recommending that the supplier supplies
the gazebos at the mistakenly published price.
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Cancellation: Air time contract
RECOMMENDATION
6.

Dispute identification
Complaint No.

7.

:

201509-0004546

Nature of dispute

:

Cancellation fee: air time contract

Adjudicator

:

N Melville

Date

:

8 March 2016

Summary of the complaint
From the voice recording provided by the supplier to CGSO, the complainant took
out a two-year air time contract with the supplier after having been contacted by a
call centre agent. For R 79 per month, the complainant was to receive R 100’s
worth of airtime and a funeral policy to the value of R 7 500. The payment for the
two aspects of the contract was to be made separately and the amounts were R 30
for the air time and R 49 for the funeral cover. The air time was to be loaded on
the complainant’s cell phone on the 17th of each month.
The complainant was informed he could cancel the agreement in 14 days; the
contract would apply to the existing number, which would belong to the supplier,
and existing value added services would be deactivated. To reactivate them, the
complainant would have to call Customer Care. The terms of the agreement were
to be emailed by the supplier to the consumer.
According to the complainant, a month passed after he entered the agreement on
11 March 2015 without anything happening, then his cell phone shut down. He
called the service provider (presumably the supplier), who restored the service.
However the 1.7 G data and R 135 air time that was loaded on the cell phone was
gone. The supplier promised to reload the air time but failed to do so. The
complainant then tried to cancel the contract but was told that he would have to
pay for the rest of the contract.
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3.

Details of steps taken to resolve the complaint
Communicated with various people at the supplier.

6.

Outcome proposed
The complainant would like to cancel the contract.

7.

The response of the supplier
Other than providing CGSO with the voice recording, the supplier did not respond
to the complaint

6.

Consideration of the law and facts
In this instance, it is not a question of the complainant cancelling the agreement in
terms of the Consumer Protection Act (CPA) but of him exercising his common
law right to cancel a contract on the grounds of the supplier having breached it.
In the case of Sandown Travel (Pty) Ltd v Cricket South Africa [2012] ZAGPJHC
249 at pare 30, the court stated:
The legal position regarding the remedies available for an innocent party in
circumstances where the other commits an anticipatory breach or
repudiation of an agreement has been set out in a number of decided cases.
He or she must elect either to treat the contract as binding or terminate it.
In this case, on the complainant’s version, which the supplier has not disputed, the
supplier breached the contract. This gives the consumer the right to cancel it.
The process for such a cancellation is usually set out in the agreement, which has not
been provided to CGSO by the supplier.

7.

Recommended resolution
It is recommended that the supplier accepts the cancellation of the agreement
without penalty and reimburses the consumer for the data bundles and airtime lost.
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Cancellation: Gym contract
8.

Dispute identification
Complaint No.

9.

:

201506-000377

Nature of dispute

:

Cancellation fee: gym contract:

Adjudicator

:

N Melville

Date

:

25 January 2016

Summary of the complaint
The supplier did not permit the complainant to cancel his gym contract in
accordance to the National Consumer Act, section 14. It told him that its contract
supersedes that the Consumer Protection Act and that he is liable for the full 3 year
term.

3.

Details of steps taken to resolve the complaint
The complainant spoke to Y of the accounts department and her manager.
He tried to negotiate and even offered to pay the transfer fees if the supplier was
able to give his contract to “ a new sign-up”. The supplier declined and threated to
report him to ITC if he put a stop payment on his account.

8.

Outcome proposed
The complainant would like the monies lost to this contract to be paid back to him
as he has not even been to the gym.

9. The response of the supplier
The complainant entered a membership agreement with the supplier on 25
February 2015. His first debit order was to go off on the 30th April 2015, but he
went to his bank and put a stop payment on his bank account making it impossible
for the supplier to debit his account thereafter.
On the 11th May 2015, Y. was in verbal conversation with the complainant and he
promised new bank details. Nothing was received. On the 15th May 2015 the
supplier left a message on his cell phone. On an unknown date he called to cancel
and the process was explained to him: He could either transfer his membership to
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a family friend or a family member or he could pay the 50% cancellation fee. He
was told he had to put his request in writing.
A cancellation letter was received from the complainant on 8 June 2015. Once
again the manager spoke to him and explained the cancellation process:
“According to the CPA you are entitled to cancel the membership by giving 20
days’ notice which the supplier accepted. Furthermore the Act makes provision
that the account has to be up to date and if there are any outstanding amounts, the
arrears must be paid in full. The balance of the contract is subject to a reasonable
cancellation fee. In the supplier’s membership agreement, it makes provision for
this and the reasonable fee it charges is 50% of the remaining membership.”
The outstanding amount on arrear membership fees is: R747.
The outstanding term of the membership is 33 months x R199= R6567.
Annual levy 3x R199
= R597
The remaining fees are a total of R7164.00 with a 50% cancellation =R3582.
The total due is R747 plus R3582=R 4329.00.

6.

Attempted facilitation
The CGSO staff member dealing with the file suggested to the supplier that as the
gym contract was concluded for a period of 36 months, this was in contravention
of the Consumer Protection Act as the maximum period prescribed for a fix term
contract is 24 months.
Further, it was said that it appeared that the cancellation fee charged was excessive
and not reasonable as required by the Consumer Protection Act.

An extract from CGSO’s advisory note on cancelation was provided to the
supplier (http://www.cgso.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/CGSO-AdvisoryNote-12-Cancellations-Revision1.pdf?87ab66)
and it was concluded that charging the complainant a cancellation fee of 50% of
the remaining months are not reasonable seeing that one cannot claim future
losses.
The complainant advised he is only prepared to pay 10%
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7.

Defining of issue
It is necessary to decide whether the supplier’s method of calculating a cancellation
fee is reasonable in terms of the provisions of the Consumer Protection Act (CPA).

8.

The law
Consumer Protection Act
The situation is governed by section 14 of the CPA, the relevant aspect of which is:
(2) If a consumer agreement is for a fixed term—
(a) that term must not exceed the maximum period, if any, prescribed in terms
of subsection (4) with respect to that category of consumer agreement;
(b) despite any provision of the consumer agreement to the contrary—
(i) the consumer may cancel that agreement—
(aa) upon the expiry of its fixed term, without penalty or charge, but
subject to subsection (3)(a); or
(bb) at any other time, by giving the supplier 20 business days’ notice
in writing or other recorded manner and form, subject to subsection
(3)(a) and (b); or …
(3) Upon cancellation of a consumer agreement as contemplated in subsection
(1)(b)—
(a) the consumer remains liable to the supplier for any amounts owed to the
supplier in terms of that agreement up to the date of cancellation; and
(b) the supplier—
(i) may impose a reasonable cancellation penalty with respect to any goods
supplied, services provided, or discounts granted, to the consumer in
contemplation of the agreement enduring for its intended fixed term, if
any; and
(ii) must credit the consumer with any amount that remains the property of
the consumer as of the date of cancellation, as prescribed in terms of
subsection (4).
(4) The Minister may, by notice in the Gazette, prescribe—
(a) the maximum duration for fixed-term consumer agreements, generally, or
for specified categories of such agreements;
(b) the manner and form of providing notices to the consumer in terms of
subsection (2)(c);
(c) the manner, form and basis for determining the reasonableness of credits
and charges contemplated in subsection (3)…
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Regulation 5 (1)
For purposes of section 14(4)(a) of the Act, the maximum period of a fixed-term
consumer agreement is 24 months from the date of signature by the consumer (a) unless such longer period is expressly agreed with the consumer and the supplier
can show a demonstrable financial benefit to the consumer…
Regulation 5(2) [see Annexure A]
Regulation 5 (3) Notwithstanding subregulation (2) above, the supplier may not
charge a charge which would have the effect of negating the consumer's right to
cancel a fixed term consumer agreement as afforded to the consumer by the Act.
Section 51 of the CPA is what might be referred to as a trumping provision in that it
in effect prevents anyone from using a term, condition or clause that is in conflict with
the provisions of the CPA. Thus a supplier cannot rely upon a term in the agreement
itself setting out a cancellation fee: it must comply with the provisions of the CPA.
Case Law
Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd v Dlamini (2877/2011) [2012] ZAKZDHC 64
This case dealt with the section of the National Credit Act that deals with plain
language and is equivalent to s. 22 of the CPA.
Para 40
If such notice was important to the Bank then it should have included it in the
agreement as a material procedural step not only to surrender but also to claim a
refund. It should also have ensured that Mr Dlamini was aware of it.
Para 67
When the form and get-up of the agreement is inconsistent with the NCA and its
regulations, and the Bank has not interpreted, translated or explained its material
terms, severance is not an option. The entire agreement must be set aside.

9.

Consideration of the law and facts
The first issue to decide is whether the supplier’s agreement is permitted to run for
3 years. As it correctly pointed out, the consumer expressly agreed to a period
longer than 24 months, as required by regulation 5(1)(a). It did not, however, put
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forward any demonstrable financial benefit to the consumer, as also required by
the regulation. It may not be necessary to decide on this point in view of the
discussion regarding the reasonableness of the penalty that follows.
The supplier’s interpretation of the CPA that it is entitled to claim any amounts
owed up to date of cancellation is correct, subject to the following considerations:
Clause 28 of the agreement permitted the consumer to terminate the agreement
during a five day cooling off period. On the authority of the Standard Bank case
mentioned above, this clause, which is a material term of the agreement that
favours the consumer, ought to have been more conspicuous in the agreement and
certainly ought to have been brought to the attention of the complainant.
The second concern is that the supplier did not make available “other recorded
manner and form” of cancelling the agreement, but instead insisted upon the
cancellation being in writing. This, coupled with the size and amount of the
cancellation fee that the supplier insisted upon, no double prolonged the time it
took to cancel the agreement.
We will now consider whether the proposed cancellation fee is reasonable or it
amounts to charging a charge which would have the effect of negating the
consumer's right to cancel, which is prohibited under regulation 5(3).
Section 14 of the CPA permits the supplier to impose a reasonable cancellation
penalty with respect to any goods supplied, services provided, or discounts
granted, to the consumer in contemplation of the agreement enduring for its
intended fixed term, if any. To summarize the discussion in this regard in the
advisory note, Annexure A, this provision does not permit compensation for future
loss of profits.
As a regulation may not go beyond the scope of the enabling legislation under
which it is made, regulation 5(2) cannot be interpreted to mean that a supplier is
entitled also to consider lost future profits when calculating the damages for
cancellation. Even if we are wrong in this regard, the supplier is under an
obligation to mitigate its loss i.e. find someone else to replace the consumer.
As no mention has been made by the parties of goods which will remain in the
possession of the consumer, the only aspects the supplier may take into
consideration are: the period of time before cancellation during which the
consumer was entitled to use the gym facilities and an amount proportionate to its
actual costs of marketing and administration of the cancellation.
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10.

Conclusion
Accordingly it is recommended that the supplier charges the consumer a
cancellation fee that includes the services already rendered and an amount
commensurate with the actual costs associated with the cancellation.

11.

Recommended resolution
In view of the above conclusion and in order to avoid further prolonging the
matter, it is recommended that the supplier charges a total cancellation fee of:
The outstanding amount on arrear membership fees
R 747
Annual levy
R 199
Balancing figure for estimated actual costs
R 154
R 1100
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Extract from CGSO’s advisory note on cancelation
We deal here with the cancellation termination of the contract by consumers for reasons
other than a lack of performance by the supplier of its obligations (breach of contract).
Thanks to the CPA , even if the gym contract is for a fixed period of time, the consumer
may cancel it by giving the supplier 20 business days’ notice in writing or other recorded
form. The consumer remains liable to the gym, however, for any amounts owed in terms
of the contract up to the date of the cancellation. Further, the supplier is entitled to impose
a reasonable cancellation penalty with respect to any goods or services provided, or
discounts granted, to the consumer “in contemplation of the agreement enduring for its
intended fixed term”.
Some guidance as to how to calculate the “reasonable cancellation penalty” is provided in
Regulations 5(2). It lists the factors that must be taken into account:
(a)
the amount which the consumer is still liable for to the supplier up to the date of
cancellation;
(b)
the value of the transaction up to cancellation;
(c)
the value of the goods which will remain in the possession of the consumer after
cancellation;
(d)
the value of the goods that are returned to the supplier;
(e)
the duration of the consumer agreement as initially agreed;
(f)
losses suffered or benefits accrued by consumer as a result of the consumer
entering into the consumer agreement;
(g)
the nature of the goods or services that were reserved or booked;
(h)
the length of notice of cancellation provided by the consumer;
(i)
the reasonable potential for the service provider, acting diligently, to find an
alternative consumer between the time of receiving the cancellation notice and the time of
the cancelled reservation; and
(j)
the general practice of the relevant industry.

The wording of these provisions creates difficulties in their interpretation as section
14(3)(b)(i) and regulation 5(2) appear to be at variance with each other. The section states
that the cancellation penalty is with regard to “any goods supplied, services provided, or
discounts granted, to the consumer in contemplation of the agreement enduring for its
intended fixed term, if any,” whereas the regulation appears to be wider than this. This is
expanded upon below.
The last part of section 14(3)(b)(i), which refers to the “discounts granted”, is easy enough
to understand: it means that if any discount was provided on goods or services thanks to
the length of the contract, there can be a recalculation based on what the consumer would
have paid had a shorter period been agreed upon initially. An example regarding goods is
a newspaper subscription that has the effect of reducing the price from R 5.00 per paper if
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bought daily to R 3.50 per paper over the course of a year. It would work the same way
for services: Thus if a once off visit to the gym would have cost R 200 but the bulk rate
over 24 months was equivalent to R 100 per visit, the consumer could be held liable for a
percentage of the difference in respect of the number of actual visits. The obvious
practical problems with this example illustrate the danger of very broad, one-size-fits-all,
legislative provisions such as those used in the CPA.
The first part of the sub-section is more difficult to understand: “the supplier may impose
a reasonable cancellation penalty with respect to any goods supplied, services provided …
to the consumer in contemplation of the agreement enduring for its intended fixed term”.
With regard to” goods supplied,” it seems this would cover say a cell phone provided by a
supplier in the belief that its cost would be recovered through subscription fees over a two
year period, likewise a kit bag provided by a gym. It is more difficult to imagine a
scenario relating to services that is not part and parcel of marketing or delivery of a
product or services. Perhaps the sub-section means services such as the induction at the
gym where a member of staff takes the measurements of the new member and shows
them how to use the various exercise machines.
What seems clearer is that the subsection as a whole does not refer to loss of future
profits. If future profits were being referred to, one would expect the CPA to use words
such as “services yet to be provided/ which would have been provided in the future”, or
“future access to services”, as is used in two places in section 63(1), and not the words
”services provided” that are used.
If future profits are excluded, it is a departure from the common law in respect of a breach
of contract, which provides for the assessment of damages for breach in terms of actual as
well as prospective losses. In terms of the rules of the interpretation of statutes, there is a
presumption that the legislation does not intend to change the existing law more that is
necessary (Johannesburg Municipality v Cohen’s Trustees 1909 TS 811 @823), if it is not
clear that it does intend to change it (Gordon v Standard Merchant Bank 1983 (3) SA 68
(A)). The wording of section 14(3)(b)(i) is, however, clear and accordingly the so called
“golden rule” of interpretation comes into play. That is that the “plain meaning” of words
must be given effect to unless that would result in absurd results (Venter v R 1907 TS 910
@914), which is not the case here.
Even were it to be found that the exclusion of future profits is not clear and there is a
possible meaning that includes future losses, the CPA itself instructs that If any of its
provisions, read in their context, can reasonably be construed to have more than one
meaning, the Tribunal or court must prefer the meaning that best promotes the CPA’s
spirit and purposes, and will best improve the realisation and enjoyment of consumer
rights generally, and in particular by persons contemplated in section 3(1)(b)(the
previously disadvantaged).
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Elsewhere the CPA refers to resolving any ambiguity or conflict in favour of the
consumer. As it would obviously favour the consumer not to be bound into a long term
contract by virtue of a penalty clause relating to the loss of future fees, if there is any
ambiguity in section 14(3)(b)(ii), the section must be construed to exclude the possibility
of a supplier claiming for lost future earnings upon the consumer cancelling the
agreement.
Regulation 5(2) is to an extent in apparent conflict with section 14(3)(b)(i) as its
provisions are on the whole more appropriate to the calculation of a penalty in respect of
future losses and the mitigation of those losses. Sub-regulations (g)- (j) have if fact been
“cut and pasted” from section 17(4) of the CPA, which relates to the consumer’s right to
cancel an advance reservation, booking or order. As they refer then to future losses, they
go beyond the scope of section 14(3)(b)(i) and accordingly a court could rule that they are
ultra vires (i.e. that they exceed the scope of the power to make regulations and are
invalid).
As to the other sub-regulations:
Regulation 5(2)
(a) the amount which the consumer is still liable for to the supplier up to the date
of cancellation.
This seems to go further than section 14(3)(a):
“[T]he consumer remains liable to the supplier for any amounts owed to the
supplier in terms of that agreement up to the date of cancellation.”
The regulation appears to be ambiguous as it could refer both to liability for goods or
services already received by the consumer by the time of the breach but for which they
have not yet paid, or to liability flowing from the contractual commitment to purchase
future or further goods and services. The section on the other hand seems, as explained
above, only to apply to liability already incurred.
Naturally, suppliers prefer an interpretation that permits them to claim for future income
in terms of a contract. In the United Kingdom, a court put a stop to this approach in the
case of The Office of Fair Trading v Ashbourne Management Services Ltd [2011] EWHC
1237 (Ch).
In that case the Office of Fair Trading (the "OFT") claimed that that Ashbourne had
engaged in practices which contravened the Consumer Credit Act 1974 (the "CCA"), the
Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts Regulations 1999 (the "UTCCR") and the
Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations 2008 (the "CPR").
The gym contract in issue provided:
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“You are liable to pay the agreed monthly membership subscriptions for the ‘minimum
membership period’ and may be obliged to do so even if you would prefer to cancel your
membership,” and
“In the event that this agreement is terminated before the minimum membership period
has ended, all sums due to us plus the balance of the monthly subscriptions that would
otherwise have fallen due will become payable immediately less 5%."
In its judgment the court stated:
“In all these circumstances I believe that the defendants' business model is designed and
calculated to take advantage of the naivety and inexperience of the average consumer
using gym clubs at the lower end of the market. As the many complaints received by the
OFT show, the defendants' standard form agreements contain a trap into which the
average consumer is likely to fall.”

The court concluded that:
“In accordance with well established principle, if a clause of a membership agreement
permits a gym club to terminate in the event of a non repudiatory breach by a member
then, upon termination pursuant to that provision, it is entitled to claim sums due and
damages for losses suffered up to the date of termination but not beyond.”
In a similar vein, in the United States, it was held in Mau v. L.A. Fitness International
[2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 119576] that health clubs must ensure that cancellation clauses
are not unfairly punitive. The court determined that a contract clause is unreasonable, and
therefore unenforceable against the member, when the amount of the termination fee has
no relationship to the injury suffered by the club. Put another way, the court held that the
reason most liquidated damages clauses are deemed unenforceable is because they specify
the same amount of damages, regardless of the severity of the breach or even who is at
fault.
Under the Australian Consumer Law, a term in a standard form contract may be declared
unfair if it penalises consumers for terminating memberships.
Returning to the consideration of the interpretation of section 14(3)(a), its plain meaning,
that a consumer is liable only for debts already incurred (and by implication not for future
obligations or commitments) is consistent with the international approach with respect to
fair contractual terms. This means that to the extent that regulation 5(2)(a) goes further
than that, it is not only ultra vires but also in itself unfair and it is unlikely to be applied by
a court or tribunal.
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Regulation 5(2)
(b) the value of the transaction up to cancellation;
(c) the value of the goods which will remain in the possession of the consumer after
cancellation;
(d) the value of the goods that are returned to the supplier;
(e) the duration of the consumer agreement as initially agreed;
These provisions seem to apply to calculating a penalty for loss of future profits, but they
could also be used to calculate the adjustment in respect of discounts provided, so they are
valid regulations and should be taken into consideration when calculating a penalty in
respect of any goods supplied, services provided, or discounts granted.
Regulation 5(2)
(f) losses suffered or benefits accrued by consumer as a result of the consumer
entering into the consumer agreement;
It is not clear what the intention of this sub-regulation is or how “benefits accrued” differs
from “the value of the transaction” in sub regulation (a). If the consumer has suffered
losses, it would be more appropriate to cancel the contract for breach, in which case there
would be no penalty payable by the consumer.
*

*

*

Calculation of penalty
From the above discussion, it is clear that the scope for recovering a penalty is limited.
Further, the guidelines provided in regulation 5(2) imply that a supplier may not merely
predetermine a set penalty, say a percentage of the outstanding value of the contract.
Rather, the supplier must treat each case on its merits in terms of the variables set out in
the regulation.
This does not prevent it from agreeing a sliding scale in respect of permitted penalty
charges that relates to the period of the contract and the point at which it is cancelled. So
long as, in accordance with the Conventional Penalties Act, the penalty is not out of
proportion to the harm suffered by the supplier. To further protect itself, the supplier
could indicate in the contract that stipulated goods and services that are provided free in
anticipation that the contract will run the full term agreed upon will be charged for if the
contract is cancelled without justification within a stated period of time.
Once the penalty is calculated, it must be deducted from any amount paid in advance by
the consumer and the balance paid over to the consumer in terms of section 14(3)(b)(ii).
Regulation 5(3) prevents the supplier from charging a charge which would have the effect
of negating the consumer's CPA right to cancel the agreement. Even where the CPA
permits a penalty to be charged, this is subject to the supplier being under an obligation to
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mitigate its losses. This is elaborated upon by the UK Office of Fair Trading (OFT) in its
“Guidance on unfair terms in health and fitness club agreements”:
Mitigation
5.3 Such terms are open to challenge because they take no account of the club’s duty to
mitigate its loss. In law, the club has a legal duty to do so, for example by seeking
replacement business. If the club has a closed membership with a waiting list of potential
new members, each new member could count as a replacement. This
would not necessarily be the case where the club’s membership is not full.

*

*

*

Although it is now easier to escape a gym contract, it does seem harsh, if not a poor
approach to customer relations, when the operators of gyms do not release from their
contracts without any form of penalty those consumers/ members who move elsewhere,
hit hard times or fall ill. We endorse the following view expressed by the OFT in its
guidance note referred to above:

Circumstances beyond a member’s control
5.5 The fairest terms allow members to transfer their membership or to cancel the
contract without penalty if the member, for example, has to relocate, or has suffered
redundancy, or has a medical condition that prevents his use of the gym. Such
terms take positive account of the interests of the member.
The New Zealand Consumer Commission expressed a similar view in one of its decisions.
Conclusion
From the above discussion, it seems that a consumer may escape a fixed term gym
contract with relative ease and without the threat of excessive penalties being imposed,
particularly those associated with the loss of profits from the balance of the agreement:
Future losses are not provided for in section 14 of the CPA.
All a consumer need do is give the supplier 20 business days’ notice in writing or other
recorded manner and form. They will still be liable for any outstanding fees up to the date
of cancellation and the payment of a reasonable cancellation penalty with respect to any
goods supplied, services provided, or discounts granted, to the consumer in anticipation of
the agreement running for the full period.
In calculating the penalty, the supplier must take into consideration:
(b) the value of the transaction up to cancellation;
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(c) the value of the goods which will remain in the possession of the consumer after
cancellation;
(d) the value of the goods that are returned to the supplier;
(e) the duration of the consumer agreement as initially agreed.
It may be permissible for a supplier to agree up front with the consumer a sliding scale in
respect of permitted penalty charges that relates to the period of the contract and the point
at which it is cancelled, so long as the penalty is not out of proportion to the harm suffered
by the supplier.
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Cancellation: Gym contract
1. Dispute identification
Complaint No.

:

201602-0005932

Nature of dispute

:

Cancellation fee: gym contract

Adjudicator

:

N Melville

Date

:

7 March 2016

2.Summary of the complaint
The complainant took out a one year gym contract with the supplier on 18
November 2015 and cancelled it two months after commencement. She believes
she gave more than a reasonable notice of cancellation but the supplier refused to
accept her offer. Instead it responded that an 80% penalty (based on the fee for the
remainder of the contract) would be charged.

3.

Details of steps taken to resolve the complaint
Communicated per email.

4. Outcome proposed
The complainant would like a fair and sound outcome.

5. The response of the supplier
Drawing from the various email correspondences submitted, the supplier’s
contract provides:
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It communicated by email with the complainant, informing her that the
cancellation fee was calculated based on the number of months outstanding on the
contract, which in this instance was nine months. This meant the cancellation fee
was R1 728.
It believes that the CPA is broad with regard to what a reasonable cancellation fee
is and mentioned that most gymnasiums required 80% of outstanding fees. This
was fair seeing that it would lose income and there was commission that had to be
paid to staff on the cancelled contract.
At some point that is not clear from the correspondence, the supplier indicated it
was prepared to settle on 30 % of the outstanding fees, which would come to
R 648.

6.

The complainant’s reply
The complainant argued that if she had taken out a month-to-month gym contract,
the fee would have been R 330 per month. Accordingly, the supplier’s loss was
R 90 per month. She offered to pay R 510 in full and final settlement. This amount
included R 90 for December, R 90 for January and R 330 for her notice month.
The complainant feels the cancellation fee ought to have been revealed to her
before she signed the contract.

7.

Defining of issue
It is necessary to decide whether the supplier’s method of calculating a cancellation
fee is reasonable in terms of the provisions of the Consumer Protection Act (CPA).

8.

The law
Consumer Protection Act
5 (2) This Act does not apply to any transaction—
…
(d) that constitutes a credit agreement under the National Credit Act, but the
goods or services that are the subject of the credit agreement are not excluded
from the ambit of this Act;
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Consumer’s right to cooling-off period after direct marketing
16(3) A consumer may rescind a transaction resulting from any direct marketing
without reason or penalty, by notice to the supplier in writing, or another recorded
manner and form, within five business days after the later of the date on which—
(a) the transaction or agreement was concluded; or
(b) the goods that were the subject of the transaction were delivered to the
consumer.
(4) A supplier must—
(a) return any payment received from the consumer in terms of the transaction
within 15 business days after—
(i) receiving notice of the rescission, if no goods had been delivered to
the
consumer in terms of the transaction; or
(ii) receiving from the consumer any goods supplied in terms of the
transaction; and
(b) not attempt to collect any payment in terms of a rescinded transaction,
except as permitted in terms of section 20(6).
National Credit Act (NCA)
Marketing and sales of credit at home or work
75(1) A credit provider must not harass a person in attempting to persuade that
person to apply for credit or to enter into a credit agreement or related transaction.
(2) A credit provider must not enter into a credit agreement at a private dwelling
except(a) during a visit pre-arranged by the consumer for that purpose;
(b) if a credit provider visited the private dwelling for the purpose of offering
goods or services for sale, and incidentally offered to provide or arrange credit
(c) if the credit agreement is of a prescribed category that is permitted to be
entered into during a visit to a private dwelling.

Consumer’s right to rescind credit agreement
121. (1) This section applies only in respect of a lease or an instalment agreement 15
entered into at any location other than the registered business premises of the credit
provider.
(2) A consumer may terminate a credit agreement within five business days after the
date on which the agreement was signed by the consumer, by(a) delivering a notice in the prescribed manner to the credit provider; and
(b) tendering the return of any money or goods, or paying in full for any services,
received by the consumer in respect of the agreement.
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(3) When a credit agreement is terminated in terms of this section, the credit
(a) must refund any money the consumer has paid under the agreement within 25
seven business days after the delivery of the notice to terminate;
Case law
Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd v Dlamini 2013 (1) SA 219 (KZD)
[41] Non-disclosure of s 121(3)(a) [of the National Credit Act, reproduced above]
violates the right of consumers to education and information in terms of s 3. The
Bank’s selection of what parts of s 121 of the NCA it should record in the agreement
and what it should exclude is deliberate and deceptive. The heading of s 121
highlights its purpose as the ‘Consumer’s right to rescind credit agreement’. Instead of
informing the consumer of this right, the Bank pitches it as an onerous bundle of
obligations on the consumer to pay the Bank the costs of renting and recovering the
vehicle. Projecting the consumer’s obligations whilst understating his rights
discourages rescission which is the consumer’s statutory right.
[Naudé and Eiselen (eds): Commentary on the Consumer Protection Act 14-8
footnote 1 suggest the same principle applies to the CPA.]
Nayyara Distribution Enterprise CC v Earlyworks 266 (Pty) Ltd t/a Gloria Jeans
Coffees SA NCT/4450//2012/114)(1)(P)CPA
Referring to the CPA, the Tribunal stated at para 31(c):
c. In addition the Applicant alleged that it had tried to cancel their contracts shortly
after entering into them but was informed that they could not do so without forfeiting
their extensive deposit. So they allegedly decided to go ahead with the deal. Section 7
of the CPA came into operation on 24 April 2010 - so if the applicant was not
informed of the cooling off period then there might have been prohibited conduct on
the part of the Respondent.

9.

Consideration of the law and facts
It is not evident from the information available whether or not the transaction in
question is a credit transaction in terms of the NCA, although this is suggested by
the supplier. In any event, the marketing provisions of both Acts apply
concurrently to credit transactions. Naudé and Eiselen (cited above) at 5-35 para
96 and Melville and Palmer “The applicability of the Consumer Protection Act
2008 to credit agreements” (2010) SA Merc LJ 272
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10.

Recommended resolution
It is recommended that the parties agree that the consumer pays R 699 to settle the
matter.
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Cancellation of order
Cancellation of order for special order plastic bags: res judicata
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

20144251007
N Melville
21 May 2014

Summary of complaint
The complainant apparently a CC, which business placed an order for plastic bags to
the value of R30 774,09 and paid a 50% deposit of R15 372.04 with the supplier on 5
August 2011.
It would seem that the bags, which according to the supplier are special order goods,
were manufactured but the balance owing was not paid by the CC/ business because it
ran out of funds. The complainant informed the supplier and requested a refund. The
supplier's lawyer informed the complainant that the money would only be refunded
once the supplier sold the all the plastic bags. The complainant/ business demands the
return of the deposit paid.

2.

Summary of outcome
In view of the fact that the supplier obtained an unopposed judgment against the
consumer for the balance of the amount owing, the matter is res judicata . This means
that once a legal issue has been decided upon in a court, the same matter cannot be
brought before another court or legal forum except by way of appeal or judicial
review.

3.

Supplier’s response
A firm of attorneys responded on behalf of the supplier, providing an invoice that
evidenced the terms of the agreement with the business. It also provided copies of
correspondence with the business, from which it appears that the business originally
requested the postponement of the delivery of the bags as one of its vehicles had been
hijacked, resulting in a loss or R 100 000. According to the supplier, the Business
sought to cancel the agreement and requested the refund of the deposit at the
beginning of 2012, by which time the goods had already been produced.
The tone of the correspondence from the complainant became increasingly hostile and
threatening towards the supplier from February 2012 onwards.
The supplier indicated that in October 2012 it obtained an unopposed judgment
against the supplier for the balance of the amount owing. The business sought to
pursue the matter per various complaint bodies.
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The supplier denies liability on the grounds that:
•
•
•
•

the business breached its contractual obligations;
The complainant has no locus standi; (legal right to bring the claim);
The goods were special order goods for the purposes of section 17(1) of the
Consumer Protection Act (CPA);
The complaint is vexatious and an abuse of process.

In its correspondence to the Department of Development, Environment, Conservation
& Tourism, North West Province Government, the supplier claimed the business fell
outside the jurisdiction of the CPA, but it did not repeat that claim to us.

4.

Legal considerations
In our law a legal claim may be defeated by a plea of res judicata . This means that
once a legal issue has been decided upon in a court, the same matter cannot be
brought before another court or legal forum except by way of appeal or judicial
review.
Section 1 of CPA defines ‘‘special-order goods’’ as “goods that a supplier expressly
or implicitly was required or expected to procure, create or alter specifically to satisfy
the consumer’s requirements”.

5.

Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by the parties and advise as follows:
Based on the facts of this case, the information and evidence furnished to this office,
we are of the view that on the basis of the legal principle of res judicata, this office is
not able to deal further with the matter.
The appropriate forum for the business to have approached was the court which
granted the default judgment in the supplier’s favour. If it has any complaints about
that court’s decision, it should seek legal advice as to how to proceed.
In view of this decision, it is not necessary to deal with the other matters raised by the
supplier.
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Cancellation of orders for product not in writing: Supplier should
accept cancellation
Complaint ref

:

Adjudicator
Date

:
:

1.

20131021759; 201310281082;
201310281117 and 20131119991
N Melville
21 May 2014

Introduction
The Consumer Goods and Services Ombud (CGSO) received the above list of
complaints regarding A products that were sold by a diversion distributors but have in
common that the purchases were financed by Cl. A further business, G, is involved as
it provides the warranty and after sales service on the products.

2.

Consideration of complaints
Taken together, the complaints raise a number of concerns that may collectively be
indicative of an undesirable business practice. The first area of concern is that in
cases one and four, the complainant soon realized that they could not afford the
machines: Thus gives rise to the question regarding whether the credit was not
extended recklessly. This aspect falls within the domain of the National Credit
Regulator (NCR).
The second concern is that in all four cases, the complainants experience varying
degrees of difficulty in the cancellation of the agreements
There is a matter of clarity as to whether the section 16 CPA cooling off period or the
section 121 NCA cooling off period would apply. The former permits notice of
termination in writing or by other recorded form, while the latter requires the delivery
of a notice in the prescribed manner. Section 2(9((b) of CPA provides that the
provision that extends the greatest protection to the consumer will prevail if there is
variance between two acts. In this case, the CPA offers the greater protection.
Beyond the cooling off period, in terms of section 122 of NCA, a consumer may
terminate an agreement at any time, subject to payment of the settlement amount, and
under section 14 of CPA, a consumer may cancel a fixed term agreement subject to
the payment of a cancellation fee. In all four complaints, it appears that the
consumers’ attempts to cancel the agreements were thwarted and then recovery action
resorted to. It is not clear whether the correct processes were followed in this regard.
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3.

Recommendation
The supplier is given the opportunity to resolve all four cases by backdating the
acceptance of the respective cancellations to the dates on which the complainants say
they first gave notice of intention to cancel the agreements and calculated refunds in
terms of the relevant sections of the CPA or in NCA, depending upon when the notice
was given. Further, the supplier is requested to give an undertaking that it will take
appropriate remedial action to prevent the recurrence of the problem.
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Cancellation of order for special order tools- financial difficulties:
Supplier not obliged to accept cancellation

Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

2013114179
Bonita Hughes
04 February 2014

Summary of your complaint
In September 2011 you paid a deposit of R17 000.00 for a set of tools. In April 2012
you informed the supplier that due to financial constraints you can no longer afford
the tools.
You cancelled the deal and requested a refund. The supplier informed you of their no
refund clause.
You want the supplier to refund you the deposit of R17 000.00.

2.

Summary of E’s response
The supplier advised that you ordered a set of metal bending tools on 18 September
2011. The price at the time was R85 000.00 and a deposit of 20% was required for the
tools to be ordered.
You paid R9 000.00 on 18 September 2011 and the balance of the deposit a month
later on 15 October 2011.
The contract states that the outstanding balance will be paid within 4 weeks from the
date of signature. Based on this E imported the full set of tools from Australia, paying
all the charges upfront.
In 2012 you requested a refund and E advised that they do not have refund policy and
that you have to pay the outstanding balance.
The supplier advised that in accordance with the terms of the contract signed they will
not concede to your request for a refund.

3.

Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both you and the supplier and
advise as follows:
You would like to cancel your order for a set of metal bending tools and request that
the supplier refund your deposit of R17 000.00.
In this regard we would like to refer you to section 17 of the Consumer Protection
Act:
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A consumer may in spite of any term to the contrary, cancel an advanced order in
terms of section 17(2) of the Consumer Protection Act, subject to the imposition of
a reasonable charge for cancellation for the order (section 17(3)(b)), UNLESS the
goods were a special-order (section 17(1)), i.e. the supplier expressly or implicitly
was required or expected to procure, create or alter specifically the goods to satisfy
the consumer’s requirements (definition section).
In this instance it appears that the tools were a special order and you will therefore
not be able to cancel the order in terms of Section 17 of the Consumer protection
Act.
According to the supplier they also do not have a refund policy and we can
therefore not instruct them to cancel the contract.
You entered into a valid and binding agreement and there in no legal basis upon
which we can instruct the supplier to cancel the agreement.

4.

Conclusion
Based on the facts of this case, the information and evidence furnished to this office
and on the principles of reasonableness and fairness, there is no reasonable prospect
of this office making a recommendation in your favour.
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Cancellation of wedding
Cancellation of wedding due to rain: Supplier not liable to refund
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

201311211256
Bonita Hughes
13 February 2014

Summary of your complaint
Your plans to have garden wedding had to be cancelled due to bad weather. The
wedding was held in the chapel so the garden décor were not used.
The supplier refused to give you a full refund and was only prepared to refund 10%
for the unused equipment.
You would like to be refunded in full for the décor not used.

2.

Summary of the supplier’s response
The supplier advised that as per the signed contract one is liable for a cancellation fee
in the case of a cancellation. The fee will be determined by the timeframe in which
the cancellation occurred.
As the cancellation happened on the day of the event they are not willing to give you
a refund but in an attempt to resolve the matter they offered as a gesture of goodwill
10% back of the amount paid.
The supplier advised that you declined the offer and threatened to sue them. They are
therefore no longer willing to refund 10% of the amount paid.

3.

Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both you and the supplier and
advise as follows:
You would like a refund for décor not used on the day of your wedding due to bad
weather.
In this regard we would like to refer you to section 17 of the Consumer Protection
Act:
A consumer may in spite of any term to the contrary, cancel an advanced order in
terms of section 17(2) of the Consumer Protection Act, subject to the imposition of
a reasonable charge for cancellation for the order.
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In terms of 17(4) the charge will be unreasonable if it exceeds a fair amount in the
circumstances, having regard to –
(a) The nature of the goods or services that were reserved or booked;
(b) The length of notice of cancellation provided by the consumer;
(c) The reasonable potential for the service provider, acting diligently, to find
an alternative consumer between the time of receiving the cancellation
notice and the time of the cancelled reservation; and
(d) The general practice of the relevant industry.
In this instance you cancelled the outside décor on the day of the event.
We contacted the Federated Hospitality Association of South Africa who
confirmed that it is general practice to retain the full amount paid as a cancellation
fee if the cancellation occurred on the day of the event.

4.

Conclusion

Taking the above factors into consideration and the signed contract with Star Sound
Productions which makes provision for a cancellation fee, we are of opinion that The
supplier was not unreasonable by keeping the full amount paid as a cancellation fee.
The supplier was unable due to the short notice to rent out the equipment to anyone else
and had to cover the full cost of the items for that day.
There is thus no legal ground upon which we can instruct the supplier to give you a
refund.
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Cancellation of time share agreement
RECOMMENDATION
10.

Dispute identification
Complaint No.

11.

:

201602-0006059

Nature of dispute

:

Cancellation of time share agreement

Adjudicator

:

N Melville

Date

:

22 March 2016

Summary of the complaint
On 10 October 2015, the consumer signed an agreement for timeshare at X along
with her friend (unnamed). Together they paid the deposit of R 6 300. Within a
month of the agreement being signed, the consumer’s friend moved elsewhere and
as a result the consumer realised she would not be able to afford the monthly
instalment by herself. Accordingly, she informed the supplier on 24 November
2015 of her intention to withdraw from the agreement.

5.

Details of steps taken to resolve the complaint
Taken up with the supplier by email.

6.

Outcome proposed
The complainant seeks the cancellation of her contract and the repayment of her
deposit, less administration fees.

7.

The response of the supplier
In response to the complainant’s allegations:
Miss M. signed an agreement for X on 10 October 2015. This agreement, contract
number ---, was received and accepted by our offices on 30/10/2015. The
Acknowledgement of Presentation, Point nr 5, which the client signed, clearly
states that the client has a period of 5 working days from signing the agreement to
cancel in writing should they not be totally satisfied with the purchase and want to
withdraw from the agreement.
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A cancellation request was received from Miss M. on 24/11/2015. This falls
outside the cooling off period and therefore does not qualify the client for a refund
of deposit.
The agreement can be cancelled subject to the payment of a cancellation fee. The
cancellation fee is charged to cover the costs that we incurred as a Company
including commission, administrative costs etc.
Kindly note that a cancellation fee of R20 331.50 was offered to the member and
we advised Miss M. that it can be paid as a once off or alternatively over a period
of 6 to 12 months.

8.

The law
Consumer Protection Act (CPA)
1. ‘‘goods’’ includes—
(d) a legal interest in land or any other immovable property, other than an interest
that falls within the definition of ‘service’ in this section;
2 (9) If there is an inconsistency between any provision of this Act and a provision of
any Act not contemplated in subsection (8)— (a) the provisions of both Acts apply
concurrently, to the extent that it is possible to apply and comply with one of the
inconsistent provisions without contravening the second; and
(b) to the extent that paragraph (a) cannot apply, the provision that extends the
greater protection to a consumer prevails over the alternative provision…
5 (2) This Act does not apply to any transaction—
…
(d) that constitutes a credit agreement under the National Credit Act, but the goods or
services that are the subject of the credit agreement are not excluded from the
ambit of this Act;
14 (2) (b) despite any provision of the consumer agreement to the contrary—
(i) the consumer may cancel that agreement—
(aa) upon the expiry of its fixed term, without penalty or charge, but subject to
subsection (3)(a); or
(bb) at any other time, by giving the supplier 20 business days’ notice in writing or
other recorded manner and form, subject to subsection (3)(a) and (b); or …
(3) Upon cancellation of a consumer agreement as contemplated in subsection
(1)(b)—
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(a) the consumer remains liable to the supplier for any amounts owed to the supplier
in terms of that agreement up to the date of cancellation; and
(b) the supplier—
(i) may impose a reasonable cancellation penalty with respect to any goods supplied,
services provided, or discounts granted, to the consumer in contemplation of the
agreement enduring for its intended fixed term, if any; and
(ii) must credit the consumer with any amount that remains the property of the
consumer as of the date of cancellation, as prescribed in terms of subsection (4).
Regulation 5(2)
For purposes of section 14(3), a reasonable credit or charge as contemplated in
section 14(4)(c) may not exceed a reasonable amount, taking into account(a)the amount which the consumer is still liable for to the supplier up to the date
of cancellation;
(b) the value of the transaction up to cancellation;
(c) the value of the goods which will remain in the possession of the consumer
after cancellation;
(d) the value of the goods that are returned to the supplier;
(e) the duration of the consumer agreement as initially agreed;
(f) losses suffered or benefits accrued by consumer as a result of the consumer
entering into the consumer agreement;
(g) the nature of the goods or services that were reserved or booked;
(h) the length of notice of cancellation provided by the consumer;
(i) the reasonable potential for the service provider, acting diligently, to find an
alternative consumer between the time of receiving the cancellation notice and
the time of the cancelled reservation; and
(j) the general practice of the relevant industry.
Regulation 5 (3)
Notwithstanding subregulation (2) above, the supplier may not charge a charge which
would have the effect of negating the consumer's right to cancel a fixed term
consumer agreement as afforded to the consumer by the Act.
National Credit Act (NCA)
121. (1) This section applies only in respect of a lease or an instalment agreement
entered into at any location other than the registered business premises of the credit
provider.
(2) A consumer may terminate a credit agreement within five business days after the
date on which the agreement was signed by the consumer…
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When consumer may terminate agreement
122. (1) A consumer may terminate a credit agreement at any time by paying the
settlement amount to the credit provider, in accordance with section 125.
125. (1) A consumer or guarantor is entitled to settle the credit agreement at any time,
with or without advance notice to the credit provider.
127. (1) A consumer under an instalment agreement, secured loan or lease(a) may give written notice to the credit provider to terminate the agreement; and
(b) if(i) the goods are in the credit provider’s possession, require the credit provider to sell
the goods; or
(ii) otherwise, return the goods that are the subject of that agreement to the credit
provider’s place of business during ordinary business hours within five business days
after the date of the notice or within such other period or at such other time or place as
may be agreed with the credit provider…
(5) After selling any goods in terms of this section, a credit provider must(a) credit or debit the consumer with a payment or charge equivalent to the
proceeds of the sale less any expenses reasonably incurred by the credit
provider in connection with the sale of the goods; and
Case law
MFC (a division of Nedbank Ltd) v Botha (6981/13) [2013] ZAWCHC 107
This case involved a consumer who wished to return a vehicle purchased by means of
an instalment sale agreement because of its defective condition. The consumer
attempted to rely upon sections 55 and 56 of the CPA.
At para 10 Binns-Ward J noted the lack of clarity in the relevant provision and the
absence of any reported judicial interpretation thereof.
[The judgment has been criticised for having failed to apply the law correctly and to
seize the opportunity to clarify the interplay between the CPA and the NCA. 50]

50

https://jutalaw.co.za/newsletter/newsletter/consumer-law-database_april-2013-2-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-2/;
http://www.academia.edu/11384243/Otto_JM_van_Heerden_CM_and_Barnard_J_Redress_in_terms_of_the
_National_Credit_Act_and_the_Consumer_Protection_Act_for_defective_goods_sold_and_financed_in_terms
_of_an_instalment_agreement_2014_2_SA_Merc_LJ_247-281
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9. Consideration of the law and facts
It appears from the information available that there is a credit agreement in
addition to the Acknowledgement of Presentation of which CGSO has been given
a copy. The identity of the credit provider is not evident from the papers. Whether
the CPA or the NCA applies is a vexed question. There is authority for the view
that the provisions of both Acts (NCA and CPA) apply concurrently to credit
transactions. 51 Further, CPA section 2(9) states that in the case of an
inconsistency between the CPA and another Act, the provision that extends the
greater protection to a consumer prevails. Even if there are two separate
agreements in this case, they are inexorably linked to each other.
The first issue to consider is whether the consumer cancelled within the cooling
off period. As the agreement appears to have been entered into at the supplier’s
registered business premises, the five business days cooling off period provided
for in NCA section 121(1) does not apply. In any event, the cancellation took
place more than five business days after the date on which the agreement was
signed by the consumer.
The acknowledgement of presentation however provides a contractual cooling off
period in clause 5:
“I understand that this purchase is subject to acceptance by the Seller and
the approval by Y. Should I not be totally satisfied of my purchase and
wish to withdraw, I must give the Seller written notice, which notice must
be received by them within five working days of my contract having been
concluded.”
Whether or not intended by the Seller, the effect of this clause is that the five
working days only start running when the contract is concluded, which is when the
acceptance of the offer by the Seller is communicated to the purchaser/ offeror.
This does not however assist the consumer as the acceptance apparently took place
on 30 October 2015 and the consumer cancelled well after that, on 24 November
2015.
It then remains to consider how to deal with the cancellation of what may be two
contracts: the sale of the timeshare unit and the credit agreement pertaining to the
payment of the purchase price. Unfortunately, the South African legislators did not
take a similar approach to that taken in EU Directive 2008/122/EC on Timeshare,
Long-Term Holiday Products, Resale and Exchange Contracts, which in article 16
51

Naudé and Eiselen Commentary on the Consumer Protection Act (Original Service, 2014) Juta at 5-35 para
96; Melville and Palmer “The applicability of the Consumer Protection Act 2008 to credit agreements” (2010)
SA Merc LJ 272-6 and Otto and Barnard (footnote 1 above).
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provides for the automatic cancellation at no cost to the consumer of related credit
agreements when a time share contract is cancelled. This clearly acknowledges the
existence of two separate contracts or agreements.
Although the decision of an ombud bears some weight under CPA section 2(2),
this office is a dispute resolution body rather that a law making body.
Accordingly, it is proposed that a practical solution to the present dispute be
found.
Under the common law, an innocent party is under an obligation to mitigate its
loss i.e. find someone else to replace the consumer. This is mirrored in NCA
section 127(1)(b) and CPA section 14, read with Reg 5(2)(i). So whichever Act
applies, the Seller/ supplier is obliged to try to find an alternative consumer/
purchaser. Having resold the property, the supplier may withhold only any
expenses reasonably incurred by the credit provider in connection with the sale of
the goods under the NCA or a reasonable cancellation penalty under the CPA. We
have expressed the view in our advisory note on cancellations that this means the
consumer will only be charged an administrative fee based on actual costs. 52
The outcome is similar whichever approach is taken, although, if the NCA process
is followed, the supplier is required to comply with various formalities under
section 127. 53

10.

Recommended resolution
With a view to reaching a fair resolution of this matter, it is recommended that the
supplier accepts the cancellation of the agreement and reimburses the consumer
the deposit paid, less any expenses reasonably incurred by the credit provider in
connection with the sale of the goods. The supplier is to furnish this office with
proof of such expenses.

52
53

http://www.cgso.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/CGSO-Advisory-Note-12-Cancellations-Revision1.pdf
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1905452
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Cancellation of time share agreement
Complaint No.

12.

:

201601-0005618

Adjudicator

:

N Melville

Date

:

9 March 2016

Summary of the complaint
On 15 October 2015, the consumer entered into an agreement with the supplier’s
agent. According to the complainant, the agreement was concluded under false
pretences by demanding that it was signed immediately; not allowing time to
consider the matter and withholding vital information coupled to a highly
aggressive marketing strategy.

3.

Details of steps taken to resolve the complaint
Taken up with the supplier.

10.

Outcome proposed
The complainant would like to cancel the agreement without penalty.

11.

The response of the supplier
In response to the complainant’s allegations:
Allegation 1: "Agreement concluded under false pretences by demanding that the
Agreement is signed immediately."
The allegation that the agreement was concluded under false pretences is
repudiated. The agent presented you with a promotional offer which included
Bonus Points, and an International Holiday voucher. It was a decision that you had
to make at the time of presentation to qualify for the promotional offer. The agents
always inform members that they can buy Points outside of the promotional offer
(not including Bonus Points and the International Holiday voucher) at any time.
You indicate that you wanted to make use of the promotional offer hence your
decision was required.
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Allegation 2: "Not allowing time to consider the matter".
Again, this was a promotional offer for that day only. All documents were
provided at the time of the presentation.
Allegation 3: "Withholding vital information coupled to a highly aggressive
marketing strategy."
We have no knowledge of the claim that vital information was withheld. All
information relating to the purchase was provided to you at the point of sale to
peruse at your leisure. There was no aggression at all during the meeting with you.
You in fact provided the agents with refreshments and hugged them when they
left. You seemed to be a very happy member looking forward to your international
holiday and using the upgrade website which forms part of the promotional offer.
Based on the information at hand, we regret to advise that we cannot agree to your
request for cancellation of the Upgrade Agreement with a full refund.
That being said, you are entitled to cancel your Credit Finance Agreement in terms
of the National Credit Act.
Cancellation of such a Credit Finance Agreement is subject to the forfeiture of the
initial deposit paid. The provider is also entitled to charge a cancellation fee. [the
supplier] is however prepared to cancel the Upgrade Purchase Agreement and the
Credit Finance Agreement. We will waive the cancellation fee and the cancellation
of the Upgrade Agreement will thus only be subject to the forfeiture of you deposit
payment of R 4 700.00.

12.

Complainant’ reply
Through her representative, the complainant replied:
[The comments regarding the supplier’s contact made directly with the consumer
are omitted as this is the required procedure in terms of the Code]
3.
The offer made by [the supplier] to [the complainant], as contained in letter
dated 11 February 2016, represents “a stick and promise” approach by [the
supplier] as it remains to recognize and accept the undesirable circumstances
under which the Agreement was concluded by the agents of [the supplier], as
outlined in previous communication. As such [the complainant] requires
cancellation of the Agreement and no forfeiture of the deposit of R4700.00 paid at
the time.
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4.
Furthermore, the responses by [the supplier], as contained in its letter dated
11 February 2016 to the three allegations mentioned, do not represent the truth and
the actual state of affairs as at 15 October 2015, when [the complainant]finally
placed her signature on the Agreement.
5.
Comments on response by [the supplier] on Allegation 1: The response by
The Holiday Club, in its totality is not true. When [the complainant] was contacted
telephonically by the marketing agents of [the supplier] to arrange an appointment,
it was clearly stated by [the complainant]to the agent that she was not interested
in the upgrading of the existing Agreement with [the supplier] to which the agent
replied that their intention with the appointment was only to inform [the
complainant]of upgrades which are available without any intention whatsoever to
obtain an Agreement during the appointment. Based on this notification by the
agent, [the complainant] eventually agreed to a date for the appointment with the
agents.
6.
Comments on response by [the supplier] on Allegation 2: The first sentence
of this response is not true as no mention was made by the agents that “their offer”
was a promotional offer with a validity of 15 October 2015 only, namely the date
on which the appointment took place, only. With regard to the second sentence, I
believe this to be the truth namely that all documentation was available at the time
of presentation because the intention by the agents was not only to communicate
“the offer” to Dr Bosch, refer point 5 above, but in fact to obtain a signed
Agreement for an upgrade of the existing Agreement, and for this reason all
relevant documentation had to be available. Furthermore, the fact that [the
complainant] clearly indicated that she requires time to consider the matter, also
wishes to consult with a friend to obtain his view, was very tired and not in a
position to immediately read through the Agreement, wanting to first making her
own financial calculations to determine if this additional expense can be afforded
by her, prior to entering the Agreement. All of this fell on deaf ears and the agent
insisted that the Agreement be signed immediately.
7.
Comments on response by [the supplier] on Allegation 3: As previously
pointed out, vital information relating to entering into the Agreement was withheld
as the agent responded with a clear answer of NO when asked by [the
complainant] what material information relating to the Agreement must she be
aware of at that moment, before signing the Agreement. The material information
which I refer to in this regard is the withholding of information relating to the
cooling-off period applicable to the Agreement. In addition, the statement by [the
supplier] “All information relating to the purchase was provided to you at the
point of sale to peruse at your leisure, is categorically false at it was clearly
indicated to [the complainant] that time to think about the matter etc is not
possible, refer point 6 above. Marketing aggression was present as there was a
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clear desire by the agents to get the Agreement signed, no matter what the
circumstances. Furthermore, [the complainant] did provide (not proved) coffee to
the agents because she was specifically requested to do so by the agents and
definitely not because she wanted to because she was very tired. The statement
that [the complainant] appeared very happy after signing the Agreement was
definitely not the case, she was in fact happy to eventually escaping the
harassment by the agents. The fact that she hugged the agents when they departed
is part of her nature and does not signify a special bond of friendship or
appreciation to the person being hugged.
13. Subsequent to these events, [the complainant] determined that the matter is not
financially viable to her and contacted Ms J of [the supplier] by telephone and
informed her accordingly. Ms J confirmed to [the complainant]that the Agreement
had not been registered as yet and that she will take action to arrange termination
of the Agreement before it being registered, thus making the Agreement nil and
void despite the fact that the Agreement was signed by [the complainant]. This
action was never executed by Ms J, as promised, and as a result the Agreement
was registered by [the supplier] and came into effect.

7.

The law
Consumer Protection Act
5 (2) This Act does not apply to any transaction—
…
(d) that constitutes a credit agreement under the National Credit Act, but the goods or
services that are the subject of the credit agreement are not excluded from the ambit of
this Act;
Consumer’s right to cooling-off period after direct marketing
16(3) A consumer may rescind a transaction resulting from any direct marketing
without reason or penalty, by notice to the supplier in writing, or another recorded
manner and form, within five business days after the later of the date on which—
(a) the transaction or agreement was concluded; or
(b) the goods that were the subject of the transaction were delivered to the
consumer.
(4) A supplier must—
(a) return any payment received from the consumer in terms of the transaction
within 15 business days after—
(i) receiving notice of the rescission, if no goods had been delivered to
the consumer in terms of the transaction; or
(ii) receiving from the consumer any goods supplied in terms of the
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transaction; and
(b) not attempt to collect any payment in terms of a rescinded transaction,
except as permitted in terms of section 20(6).
Unconscionable conduct
40. (1) A supplier or an agent of the supplier must not use physical force against a
consumer, coercion, undue influence, pressure, duress or harassment, unfair tactics or
any other similar conduct, in connection with any—
(a) marketing of any goods or services;

National Credit Act (NCA)
Marketing and sales of credit at home or work
75(1) A credit provider must not harass a person in attempting to persuade that
person to apply for credit or to enter into a credit agreement or related transaction.
(2) A credit provider must not enter into a credit agreement at a private dwelling
except(a) during a visit pre-arranged by the consumer for that purpose;
(b) if a credit provider visited the private dwelling for the purpose of offering
goods or services for sale, and incidentally offered to provide or arrange credit
(c) if the credit agreement is of a prescribed category that is permitted to be
entered into during a visit to a private dwelling.
Consumer’s right to rescind credit agreement
121. (1) This section applies only in respect of a lease or an instalment agreement 15
entered into at any location other than the registered business premises of the credit
provider.
(2) A consumer may terminate a credit agreement within five business days after the
date on which the agreement was signed by the consumer, by(a) delivering a notice in the prescribed manner to the credit provider; and
(b) tendering the return of any money or goods, or paying in full for any
services, received by the consumer in respect of the agreement.
(3) When a credit agreement is terminated in terms of this section, the credit
(a) must refund any money the consumer has paid under the agreement within
seven business days after the delivery of the notice to terminate;
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Case law
Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd v Dlamini 2013 (1) SA 219 (KZD)
[41] Non-disclosure of s 121(3)(a) [of the national Credit Act, reproduced above]
violates the right of consumers to education and information in terms of s 3. The
Bank’s selection of what parts of s 121 of the NCA it should record in the agreement
and what it should exclude is deliberate and deceptive. The heading of s 121
highlights its purpose as the ‘Consumer’s right to rescind credit agreement’. Instead of
informing the consumer of this right, the Bank pitches it as an onerous bundle of
obligations on the consumer to pay the Bank the costs of renting and recovering the
vehicle. Projecting the consumer’s obligations whilst understating his rights
discourages rescission which is the consumer’s statutory right.
[Naudé and Eiselen (eds): Commentary on the Consumer Protection Act 14-8
footnote 1 suggest the same principle applies to the CPA.]
Nayyara Distribution Enterprise CC v Earlyworks 266 (Pty) Ltd t/a Gloria Jeans
Coffees SA NCT/4450//2012/114)(1)(P)CPA
Referring to the CPA, the Tribunal stated at para 31(c):
In addition the Applicant alleged that it had tried to cancel their contracts
shortly after entering into them but was informed that they could not do so
without forfeiting their extensive deposit. So they allegedly decided to go
ahead with the deal. Section 7 of the CPA came into operation on 24 April
2010 - so if the applicant was not informed of the cooling off period then there
might have been prohibited conduct on the part of the Respondent.

14.

Consideration of the law and facts
It is not evident from the information available whether or not the transaction in
question is a credit transaction in terms of the NCA, although this is suggested by
the supplier. In any event, the marketing provisions of both Acts (NCA and CPA)
apply concurrently to credit transactions: Naudé and Eiselen (cited above) at 5-35
para 96 and Melville and Palmer “The applicability of the Consumer Protection
Act 2008 to credit agreements” (2010) SA Merc LJ 272-6.
There are many disputes of fact between the parties with regard to what took
place. However, even on the supplier’s own version, its approach of presenting a
person at their home with a promotional offer and requiring them to make a
decision at the time of presentation in order to qualify for the promotional offer
does appear to amount to high pressure selling.
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Coupled with this, the complainant alleges the right to cancel the agreement was
not brought to her attention. If that is correct, it is likely that the Tribunal would
consider that to amount to prohibited conduct.
Further, there is the allegation that the supplier’s agent, Ms J, agreed to cancel the
agreement. This does seem an unlikely thing for the consumer to have fabricated.
Considering these factors together, it does appear that the consumer should be
permitted to withdraw from the transaction without penalty.

9.

Recommended resolution
It is recommended that the supplier accepts the cancellation of the agreement
without penalty and reimburses the consumer the deposit paid.
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Our ref: 201505-0137

Return of Shoes: Change of Mind
ASSESSMENT:
Summary of your complaint
You purchased two pairs of leather shoes on 06 May 2015- one in red and one in black. The red pair
fits perfectly but the black pair has a ripple effect over the toe area on both shoes.
You returned the shoes to the supplier who advised you that it is not a manufacturer’s defect and that
in terms of the store’s policy you would have to accept a credit note.
You refused to accept the credit note and spoke with the Customer Service Manager who also advised
that it is not a manufacturer’s defect.
It was then agreed that the shoes will be send to the factory for testing. You received feedback, after
the testing, that the shoes do not have a defect.
You could not understand this as the red pair fits perfectly but the black pair not. The manager
advised that a different leather is used for the black shoes and that it does not mean that the shoes are
defective.
You had an expectation that both pairs would be identical and feel the same as it is the same style and
make.
You have tried on three other pairs and they all feel the same.
You feel that the shoes do not perform to the specifications of the red pair and therefore do not fit the
purpose for which they were purchased.
You would like a refund.
Summary of the supplier’s Response
According to the response the goods are not defective and cannot be returned in terms of the
provisions of the Consumer Protection Act (CPA).
Their store’s policy on returns apply and because the shoes were in a sellable condition they offer the
consumer a credit note or exchange.
Kindly find attached supplier’s response.
Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both you and the supplier and advise as follows:
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The most widely misunderstood aspect of the CPA is the right to return goods or cancel an agreement.
Many people mistakenly believe that they have the absolute right to change their minds after buying
something and to return it for a refund.
The correct position is that there is only a cooling off period if direct marketing took place. The only
other time you can cancel the transaction after the goods are delivered is if the goods were in some
way defective within six months after you bought them. This right applies whether or not you could
have detected the defect before taking delivery of the goods.
This does not mean that you should not try on or inspect the goods in the store. On the contrary, the
CPA gives you the right to choose or examine goods and to select or reject any particular item from
displayed stock before completing the transaction (section 18). If you have had the opportunity to
examine the goods before they are delivered, you lose the right under section 20(2) to return them to
the supplier and receive a full refund after they have been delivered to you.
It is essential that you inspect the goods before delivery because, unless the shop has a refund policy,
it is not obliged to take back goods that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You change your mind about;
Your partner does not like;
Do not match your other clothes/ furniture;
Do not fit (unless the goods were in a sealed package);
Are uncomfortable to wear;
Are uncomfortable to sit/ sleep on;
You realise you cannot afford.

In this instance you had an opportunity to inspect and to fit the shoes before buying it. The fact that
the shoes do not sit as comfortable or exactly the same as the red pair is not sufficient grounds to
instruct the store to refund you.
The store has however offered you a credit note, we consider this offer to be fair and reasonable.
Based on the facts of this case, the information and evidence furnished to this office and on the
principles of reasonableness and fairness, there is no reasonable prospect of this office making a
recommendation in your favour.
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Cancellation: Late delivery
Reference Number

: 20160/-0009184

Nature of dispute

: Timeous Delivery of Goods

Adjudicator

: Bonita Hughes

Date

: 06 October 2016

Summary of the complaint
The complainant enquired about some of the supplier’s products. The supplier sent the complainant a
quotation on 12 January 2016 and the complainant paid the supplier the quoted price on the same day.
The complainant required the order to be delivered in March 2016.
After not receiving the hats in March 2016 the complainant cancelled the order. The supplier advised
that if she wants to cancel there will be a cancellation fee of 60%.
The complainant would like a full refund.
Summary of the Supplier’s response
The supplier sent e-mail correspondence between him and the complainant.
According to the supplier they were still within the time limits as per their standard terms and
conditions. The terms and conditions provides that delivery can take place between 2-28 weeks.
When the complainant requested cancellation the timeframe in which the supplier should deliver the
hats have not yet passed and therefore the supplier charged a 60% cancelation fee.
Steps taken by CGSO to resolve the matter
Our office referred the matter to the supplier as per the provisions of our Industry Code:
Clause 11.2.7.7 of the Code: If the Complaint is one that appears to fall within the CGSO’s
jurisdiction and the complainant has already taken up the matter with the Participant, the CGSO
shall inform the Designated Officer, in writing, that a Complaint has been lodged with the CGSO and
the Participant have 15 (fifteen) Business days from receipt of the communication to investigate and
attempt to resolve the Dispute with the Complainant or to provide the CGSO with its reasons for
repudiating the Complaint.
The supplier failed to respond within the required timeframe and a follow up e-mail was send.
The supplier then informed our office that we are falsely accusing them and that they will not be
intimidated by this office. The supplier also complained about CGSO’s poor performance,
unprofessional conduct and bad attitude.
It must be noted that at this point our office have merely referred the matter in accordance with the
Industry Code, which in terms of clause 4 applies to all Participants within the goods and services
industry.
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The supplier also requested that the case agent be removed from his matter and a new person must
attend to the matter. The supplier further requested a written apology from our office.
Our office reiterated that we require the supplier’s response in order to assess the matter and make a
recommendation.
The Supplier still did not want to provide feedback as he does not trust this office’s judgment.
Our office considers the supplier’s responses unfounded and unreasonable. Further to this clause
5.1.11 of the Industry code provides that: The Participant under this Code are required to co-operate
with all reasonable requests made by the CGSO in a timely manner. Any failure to co-operate with
the CGSO may be taken into consideration by the NCC and the Tribunal when issuing a compliance
notice or proposing an administrative fine.
After numerous correspondence with the supplier, they then send a response.
Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both the complainant and the supplier and advise as
follows:
The complainant maintains that she cancelled the agreement after not received the goods on the
agreed date.
The supplier however advised that as per their terms and conditions they were still within the delivery
timeframe and will have to charge 60% cancellation fee in order to cancel the agreement.
It is necessary to decide whether the Complainant was entitled to cancel the order in terms of the
provisions of the Consumer Protection Act (CPA).
The law
Consumer Protection Act
19. Consumer's rights with respect to delivery of goods or supply of service
(1) This section does not apply to(a) the supply of goods or services to a franchisee in terms of a franchise agreement; or
(b) a transaction if the performance of that transaction is governed by section 46 of the
Electronic Communications and Transactions Act.
(2) Unless otherwise expressly provided or anticipated in an agreement, it is an implied condition of
every transaction for the supply of goods or services that(a) the supplier is responsible to deliver the goods or perform the services(i) on the agreed date and at the agreed time, if any, or otherwise within a reasonable
time after concluding the transaction or agreement;
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(ii) at the agreed place of delivery or performance; and
(iii) at the cost of the supplier, in the case of delivery of goods; or
(b) the agreed place of delivery of goods or performance of services is the supplier's place of
business, if the supplier has one, and if not, the supplier's residence; and
(c) goods to be delivered remain at the supplier's risk until the consumer has accepted delivery
of them, in accordance with this section.
(3) If an agreement does not provide a specific date or time for delivery of any goods or performance
of any services, the supplier must not require that the consumer accept delivery or performance of the
services at an unreasonable time.
(4) The consumer is regarded to have accepted delivery of any goods on the earliest of the following
circumstances:
(a) When the consumer expressly or implicitly communicates to the supplier that the
consumer has accepted delivery of such goods; or
(b) when the goods have been delivered to the consumer, and(i) the consumer does anything in relation to the goods that would be inconsistent
with the supplier's ownership of them; or
(ii) after the lapse of a reasonable time, the consumer retains the goods without
intimating to the supplier that the consumer has rejected delivery of them, subject to
subsection (5).
(5) When a supplier tenders delivery to a consumer of any goods, the supplier must, on request, allow
the consumer a reasonable opportunity to examine those goods for the purpose of ascertaining
whether the consumer is satisfied that the goods(a) are of a type and quality reasonably contemplated in the agreement, and meet the tests set
out in section 18 (3) and (4); and
(b) in the case of a special-order agreement, reasonably conform to the material specifications
of the special order.
(6) If the supplier tenders the delivery of goods or the performance of any services at a location, on a
date or at a time other than as agreed with the consumer, the consumer may either(a) accept the delivery or performance at that location, date and time;
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(b) require the delivery or performance at the agreed location, date and time, if that date and
time have not yet passed; or
(c) cancel the agreement without penalty, treating any delivered goods or performed services
as unsolicited goods or services in accordance with section 21.
(7) If the supplier delivers to the consumer a larger quantity of goods than the consumer agreed to
buy, the consumer may either(a) reject all of the delivered goods; or
(b) accept delivery of the goods, and(i) pay for the agreed quantity at the agreed rate; and
(ii) treat the excess quantity as unsolicited goods in accordance with section 21.
(8) If the supplier delivers to the consumer some of the goods the supplier agreed to supply mixed
with goods of a different description not contemplated in the agreement, the consumer may(a) accept delivery of the goods that are in accordance with the agreement and reject the rest;
or
(b) reject all of the delivered goods.
Consideration of the law and facts
The supplier provided our office with copies of the communication between themselves and the
complainant.
From the communication the following were evident:
The complainant sent an enquiry to the supplier with regards to the prices of their hats and fascinators.
The supplier advised the complainant that the prices are valid until 15 January 2016. They further
advised the complainant of their standard turnaround times which is 2 -28 weeks. They explained that
in terms of the contract the order must be completed by 12 August 2016. They however then
continued and stated:
“Contractually, any order placed today should be completed by us on 12/08/2016 BUT we always try
to complete all orders within a short period of time. The timetable above is meant to be used as a
reference as our products are made by hand. If you want an order by end February or March 2016,
please place the order this week, thank you. We have a Rush Order Fee of R500 which speeds up
production. Now you know. If you have any questions, please let us know.”
The complainant then placed an order and provided the supplier a list of items she requires. The
supplier sent her a quote for the amount of R4950.00. In this communication the supplier once again
acknowledged the fact that the complainant will require delivery by March 2016:
“You require collection in March. In order to guarantee collection, we need to conclude this deal
today and receive payment today. Please advise whether you accept the quote? If you do, we will send
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you an invoice immediately.”
The complainant then requested an invoice and immediately made the payment. The supplier sent the
complainant an e-mail to check if she did receive the invoice and the complainant replied that she has
already made the payment. The supplier advised that they will wait for payment to reflect.
The supplier subsequently to their communication advising that if an order is placed in the week of 12
January 2016 delivery can be done in February or March 2016 send the following communication to
the complainant:
“The payment reflected in our Absa Bank account after midnight on 15/01/2016.
We will purchase the material on 18/01/2016 and start on the order accordingly.
Please be advised that this delay will have an effect on the date of completion of your order.
While we will always try and complete an order as soon as possible, please be advised that our
products are handmade and that our Standard Turnaround Time is 2-28 weeks, as per our Terms and
Conditions. If need be, we reserve the right to fall back on said Standard Turnaround Time. Please
just bare that in mind at all costs, thank you.”
On 03 March 2016 the complainant enquired about her order. The supplier responded and advised that
they are still busy with the order and that they plan to complete order in this month (March 2016).
With no feedback from the supplier the complainant on 04 April 2016 followed up on her order. We
do not see that the supplier responded to this e-mail or at any point provided the complainant with an
update on the order.
The next communication was in May 2016. It seems the complainant started to phone the supplier as
she got concerned as she has not yet received her order as yet. The supplier is of the view that at this
point the complainant threatened them and used abusive language.
This is the supplier’s proof of threats to them:
“Hi
I will send you the email correspondence from F where he mentions that I would have to put my order
through and pay straight away so that I could have my hats by March hence my reason for extreme
concern
Regards
H
On 13 May 2016, at 4:19 PM, N wrote:
Dear H
Please provide written proof where we confirmed that your order would be completed in March 2016.
We stick to our Standard Turnaround Time with each order. Weird how we would confirm such a
thing.
Kind regards,
This is the supplier’s proof of abusive language:

Yes definitely because it doesn't look like I will be getting my hats
Thank you
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H
On 13 May 2016, at 3:18 PM, N wrote:
Dear H
We RESENT the fact that you called us SCAM ARTISTS on the telephone this afternoon. You are
entitled to a refund. Would you like a refund?
Kind regards,
N
The supplier mentions a telephone conversation which we have no copy of or proof of any abusive
language used. Further to this our office do not see the complainant’s follow ups and concern raised
regarding late delivery as threats. It rather seems that a consumer who paid almost R5 000.00 for
goods to be delivered in March 2016 getting scared that she might not receive her goods. The supplier
at this point agreed to cancel the transaction subject to a 60% cancelation fee. It must be noted that
this cancellation fee was not disclosed or contained in any term or condition previously sent to the
complainant.
Further to this from all the communication between the supplier and the complainant it is clear that
the complainant needed delivery in March 2016. Further to this the supplier committed themselves to
deliver by March 2016. Their standard terms and conditions which they keep on referring to cannot be
relied upon because they entered into an agreement based on its own unique terms and conditions in
which they committed to delivery in March 2016.
For a contract to be considered valid and binding in South Africa, the following requirements must be
met:
1. There must be consensus ad idem between the contracting parties.
2. The parties must have seriously intended the agreement to result in terms which can be enforced.
3. The parties must have the capacity to contract.
4. The agreement must have certain and definite terms.
5. The necessary formalities must be observed.
6. The agreement must be lawful.
7. The contractual obligations must be possible of performance.
8. The content of the agreement must be certain.
The supplier advised the complainant that an order must be placed within the week of 12 January
2016 in order to get the goods delivered in February or March 2016. In another communication they
reiterate that delivery will be done if the agreement was finalised on the 12th of January 2016. Based
on this representation made by the supplier the complainant accepted and made payment. A valid
agreement therefore came into effect based on the condition that delivery will be done by March
2016.
Once an agreement is concluded based on certain terms and conditions a party to the agreement
cannot subsequent change a condition specifically agreed upon by referring to standard terms and
conditions which are in conflict with the accepted terms and conditions.
(6) If the supplier tenders the delivery of goods or the performance of any services at a location, on a
date or at a time other than as agreed with the consumer, the consumer may either(a) accept the delivery or performance at that location, date and time;
(b) require the delivery or performance at the agreed location, date and time, if that date and
time have not yet passed; or
(c) cancel the agreement without penalty, treating any delivered goods or performed services
as unsolicited goods or services in accordance with section 21.
The supplier failed to deliver the goods in March 2016 as per the agreement. The complainant are
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therefore entitled to cancel the agreement as provided for in terms of Section 19(6)(c) of the
Consumer Protection Act. This section provides that a consumer can cancel the agreement without
penalty.
Our recommendation
It is recommended that the complainant is allowed to cancel the agreement with the supplier without
penalty and that the supplier refund the complainant the full amount paid – R4 950.00.
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Cellphone: sim swap
Our ref: 201605-0007383
Summary of the complaint
The supplier permitted an illegal swapping of the complainant’s cell phone sim card. This resulted in
unknown persons being able to hack into his private banking accounts and stealing R144,000.00.
The complainant wants the supplier and his bank to take liability for his loss.
Summary of THE SUPPLIER’s response
The supplier advised that it played no part in the compromising of the complainant’s personal
information that has resulted his bank account being accessed.
In order for an individual to access Online or Telephone banking platforms the said user would need
to have ones: username/password/ card or account number/ internet banking pin, none of which is
available through the supplier.
Therefore, the supplier accept no liability with regards to banking fraud, as it is not caused by any
action or serviced by the supplier.
Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both the complainant and the supplier and advise as
follows:
It seems the complainant has been a victim of phishing fraud which resulted in a loss of R144 000.00.
Phishing scams
Phishing fraud involves fraudulent e-mails sent to unsuspecting bank customers in an effort to
extract the customers’ confidential internet banking credentials from them. The e-mail addresses
used by the fraudsters often seem genuine, as the sender address implies that it was sent from a
legitimate financial institution, whilst it is not.
The way the fraudsters phrase the e-mail content is an attempt to try to lure the reader into providing
confidential information on the spot either by replying or by means of including links to a site that
encourages the customer to disclose his/her bank account number, Personal Identification Number
(PIN) and password and also randomly generated once-off passwords.
Fraudsters usually don't know where a specific individual or company banks. They send large
volumes of e-mails randomly and by chance they are successful in targeting certain banks’
customers.
If the reader responds to such an e-mail by entering or clicks on the link provided in the e-mail, a
pop-up window will appear requesting him to enter one’s confidential internet banking access
details. This window usually appears to be the bank’s legitimate website but it is not.
The fraudster can view the information entered on the false website, which he then uses to access the
bank’s genuine internet banking website and giving him/her access to the specific customer’s
internet banking profile.
Unfortunately, our office cannot assist in the investigation of this aspect of your matter. You can
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contact the Ombudsman for Banking Services for further assistance:
Ombudsman for Banking Services
Tel: 011-712-1800
Sharecall: 0860 800 800
E-mail us at: info@obssa.co.za
Web address: www.obssa.co.za
SIM swapping
In some instances, the fraudster in addition to the phishing attack itself, also performs a SIM swap in
order to intercept the randomly generated once-off passwords.
SIM swapping is the process by means of which an individual (in this case the fraudster) approaches
a cellular phone network provider for the issuing of a replacement SIM card on a particular cellular
phone number. The applicant usually will argue that he/she lost his/her SIM card or that it was
damaged.
Once a replacement SIM card is issued, the bank customer’s existing SIM card will no longer
function. The newly issued SIM card replaces the one in the bank customer’s possession and
therefore, all future communication would be directed to the replacement SIM card, including
communication from the bank, more specifically the randomly generated once-off passwords.
In swapping an existing SIM card with a newly issued replacement SIM card, the fraudsters are able
to intercept the randomly generated once-off passwords required to complete certain
sensitive internet banking transactions.
As far as the cell phone service provider’s liability in this regard is concerned kindly note that this
matter has been considered in: Nashua Mobile (Pty) Ltd v GC Pale CC t/a Invasive Plant Solutions
2012 (1) SA 615
This case explores whether a plaintiff who alleges a contractual relationship with the defendant in the
pleadings can permissibly sue the defendant in delict for losses arising from the defendant’s failure to
exercise due care in terms of the contract. Specifically, can a cell-phone client sue in delict a cellphone service provider with which he has a contract for losses suffered by him following the
negligent issue of a duplicate SIM card by the cell-phone service provider to a fraudster who then uses
it to perform fraudulent internet banking transactions on his bank account?
As regards the causal link between the plaintiff’s loss on the one hand and the defendant’s negligent
omission on the other, the court found that on the evidence of the plaintiff’s own witnesses the
defendant’s negligent conduct in granting a duplicate SIM card to the fraudster without verifying his
identity could not, on its own, have enabled the fraudster to access the plaintiff’s internet bank
account.
As there was no evidence that the other pieces of the puzzle required to access the plaintiff’s internet
bank account were negligently provided by the defendant, no liability could be imputed to the
defendant in delict.
Conclusion
As per the decision in Nashua Mobile (Pty) Ltd v GC Pale CC t/a Invasive Plant Solutions the court
concluded that the disclosure of the plaintiff’s banking details was the ultimate cause of the loss
suffered and that the cell phone service provider are therefore not liable.
Based on the precedent set in the above matter our office cannot instruct the supplier to compensate
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the complainant for the losses suffered.
Based on the facts of this case, the information and evidence furnished to this office and on the
principles of reasonableness and fairness, there is no reasonable prospect of this office making a
recommendation in the complainant’s favour.
We regret that we cannot be of assistance and confirm that our file has been closed.
The complainant is advised that he may now take such other steps as he wish or refer the complaint to
the National Consumer Commission in accordance with section 71:
71. (1) Any person may file a complaint concerning a matter contemplated in section
69 (1)(c)(ii) or (2)(b) with the Commission in the prescribed manner and form, alleging that a person
has acted in a manner inconsistent with this Act.
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Contract
Fairness
Our ref: 201606-0007707
ASSESSMENT:
The above matter, as well as the Customer Complaint Form has reference.
Summary of the complaint
The complainant purchased a watch for R5 800.00 through the supplier in terms of an instalment
agreement of 24 months. If once reaches the supplier’s fitness goals set every month, the supplier will
pay the monthly instalment for the watch.
After the complainant looked at all the required goals and how to achieve them he decided that they
were reasonable and decided to go ahead with the deal.
The complainant listed three points which he believes are important for this deal:
1.) The fine print does indicate that the supplier is at liberty to change the goals at any time.
According to the complainant he believes that in such an agreement that if the goals are
changed it should still honour the spirit of the agreement and the goals should remain
achievable.
2.) As per the original agreement one could achieve the goals in many ways: cycling, running,
going to the gym, hiking, climbing mountains which made it practical.
3.) As you achieved your goals they will gradually increase. According to the complainant the
supplier’s representative verbally advised that the goals would never increase to more than
50 points per week and maximum goal would be 1 200 per week.
The complainant soon realised that the Watch could not do what it was marketed as being able to do
as it cannot accurately monitor your pulse rate during exercise which is necessary to achieve one’s
goals.
In April 2016 the supplier also changed the rules in such a way that those who do not run, cycle or
swim for exercise will not be able to meet the goals.
As per regulation 44(i) of the Consumer Protection Act the supplier is prevented from unilaterally
amending the contract terms. With the new changes the complainant is not able to meet the goals and
would like the supplier to revert back to the old rules.
The only reasonable solution according to the complainant would be
a.) To keep the watch and revert to the rules effective when it was purchased.
b.) Return the watch and cancel the contract.
Summary of The supplier’s response
According to Rule 7 of the supplier’s main rules it may adjust the number of points that a member can
earn for each fitness activity “depending on how important the activity is to [the member’s] health
status.” Rule 10 provides that the supplier “may change these rules and the benefit rules from time to
time. Generally, changes take effect from 1 January, although [The supplier] occasionally changes the
rules during the calendar year.” Rule 10 further provides that The supplier undertakes to give
members advance notice of the changes to all members and dropped all Active Rewards member
point’s goal to 300 points to allow then the opportunity to adjust to the new points earning rules.
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The supplier further advised that the amendments to the fitness points earning rules did not amend the
terms and conditions regulating the Apple Watch Benefits. The supplier Rewards is a separate benefit
from the Watch Benefit and should be activated prior to a member being able to qualify for the Watch
Benefit.
The supplier has however referred the matter to its Review Committee which offered as a gesture of
goodwill to cancel the agreement.
Steps taken to resolve the matter
The complainant was not happy with the feedback and our office responded to the supplier who
advised that its Active Rewards will change on 20 August 2016 and will bring back some of the
previous goals. The complainant however advised that he is still not able to meet the goals and
wants to revert back to the terms and conditions when he entered into the agreement
Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both the complainant and the supplier and
advise as follows:
Although the supplier advised that the Watch Benefit rules have not changed, the Watch Benefits’
terms and conditions do not specify the number of points a member would earn by participating in
the Watch Benefit. The supplier’s Points system is therefore incorporated onto the Watch Benefit
terms and conditions by reference. Therefore, the rules and goals have changed as per Rule 7 and
10 of the Points System’s terms and conditions.
In this regard the supplier’s terms and conditions allow the supplier to unilaterally change the
contract terms. The complainant believes this is not fair and would like to revert back to the rules
when he first signed up for this deal.
Section 48 of the Consumer Protection Act sets out the general prohibition against unfair,
unreasonable or unjust contract terms. It also provides general guidelines to establish whether a
term is unfair. A term or notice is considered unfair if it is excessively one-sided in favour of any
person other than the consumer. Further to this Regulation 44(3) has a grey list of a number of
terms which are presumptively unfair because they are typically excessively one-sided.
The grey- list terms mean the terms are presumed to be unfair but this does not automatically
invalidate the contract term. It may still be fair in a particular circumstance of the case. Therefore
including such terms and implementing them must be done in a fair and reasonable manner.
According to the supplier these changes are fair and reasonable as it is a dynamic system and
changes will be based on the principles of behavioural economics. The complainant believes that
the changes are not fair as even with the updated goals he will still not be able to meet the goals
which means he will have to pay for the watch which is contrary to the spirit of the agreement.
Our office will not be able to determine if the changes were reasonable and if consumers will now
be able to meet the targets with the updated goals as from 20 August 2016.
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It must however be noted that even if we cannot conclude on the fairness of the changes, the
Consumer Protection Act does provide a remedy in the case of unilateral changes. In terms of
Regulation 44(4)(c)(i) & (iv) a consumer must immediately be informed of the change and the
consumer is then free to dissolve the agreement.
The supplier has made an offer in which they agreed that they will cancel the transaction and the
complainant will be placed in the financial position he would have been had the fitness point
changes not occurred.
We can therefore only suggest that the complainant consider this offer, as the provisions of the
Consumer Protection Act do not provide a basis upon which we can instruct the supplier to change
back to the original goals before the change in April 2016. This offer is also in line with the
proposed outcome made by the complainant in the complaint form where it was requested to
revert back to the original goals or to cancel the agreement.
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Unreasonable contract terms
Refusal to proceed until paid in full is unfair, unreasonable and unjust:
Supplier not liable to replace or refund.
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

20131024923
Bonita Hughes
15 January 2014

Summary of the complaint
In January 2013, the consumer enlisted the services of the supplier to install
roller shutter doors at his residence. He signed the agreement and paid a deposit
of R17 146.59. The supplier refuses to proceed with the installation until the
consumer pay the full instalment price.
The consumer alleges that the contract terms are unfair, unreasonable and unjust
and believes that some clauses contravened section 48 of the Consumer
Protection Act. The consumer would like the supplier to do the installation after
which he will pay the outstanding amount.

2.

The response of the supplier
The supplier advised that the consumer signed the agreement which states that
the full payment must be made before installation.

3.

Summary of outcome
A valid contract came into being when the agreement was signed. Only a court
of law can declare the contract void. The consumer may, however, in spite of
any term to the contrary, cancel an advanced order in terms of section 17(2) of
the CPA, subject to the imposition of a reasonable charge for cancellation

4.

Attempts to resolve the complaint
The above explanation was given but the customer was not satisfied.

5.

Investigative findings
No investigation has been undertaken.
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6.

Legal considerations/Applicable provisions of the Code of Conduct
Code:
8.1

The criteria to be used in resolving disputes includes:
8.5.3 the law, especially the Act and the Code (in cases where there is conflict
between the interpretation of the Code or the Act, the Act will always
prevail);
8.5.4 applicable industry codes or guidelines;
8.5.4

Fairness in all the circumstances.

Applicable provisions of the CPA:
Section 3 of the Consumer Protection Act provides the purpose of the Act. One of the
purposes listed is to protect consumers from unconscionable, unfair, unreasonable,
unjust or otherwise improper trade practises.
Section 48 (1) and (2) of the CPA relates to unreasonable terms. Contracts for
example, cannot be one-sided, inequitable, or require the consumer to waive any of
his or her rights.
Section 51 which addresses prohibited transactions, agreements, terms or conditions
as well as Section 50 which grants the courts powers to ensure fair and just conduct,
terms and conditions.
Section 52 of The CPA grants the courts authority to decide on fair and just conduct,
as well as terms and conditions that can be regarded as being unfair to the consumer.

7.

Consideration of facts and law
The consumer would like the following:
1.) The consumer would like the supplier to refund his deposit or he would
like The supplier to install the goods after which he will pay the
outstanding amount.
The consumer’s claim is based on allegations that The supplier contravened
Section 48 of the CPA as certain clauses in the terms and conditions of the
contract are unfair, unreasonable and unjust.
Remedies available to a consumer:
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Section 52 bestows powers on the ordinary courts in respect of unfair contract
terms. It empowers such courts to ensure fair and just conduct, terms and
conditions. The ordinary courts can therefore intervene where a supplier has
contravened section 48.
Section 52 enumerates the possible orders that a court may make where the
agreement is in whole or in part unfair or unreasonable.
If a consumer alleges that the agreement or a term of the agreement is void, the
court has the power to make an order to sever the part or the term to the extent
required to render the agreement lawful. The court may also declare the whole
agreement void where severability is not possible. The doctrine of severability is
used were a portion of an agreement is unreasonable. The unreasonable part is
severed by the court and the remainder which is reasonable is enforced.
The CPA gives an ordinary court exclusive jurisdiction over unfair, unjust and
unreasonable terms. This is because section 52 sets out the factors that a court
should consider and the orders that can be made.
It must also be noted that should the court rule that certain clauses are unjust and
unreasonable that clauses would be struck out but the remaining contract would
still be enforceable.
The consumer would thus in terms of the contract still be obliged to pay to total
amount before the goods can be installed.
The consumer would only be able to get a refund for the deposit if the court
declares the entire contract void.
A valid contract came into being when the agreement was signed. Only a court of
law can declare the contract void. The consumer may, however, in spite of any
term to the contrary, cancel an advanced order in terms of section 17(2) of the
CPA, subject to the imposition of a reasonable charge for cancellation for the
order (section 17(3)(b) UNLESS the goods were special-order (section 17(1), (i.e.
the supplier expressly or implicitly was required or expected to procure, create or
alter specifically the goods to satisfy the consumer’s requirements (definition
section)).

8.

Conclusion
Based on the information provided by the parties, the consumer is bound by the
contract terms and will have to pay the outstanding funds in order to get the goods
installed unless he elects to cancel the order, subject to the payment of a
cancellation fee, if the roller shutter doors were not special order.
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9.

Suggested resolution
The consumer should elect to pay the outstanding balance as per the contract after
which the supplier should install the goods, or cancel the order if the goods were
not special order and be repaid the deposit less a reasonable cancellation fee.
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Our ref: 201505-0125

Incorrect Subscription

ASSESSMENT:
Summary of your complaint
In December 2012 the complainant purchased a Decoder along with a Premium Subscription and an
extra view for one year. This was a Christmas gift for a friend.
The complainant paid everything upfront and thought, based on the complainant’s conversation with
the consultant, that everything was settled.
The complainant later discovered that she was erroneously billed for two subscriptions from
December 2012 to August 2013. The complainant reported it to the supplier who discovered that it
made an error and requested that the complainant do a change of ownership and put the agreement in
the complainant’s friend’s name.
Due to the complainant’s busy schedule she was only able to submit the documents 5 months after the
complainant reported the problem.
Even though the supplier was aware of the problem it continued to debit more than what it was
supposed to.
The complainant believes that because the supplier was aware of the error it should have taken action
to prevent the wrong billing.
The supplier did not communicate clearly that it would continue with the incorrect billing unless the
change of ownership was affected. The complainant was refunded for the period from December 2012
to August 2013 but not for the five months after the complainant reported the matter.
The complainant would like to receive a refund for the 5 months she was still being wrongly billed
after the complainant reported the matter.
Summary of the supplier’s response
The supplier allows it subscribers to view two channels at the same time using two decoders and two
television sets with one subscription. This option is referred to as XtraView. Subscribers are only
permitted to have one XtraView option active on their accounts.
The complainant purchased an XtraView Decorder along with a premium subscription in December
2012 and paid upfront for a period of one year. The complainant bought this package for a friend.
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The complainant already has XtraView which is active on her own account. As already mentioned the
complainant can only have one XtraView: she should have been advised that she was not entitled to
have a second XtraView on her account.
The complainant phoned in August 2013 to query the amount deducted on her DSTV statement. The
complainant was advised that she had 5 active smart cards with 2 decoders linked to XtraView. The
complainant confirmed that the other 2 decoders are her friend’s that she paid the full subscription for.
The supplier then explained to the complainant that she cannot have another XtraView under her
name and should she want her friend to also have XtraView she would have to approach it and do a
change of ownership.
The complainant confirmed that she would approach the branch with her friend to do the change of
ownership.
In January 2014 the complainant eventually effected the change of ownership. A refund was effected
for the period of December 2012 to August 2013. The complainant was refused a further refund
because she has been advised that the change of ownership or disconnection of the additional services
had to be done to prevent double charges.
Steps taken to resolve the matter
Our office made numerous contacts with the supplier to see if they can refund the 5 months double
subscription.
The supplier, as an offer of goodwill, offered to refund one month’s subscription.
The complainant is not happy with the offer and not willing to accept it.
Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both parties and advise as follows:
The Complainant entered into a legally binding agreement with the supplier. In terms of this
agreement she agreed to pay a specified amount to the supplier in exchange for services for a
specified period.
It is common cause that when the contract was concluded the supplier failed to inform her that she
could not have another XtraView on her account and failed to disclose that she would be billed extra
for this.
In August 2013 the complainant contacted the supplier to complain about the large debits deducted
from her account.
The call agent explained to her that she could only have one XtraView on her account and that she
was therefore billed extra for her friend’s decoder. When the complainant enquired what she should
do to fix this, the call agent explained that she would have to do a change of ownership in order to
have the XtraView available on her friend’s account free of charge. The complainant agreed to go in
and sort it out.
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In this regard when someone is entitled to something in terms of an agreement an offer may be
tendered to compromise the claim 54. One is not obligated to accept the compromise but once it is
accepted the acceptor is bound by the terms of this tender. One can therefore not accept the
compromise and later request for a refund of the balance of the complainant’s claim.
In this instance the supplier admitted its error but advised that in order to rectify the matter and not
charge the complainant more, she needed to go in and do a change of ownership. It must be noted that
the terms of an agreement cannot merely be changed or altered. If the complainant was not satisfied
with the proposal offered, it should have been refused and the complainant should have insisted on
getting what was agreed upon as per the initial agreement. She however agreed to change the details,
thereby accepting the compromised proposed by the supplier. We can therefore not instruct the
supplier to refund the complainant for the 5 months which it took for her to effect the change of
ownership.
Conclusion
Prior to the complainant accepting the offer to change the details the agreement was still binding and
enforceable based on what was signed and agreed to. Therefore the supplier was correct in refunding
for the months prior to the complainant reporting the matter.
The supplier’s offer to refund one month’s subscription is therefore more than fair and reasonable and
we can therefore only suggest that the complainant consider same.
Based on the facts of this case, the information and evidence furnished to this office and on the
principles of reasonableness and fairness, there is no reasonable prospect of this office making a
recommendation in the consumer’s favour.
We regret that we cannot be of assistance and confirm that our file has been closed.
Bonita Hughes
Complaints Office

54

ABSA Bank v Van der Vyver NO 2002 (4) SA 397 (SCA)
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Defective goods
Altered goods contrary to instructions
DVD player plug cut off and replaced: Supplier not liable to replace or refund.
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

20131118929
Bonita Hughes
21 January 2014

Summary of complaint
On 10 November 2013 you purchased a DVD player. When you plugged the DVD
player in it displayed a “no signal” sign. The DVD player could also not open to
accept the disks.
The TV stood a distance from the power point and you had to cut the cord to lengthen
it.
The warranty was voided as the cord was cut and you received a quote for R200.00 to
get the DVD repaired.
You would like the DVD player to be repaired at no cost to you.

2.

Summary of the supplier’s response
The supplier advised that the warranty is null and void as the cord has been cut
contrary to the user manual.
The supplier will assist to get the unit repaired but you will be liable for the cost.

3.

Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both you and the supplier and
advise as follows:
You requested that the supplier repair the DVD player at no cost to you.
In terms of Section 55 of the Consumer Protection Act provides consumers with the
right to safe and good-quality goods.
This section lists the requirements goods should comply with, namely:
(a) They are reasonably suitable for the purposes for which they are
generally intended;
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(b) They are of good quality, in good working order and free of any defects;
(c) They will be useable and durable (will last) for a reasonable period of
time;
(d) They comply with the Standards Act/ other public regulations;
In terms of section 56 of the Consumer Protection Act any transaction or agreement
pertaining to the supply of goods to a consumer there is an implied provision that the
producer or importer, the distributor and the retailer each warrant that the goods
comply with the requirements and standards contemplated in section 55, except to the
extent that those goods have been altered contrary to the instructions, or after leaving
the control, of the producer or importer, a distributor or the retailer, as the case may
be.
As per section 56 of the Consumer Protection Act one cannot claim to have the goods
repaired if the goods have been altered contrary to the instructions. As the cord was
cut contrary to the user manual we cannot instruct the supplier to repair the goods free
of charge.
We can also not instruct the supplier to repair the good in terms of the warranty as the
warranty has been voided as the goods were altered contrary to the instructions.
We can therefore only suggest that you consider the offer that the supplier repairs the
item as your cost.
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Defective goods
Altered goods contrary to instructions
Our ref: 201605-0007205
20 April 2017
Summary of your complaint
The complainant purchased a laptop from the supplier in November 2015. Five months later the
laptop displayed an error message when the complainant switched it on.
The complainant returned the laptop to the supplier for them to check it.
The supplier advised that there is spillage on the laptop and the complainant will have to pay
R6000.00 for repairs.
The laptop is still under warranty and the supplier is not willing to assist with the repairs. The
complainant also denies spilling anything on the laptop.
The complainant wants his laptop repaired.
Summary of supplier’s response
The supplier advised that the complainant’s Laptop was damaged due to traces of liquid on the
device.
They further advised that there is nothing further that can be done unless the customer is prepared to
the pay the quote that he was given.
Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both the complainant and the supplier and advise as
follows:
The supplier advised that the warranty is voided due to water damage visible in the Laptop. The
supplier provided us with a copy of the repair report and photos.
As per the below pictures it appears that the laptop does have liquid damage:
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The complainant is unhappy with this response according to the complainant the laptop’s hard drive is
not working and this is a manufacturer’s defect. The complainant is also adamant that he never spilled
anything on the laptop. He believes that this is proved by the fact that the keyboard shows no
corrosive or liquid damage.
Our office decided to get an independent third party who specialises in damaged laptops to look at the
facts and evidence provided for the damaged laptop. This was done by Joe Berinato from ItalVideo.
In terms of his response the laptop does have water damaged. He explained that liquid spillage on
electronics damages components and impacts on the functionality of the boards, kindly see attach
report.
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While we take note that the complainant denies causing any such damage we are however not able to
determine how and when such damage was caused.
From the evidence it is clear that the laptop does have liquid damage but how it was caused we do not
know.
On a balance of probabilities we can therefore not conclude how exactly the water damage was
caused and if the goods were altered contrary to the instructions. This type of damaged is however not
covered by the warranty and is not a manufacturer’s defect. We are therefore unable to instruct the
supplier to repair the laptop.
Based on the facts of this case, the information and evidence furnished to this office and on the
principles of reasonableness and fairness, there is no reasonable prospect of this office making a
recommendation in the complainant’s favour.
We regret that we cannot be of assistance and confirm that our file has been closed.
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Defect not proved
Watch strap broke on last day of warrantee period: Supplier not liable to
replace or refund.
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

201311136
Bonita Hughes
22 January 2014

Summary of complaint
On 21 February 2012 you purchased a watch from the supplier. The strap of the watch
broke on 20 August 2012. On 21 August 2012 you contacted the company and
requested a new watch. After not receiving any feedback you requested a refund.
Up to date you have not yet received a refund for the watch.
You want the store to refund you for the watch.

2.

Summary of the supplier’s response
The supplier advised that they contacted you after receiving your complaint and you
explained to them that the strap got caught onto something and broke, after which the
watch fell.
They confirmed that this is not covered by the warranty.
They also advised that the watch was not defective and cannot give you a refund in
terms of the Consumer Protection Act.

3.

Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both you and the supplier and
advise as follows:
According to the supplier’s response the watch broke as it got caught onto something
which broke the strap which caused the watch to fall. According to your response the
watch merely fell from your arm and did not get caught onto anything.
In light of the above, it appears that there is a dispute of fact between your version of
events and that of the supplier.
On the one hand you claim that the watch broke due to no fault of yours. On the other
hand the supplier claims that the watch broke as it got caught onto something and fell.
In trying to reach a decision in cases where there is clearly a dispute of fact we need
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to look at all the evidence in support of each version and weigh this up against each
other to establish which is correct, alternatively which is more probable.
If we cannot reach a decision on the evidence or on a balance of probabilities, we
must dismiss the matter in accordance with our terms of reference.
“Decline to deal with or discontinue dealing with those matters:
In which there does not appear to be a reasonable prospect of the matter
settling or of the CGSO eventually making a recommendation in favour of the
complainant for whatever reason;”
Applying the above approach to your complaint, it must be noted that apart from
both your and the suppliers allegations there is no further evidence to substantiate
either one of the versions.
We however noticed that the watch broke on the very last day of the 6 months return
period provided for in the Consumer Protection Act. The fact that you were able to
use the watch for 6 months without a problem does however strengthen the
inference that the quality of the pin was at least reasonably good.

4.

Conclusion
We are thus unable to make a finding in terms of Section 56 of the Consumer
Protection Act which allows a person to return goods and request a refund, repair or
replacement and cannot instruct the supplier to refund you for the watch.
Based on the above we can only suggest that you consider the offer by the supplier
to send the watch for repairs at your cost.
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Our ref: 201504-0027

Defective Gazebo
ASSESSMENT
Summary of your complaint
You bought a Gazebo in December 2014. In January 2015 when you returned home after working
night shift, you discovered that 3 poles of the frame had broken at the same spot.
You returned the goods to the store who advised that they cannot assist you.
Summary of response
The supplier advised that it was not willing to do anything as the Gazebo did not break due to a
manufacture’s fault but as a result of an act of nature.
Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both you and the supplier and advise as follows:
You discovered your broken Gazebo after returning from night shift and returned it to the store. The
store is not willing to assist as according to them the damages were caused by an act of nature.
The supplier provided our office with a report indicating that the Gazebo has been damaged by an act
of God, kindly see attached report.
We take note that you were not at home and do not know how the damage was caused.
It would serve no purpose to speculate as to what actually happened, however our assessment can
only be based on the evidence furnished to us by both yourself and the supplier. From this evidence it
is clear that the Gazebo is damaged but how it was caused we will not know.
In terms of section 56 of the Consumer Protection Act in any transaction or agreement pertaining to
the supply of goods to a consumer there is an implied provision that the producer or importer, the
distributor and the retailer each warrant that the goods comply with the requirements and standards
contemplated in section 55, except to the extent that those goods have been altered contrary to the
instructions, or after leaving the control, of the producer or importer, a distributor or the retailer, as the
case may be.
In this regard it is the consumer’s responsibility to ensure that goods are kept safe and protected
against all harmful elements once it leaves the control of the supplier. If the goods get damaged in
possession of the consumer due to no fault of the supplier the supplier cannot be held liable.
On a balance of probabilities we can therefore not conclude how exactly the damage was caused and
if the goods were altered contrary to the instructions. We are therefore unable to instruct the supplier
to replace the phone in terms of Section 56 of the Consumer Protection Act.
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If we cannot reach a decision on the evidence or on a balance of probabilities, we must dismiss the
matter in accordance with our terms of reference.
“Decline to deal with or discontinue dealing with those matters:
In which there does not appear to be a reasonable prospect of the matter settling or of the CGSO
eventually making a recommendation in favour of the complainant for whatever reason;”
Based on the facts of this case, the information and evidence furnished to this office and on the
principles of reasonableness and fairness, there is no reasonable prospect of this office making a
recommendation in your favour.
We regret that we cannot be of assistance and confirm that our file has been closed.

Bonita Hughes
Complaints Office
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Our ref: 201505-0125

Defective Wheelchair: dispute of fact
ASSESSMENT:
Summary of complaint
The complainant bought a wheel chair that broke down three times in four months due to “bad
design, attention to detail and substandard workmanship”. The manufacturer (Supplier) refused to
refund the complainant.
Summary supplier’s response
The supplier indicated that the complainant had required a wheelchair suitable for outdoor use. As
his medical aid refused to pay for the 4x4 model recommended by the supplier, he decided instead
to order a custom-built Gazelle 250, which is not intended for rural excursions into the bush. The
supplier maintains that any defects that there may be came into existence after the sale took place.
In particular, it asserts that the shearing of the steel came about by inappropriate use by the
consumer or accident damage. The supplier’s response was accompanied by the statements of
three of its employees who more or less supported its allegations.
Investigation
Arrangements were made to have the wheelchair examined by an independent expert. His report
(attached as Annexure “A”), which pointed to various problems with the wheelchair, was submitted
to the supplier for comment. It responded (attached as Annexure “B”), disputing or explaining
virtually all of the findings of the report.
Conclusion
Owing to the dispute of fact as to the cause of the damage/ defect by the parties and the lack of a
firm finding in this regard by the expert, we are unable on the papers before us to determine where
the fault lies; whether the wheelchair was inherently defective or abused/ involved in a collision.
We are in any event not in a position to decide whether the defects in question are sufficiently
material in nature to give rise to the right to a refund in terms of section 56(2) of the Consumer
Protection Act (our case: (201443261013) [2014] ZACGSO 9 on http://www.saflii.org/cgibin/disp.pl?file=za/cases/ZACGSO/2014/9.html&query=material%20defect and the tribunal case of
Hyundai Automotive SA (Pty) Ltd v t/a Kia Motors Roodepoort (NCT/4734/2012/60(3)&101(1))
[2014] ZANCT 8 at http://www.saflii.org/za/cases/ZANCT/2014/8.htmln.
Recommendation
In view of our difficulty in arriving at a definitive finding, we suggest that if the complainant wishes
to take the matter further, he approaches the National Consumer Regulator with a view ultimately
to getting the matter to the Tribunal for a ruling. As an alternative, it is suggested that he gives the
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supplier one last opportunity to repair the wheelchair, as it originally offered. We can assist with
facilitating the process if this route is chosen.
Neville Melville
Ombudsman
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Defective leather lounge suite
Our ref: 201701-0011789
20 April 2017
ASSESSMENT: YOUR COMPLAINT
The above matter, as well as your Customer Complaint Form has reference.
Summary of your complaint
The complainant purchased a lounge suite from the store on 30 June 2016 for amount R49 999.
In November 2016, the complainant raised a complaint with the store manager regarding the fading
leather. The 3-seater was collected and returned yet with faults. Both the 2-seater and 3-seater of the
unit was again collected by the supplier on the 23 November 2016.
On or around 2 December 2016 both pieces were returned but again with faults. The complainants
concern is that the lounge suite started showing defects within three months of delivery and the
supplier is seemingly not willing to assist.
Summary of response
According to the supplier the complainant already purchased the suite in November 2015 and has
already replaced it on two occasions.
They also state that they have a 7-day period to report any defect or dissatisfaction.
The supplier further advised that it is natural for the leather to change colour as it stretches and
further that this is a two tone colour variation suite.
Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both the complainant and the supplier and advise as
follows:
The supplier have advised that they cannot refund the complainant as they have replaced the goods for
him on numerous occasions.
The complainant is unhappy with this response and wants a full refund.
Our office received the following pictures:
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Our office decided to get an independent third party who specialises in damaged furniture to look at
the facts and evidence provided for the couches. This was done by Faizal Jogee of FJ Direct.
In terms of his response he has noted that there is not a factory fault or defect with the lounge suite.
The customer viewed the product in the store, he cannot expect changes to the specification of the
suite he viewed. The arm cushion cannot be in foam if the one on the store floor is filled with fibre.
While we take note that of the complainant’s dissatisfaction, it seems that the goods do not have
manufacturer’s defect.
Further to this any changes to the couch will be for the complainant’s account as the CPA gives
consumers the right to choose or examine goods and to select or reject any particular item from
displayed stock before completing the transaction (section 18). If you have had the opportunity to
examine the goods before they are delivered, you lose the right under section 20(2) to return them to
the supplier and receive a full refund after they have been delivered to you.
From the evidence, it is clear the couches do not have any defects and we are therefore unable to
instruct the supplier to repair or replace the couches.
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Based on the facts of this case, the information and evidence furnished to this office and on the
principles of reasonableness and fairness, there is no reasonable prospect of this office making a
recommendation in the complainant’s favour.
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Goods damaged after delivery (Leather jacket)
Sleeves of leather jacket tearing off: Jacket was damaged by exposing it to
heat after it was purchased.
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

20131023880
Bonita Hughes
2 December 2013

Summary of your complaint
On the 19th of May 2012 you purchased a R6999.00 leather jacket cash. On the 21st of
May 2012 you noticed that the jacket’s sleeves started to tear off and had permanent
tears. On the 22nd of May 2012 you informed the store and requested a refund.
The store refused to give you a refund and offered to repair the jacket. You do not
want the jacket repaired and insisted on a refund. The manager advised that he will
contact the owner to assist in resolving the matter.
The owner refused to give you a refund but offered to replace the jacket.
You do not want the jacket replaced. You want the store to give you a refund.

2.

Summary of the supplier’s response
The supplier advised that after they inspected the jacket they noticed that the jacket
has been burnt. They advised that the damage is not consistent with a manufacturer’s
default and were damaged due to no fault of the manufacturer.
They have as a gesture of goodwill agreed to replace the damaged jacket’s sleeves and
to deliver the jacket to your address at their cost.

3.

Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both you and the supplier and
advise as follows:
You state that the jacket had tears which were due to no fault of yours. The supplier
however advised that the jacket was damaged but not due to a manufactures default.
In light of the above, it appears that there is a dispute of fact between your version of
events and that of Simply Brands.
On the one hand you claim that the jacket is defective due to no fault of yours. On the
other hand the supplier claims that the defect is as a result of customer neglect.
In trying to reach a decision in cases where there is clearly a dispute of fact we need
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to look at all the evidence in support of each version and weigh this up against each
other to establish which is correct, alternatively which is more probable.
The supplier provided our office with photographs of the damaged parts on the jacket.
After examining the photos it appears that the jacket was damaged by heat as the
jacket appears to be burnt.
In terms of section 56 of the Consumer Protection Act in any transaction or agreement
pertaining to the supply of goods to a consumer there is an implied provision that the
producer or importer, the distributor and the retailer each warrant that the goods
comply with the requirements and standards contemplated in section 55, except to the
extent that those goods have been altered contrary to the instructions, or after leaving
the control, of the producer or importer, a distributor or the retailer, as the case may
be.
4.

Conclusion
On a balance of probabilities we can therefore conclude that the damage to the jacket
is not consistent with a manufactures defect and it appears that the jacket was
damaged by exposing it to heat after it was purchased.
There is thus no legal basis upon which we can instruct the supplier to refund you for
the jacket. The supplier has however advised that they will replace the sleeves and
return the jacket to you at their cost.
We consider this offer to be fair and reasonable.
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Goods damaged after delivery (TV)
TV defective: Consumer abuse
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

2013114151
Bonita Hughes
01 April 2014

Summary of your complaint
In 2012 you purchased a TV from the supplier . You also paid R759.00 for an extended
warranty.
The TV had horizontal lines running across the screen and you reported it to the store.
The store advised that you damaged the TV and is not prepared to repair the TV.
You would like the store to refund you.

2.

Summary of the supplier’s response
The supplier advised that the item was declared faulty due to customer neglect and therefore
cannot repair or replace the TV.

3.

Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both you and the supplier and advise as
follows:
You state that the TV broke due to no fault of yours. The supplier however advised that the
defect is as a result of customer abuse.
In light of the above, it appears that there is a dispute of fact between your version of events
and that of the supplier.
On the one hand you claim that the TV broke due to no fault of yours. On the other hand the
supplier claims that the defect is as a result of customer neglect.
In trying to reach a decision in cases where there is clearly a dispute of fact we need to look at
all the evidence in support of each version and weigh this up against each other to establish
which is correct, alternatively which is more probable.
The supplier provided our office with a repair report from the manufacturer. In terms of this
report TV was damaged due to customer abuse.
Our office however decided to get the TV inspected by an independent third party who
specialises in damaged TV’s. The TV was inspected by Joe Berinato from ItalVideo.
ItalVideo provided our office with a report, kindly see attached report. In terms of this report
the TV had physical damage.
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4.

Conclusion
On a balance of probabilities we can therefore conclude that the TV was damaged due to
some sort of customer negligence.
In terms of Section 56 of the Consumer Protection Act one cannot claim to have the TV
replaced or repaired as the goods have been altered contrary to the instructions. The warranty
also does not cover goods if they were damaged due to a customer’s own fault.
There is thus no legal basis upon which we can instruct the supplier store to repair / replace or
refund you for the TV.
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Goods soiled by consumer
Bed sagging- “warrantee void due to stains”: Supplier to replace or refund.
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

2013315222
N Melville
24 June 2013

Summary of the complaint
The Complainant bought a king size bed on 08/04/2011, After a few weeks it
started to sag. The store was made aware but nothing was done about it. For the
first time since she complained, she was given a reference number on 21/04/2012.
An agent from the manufacturer agent came to her house to inspect the bed and
after the inspection she was informed that they will get back to her, but that was
never done. When she called the care-line making a follow-up, she was informed
that the manufacturer will not be able to assist because the bed has stains. She is
disheartened because she paid lots of money for the bed.

2.

Summary of outcome
The consumer has the right to claim against the supplier, who in turn can claim
against the manufacturer in terms of the agreement between themselves. The
clause regarding stains in the manufacturer’s warranty does not override the
section 56(2) CPA rights during this period. The only exception provided for in
section 56(2) is if the goods have been altered contrary to instructions. This clearly
does not cover stains, which are presumably as a result of using the bed for its
intended purpose.
It is suggested that the supplier (retailer) either provides the consumer with a
replacement mattress/ bed (depending on whether a replacement of the mattress
alone is feasible) or a refund, the choice of replacement or refund being for the
complainant.

3.

The response of the supplier
Feedback received from Senior Management:
honoured if the mattress is stained.

4.

the warranty claims cannot be

Attempts to resolve the complaint
The above explanation was given but the customer was not satisfied. The file was
closed although the Complainant was not satisfied. The newly appointed
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ombudsman, Advocate N Melville, reviewed the file and he has determined it to
be appropriate to reconsider the decision in this file.

5.

Investigative findings
No investigation has been undertaken but it appears that it is common cause that:
a) the bed was defective in that it sagged, and b) that it was stained. The supplier
has not disputed that the problem arose within weeks of the purchase. Although no
copy of the warranty has been provided, I will accept for the present purposes that
it contains a provision excluding liability if it is stained.

6.

Legal considerations/Applicable provisions of the Code of Conduct
Code:
a.

The criteria to be used in resolving disputes includes:
8.5.5 the law, especially the Act and the Code (in cases where there is conflict
between the interpretation of the Code or the Act, the Act will always
prevail);
8.5.6 applicable industry codes or guidelines;
i.

Fairness in all the circumstances.

Applicable provisions of the CPA:
The provisions relating to the return of the supplier are set out in the attached
Advisory Note 1. In summary, if a defect occurs within six months of purchase, the
consumer is entitled to repair, refund or replacement. After the six months expires,
any product warranty would apply, subject to its terms being fair and reasonable in
terms of section 48 of CPA:
48. (1) A supplier must not—
(a) offer to supply, supply, or enter into an agreement to supply, any goods or
services—
…
(ii) on terms that are unfair, unreasonable or unjust;
…; or
(c) require a consumer, or other person to whom any goods or services are
supplied at the direction of the consumer—
(i) to waive any rights;
(ii) assume any obligation; or
(iii) waive any liability of the supplier,
on terms that are unfair, unreasonable or unjust, or impose any such terms as
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a condition of entering into a transaction.
Further, any exclusion in it would have to comply with section 49(1):
49. (1) Any notice to consumers or provision of a consumer agreement that
purports to—
(a) limit in any way the risk or liability of the supplier or any other person;
(b) constitute an assumption of risk or liability by the consumer;
(c) impose an obligation on the consumer to indemnify the supplier or any
other person for any cause; or
(d) be an acknowledgement of any fact by the consumer, must be drawn to the
attention of the consumer…
As far as the party that the consumer may claim against, section 56 (1)&(2) apply:
56. (1) In any transaction or agreement pertaining to the supply of goods to a
consumer there is an implied provision that the producer or importer, the
distributor and the retailer each warrant that the goods comply with the
requirements and standards contemplated in section 55, except to the extent
that those goods have been altered contrary to the instructions, or after leaving
the control, of the producer or importer, a distributor or the retailer, as the case
may be.
(2) Within six months after the delivery of any goods to a consumer, the
consumer may return the goods to the supplier, without penalty and at the
supplier’s risk and expense, if the goods fail to satisfy the requirements and
standards contemplated in section 55, and the supplier must, at the direction of
the consumer, either—
(a) repair or replace the failed, unsafe or the supplier; or
(b) refund to the consumer the price paid by the consumer, for the goods.
(my emphasis).

7.

Conclusion
Based on the information provided by the parties, the Complainant became aware
of a defect within weeks of purchasing the mattress. The retailer (supplier) was
tardy in assisting but eventually deferred to the manufacturer.
The consumer has the right to claim against the supplier, who in turn can claim
against the manufacturer in terms of the agreement between themselves.
On the assumption that the defect was reported within six months, the consumer is
entitled to a refund or replacement (repair seems impractical). The clause
regarding stains in the manufacturer’s warranty does not override the section 56(2)
CPA rights during this period. The only exception provided for in section 56(2) is
if the goods have been altered contrary to instructions. This clearly does not cover
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stains, which are presumably as a result of using the bed for its intended purpose.
It was not contended by the supplier that the cause of the sagging was the spilling
of liquids on the bed.
If the defect was found not to have been reported in 6 months, the warranty would
come into effect and its terms would apply unless contrary to the CPA. The
invalidating of the warrant on the basis of staining may be regarded by a court as
being an unfair or unreasonable term if the staining could not be shown to have
contributed to the defect and as it is immaterial, as it surely not the intention of the
manufacturer to repair and resell the mattress/ bed. Even without stains, it would
be second hand.

8.

Suggested resolution
In the interests of fairness and a speedy and cost effective resolution of this matter,
acting in terms of paragraph 11.5 of the Code (attached), it is suggested that the
supplier (retailer) either provides the consumer with a replacement mattress/ bed
(depending on whether a replacement of the mattress alone is feasible) or a refund,
the choice of replacement or refund being for the complainant.
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Material defect
Suitcase zipper: not a material defect. Supplier entitled to repair
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

20143261013
N Melville
25 April 2014

Summary of the complaint
In October 2013 the complainant bought a suitcase. When the complainant used
the suitcase for the first time, she discovered the zip tag was broken when she
collected the suitcase at the airport. The complainant had experienced the same
problem with her previous suitcase of the same make.
The consumer now requests a refund.

2.

Summary of outcome
It was not clear that the suitcase was defective as per section 56 (1)(a) of CPA
because it would be unreasonable to equate any inability to withstand every
hazard usually associated with an intended usage as amounting to a defect in the
product. Further, even if it was defective, the defect was not material as it
related to a small component that could easily and quickly be remedied.
Accordingly, the consumer’s right to a refund did not kick in and the supplier is
entitled to repair the goods. If the zipper breaks again within 3 months, the
complainant would be entitled to a refund or replacement.

3.

Jurisdictional issues
The date of the purchase falls within the Consumer Protection Act (CPA). The
defect was raised within the six months automatic warranty provided for in
section 56 of the Consumer Protection Act.

4.

The response of the supplier
The supplier expressed the view that the complainant's problems with her bag
were not manufacturing defects or defects for which they would be responsible
in terms of law for the following reasons:
•

The complainant tested the bag (including the zipper) in the store and
subsequently used it when packing her suitcase. If there was an inherent
problem with the pulling tag, she would have become aware of it sooner.
There is therefore minimal chance of the product being a manufacturing
defect; it is more likely that the damage occurred afterwards.
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•

•

Most, if not all, luggage manufacturers exclude damage to luggage
caused by airlines and other carriers as a result of poor handling during
transit. This is because third party damage is extremely common and
completely out of their control. It would be unreasonable to expect them
to compensate the complainant in such circumstances.
Even on the unlikely assumption that the bag in question had a latent
problem when it was sold, their view is that the alleged issue with the
pulling tab does not qualify as a defect under the CPA or the common
law. This is because it is not material or integral to the practical
functioning of the bag such that it would substantially impair her ability
to use it.

The supplier offered as a gesture of goodwill to:
(i) Repair the faulty puller free-of-charge
(ii) Deliver the repaired bag to the complainant’s house free-of-charge.

5.

Attempts to resolve the complaint
When the supplier’s area manager was informed of the problem on 13 December
2014 he offered a free repair. The area manager attributed the damage to the
airport. CGSO phoned the complainant to explain the supplier’s response to us
and to suggest that a repair would be reasonable in the circumstances. It was
also explained that if the suitcase were to break again within 3 month after the
repair, she would be entitled to a refund.
The complainant advised that she will definitely not accept the repair as this is
not the first suitcase she bought from the supplier that broke (apparently the zip
tag fell off the previous suitcase bought from the supplier. When she
complained to the store on that occasion, they advised her to buy a more
expensive suitcase its zip was stronger. The complainant bought the bag for
travelling purposes and therefore wants a refund as the bag does not fulfil its
intended purpose.

6.

Investigative findings
A report and a digital photograph of the suitcase in question (Annexure “A”) were
obtained from the supplier. From an examination of Annexure “A”, it is evident
that the loop on top of the slider/ puller that would have held the tag has sheared
off. Signs of scuffing of the fabric of the suitcase and the black plastic
appurtenances are indicative of fairly robust usage.
The damaged puller was not subjected to scientific examination in light of the
value of the claim, the fact that it is an isolated incident not involving safety and
because even if it was shown that the damage was a result of a defect in design or
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manufacture, it would not likely to change the outcome, as will become evident
later.

7.

Legal considerations/Applicable provisions of the Code of Conduct
Code:
b.

The criteria to be used in resolving disputes include:
8.5.7

the law, especially the CPA;

8.5.8

applicable industry codes or guidelines;

i.

fairness in all the circumstances.

Applicable provisions of the CPA:
Section of the 56 Consumer Protection Act (CPA) imposes a built-in or automatic
warranty (commonly known as a guaranty) that all goods sold comply with the
requirements listed in Section 55, namely:
(e) They are reasonably suitable for the purposes for which they are generally
intended;
(f) They are of good quality, in good working order and free of any defects 55;
(g) They will be useable and durable (will last) for a reasonable period of time;
(h) They comply with the Standards Act/ other public regulations; and
(e) They are reasonably suitable for the specific purpose that the consumer has
informed the supplier that the consumer wants to use them for.
53. (1) (a) ‘‘defect’’ means—
(i) any material 56 imperfection in the manufacture of the goods or components, or in
performance of the services, that renders the goods or results of the service less
acceptable than persons generally would be reasonably entitled to expect in the
circumstances; or (ii) any characteristic of the goods or components that renders the
goods or components less useful, practicable or safe than persons generally would be
reasonably entitled to expect in the circumstances.

55
56

See 53. (1) (a) below
Considered more fully under Law.
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In addition to this, in terms of section 55 (3)…if a consumer has specifically
informed the supplier of the particular purpose for which the consumer wishes to
acquire any goods, or the use to which the consumer intends to apply those goods, and
the supplier—
(a) ordinarily offers to supply such goods; or
(b) acts in a manner consistent with being knowledgeable about the use of
those goods,
the consumer has a right to expect that the goods are reasonably suitable for the
specific purpose that the consumer has indicated.
If the goods are not suitable for the purposes for which they are intended or otherwise
fail to comply with the requirements listed in Section 55, the consumer is entitled to
return them within six months of being delivered, at the supplier’s risk and expense
and without penalty, and:
(a) Have the item(s) repaired; or
(a) Have the item(s) replaced; or
(b) Get a full refund of the price paid.
The above rules regarding refunds do not apply if the goods were altered contrary to
the instructions, or after leaving the control, of the supplier (section 56 (1)).
Law:
It is permissible under the CPA to look to foreign law for guidance.

USA 57
According to 15 USCS § 6602 (4), the term material defect means
“a defect in any item, whether tangible or intangible, or in the provision of a service,
that substantially prevents the item or service from operating or functioning as
designed or according to its specifications. The term "material defect" does not
include a defect that 58:
“(A) has an insignificant or de minimis 59 effect on the operation or functioning of an
item or computer program;
(B) affects only a component of an item or program that, as a whole, substantially
operates or functions as designed; or
(C) has an insignificant or de minimis effect on the efficacy of the service provided.”
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Title 15. Commerce and Trade; Chapter 92. Year 2000.
See http://definitions.uslegal.com/m/material-defect/.
59
Thefreedictionary.com: de minimis: Latin for "of minimum importance" or "trifling." Essentially it refers to
something or a difference that is so little, small, minuscule, or tiny that the law does not refer to it and will not
consider it. In a million dollar deal, a $10 mistake is de minimis.
58
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European Union60
Article 3(6)
The consumer is not entitled to have the contract rescinded if the lack of conformity is
minor.
Article 4
Any repair or replacement shall be completed within a reasonable time and without
any significant inconvenience to the consumer, taking account of the nature of the
goods and the purpose for which the consumer required the goods.

Australia61
A purchased item has a major problem when it:
• has a problem that would have stopped someone from buying the item if they
had known about it
• is unsafe
• is significantly different from the sample or description
• doesn’t do what you said it would, or what the consumer asked for and can’t
easily be fixed.

8.

Consideration of facts and law
It is common cause that the consumer purchased a suitcase from the supplier and
that one of its tags came off when a piece of the puller to which it was attached
broke off while the suitcase was in the possession of the airline/ airport. It is not
known how precisely the damage was caused to the puller, but it is reasonable to
infer that the most probable cause was mechanical damage during the
transportation process. Whether it was something ordinary or an exceptional
occurrence that caused the damage is not known.
In any event, the question is whether the inability to withstand every hazard
usually associated with an intended usage amounts to a defect in the product. This
cannot be the case. If it was, tyre manufacturers would be liable for punctures
caused by nails and potholes, furniture manufactures for liquid stains and burns to
wooden components and beds, umbrella manufacturers would be liable for
umbrellas that were turned inside out by the wind and so on.
Even were I to accept that the slider was defective, in order for a defect to meet
with the above quoted requirements of the CPA, it is still necessary to decide
whether the defect is a material (or significant) imperfection or a characteristic that
renders the goods less useful. A consideration must surely be whether it was
something that could be easily remedied (in line with the foreign law referred to
above), in which case it would not give rise to a right to cancel the agreement and

60
Directive 1999/44/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 May 1999 on certain aspects of
the sale of consumer goods and associated guarantees.
61
See: http://www.accc.gov.au/business/treating-customers-fairly/consumers-rights-obligations
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obtain a refund. If the defect is not material, the consumer’s right to a refund does
not kick in and the supplier is entitled to repair the goods.
Another thing to consider is that the complainant in effect claims she informed the
supplier of the intended purpose of the suitcase and that the supplier warrantied its
suitability for that purpose (Section 53(3)). As with defects, this raises the
question of whether this would require that the goods are capable of withstanding
all foreseeable hazards. In this instance the question is easier to answer as all that
is required is that the goods are reasonably suitable for the intended purpose. This
surely cannot impose a requirement that goods are capable of withstanding all
foreseeable hazards. On this analysis, the suitcase was reasonably suitable for the
purpose of containing and protecting items while being transported by air: the
consumer does not say that the supplier gave an assurance that the zip on the more
expensive suitcase would withstand all possible hazards, only that it was stronger
than that of the less expensive model.

9.

Conclusion
It cannot be said with certainty that the suitcase was defective in terms of the CPA,
but even if I find that it was, this does not mean the consumer is entitled to a refund.
In light of the information available to me and the facts that the suitcase substantially
performed as required/ was reasonably suitable for the purpose intended, the
“defective” aspect is only a small component of the suitcase and it can be repaired
easily and quickly, I am of the view that the defect is not material and consequently
that the supplier is entitled to carry out the proposed repair instead of refunding the
consumer. If the puller breaks again within 3 months, the supplier would be obliged to
provide a refund or replacement at the option of the consumer.

10.

Suggested resolution
In light of the above conclusion, I urge the complainant to accept the supplier’s
offer of repair.
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Repeated repair
Defect material; Consumer entitled to refund
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

2013611175
N Melville
16 August 2013

Summary of the complaint
In August 2012, the consumer purchased a bedroom suite and paid for it in cash.
After the suite was assembled, she noticed that the drawers would not close
properly. After the matter was reported to the store manager, a carpenter was sent
out to fix the unit. The problem reoccurred and in all, the unit was repaired three
times. The store offered to replace the unit but the consumer did not see anything
that she fancied. The consumer now requests a refund.

2.

Summary of outcome
The drawers were defective from the outset. In deciding whether the defect is a
material (or significant) imperfection or a characteristic that renders the goods less
useful, a consideration is whether it was something that could be easily remedied
The fact that the unit had to be repaired on 3 occasions suggests this was not the
case. After the first repair, the consumer was entitled to a refund or a replacement.

3.

The response of the supplier
The supplier indicated on 24 July 2013 that it had sent someone out to the
complainant the previous day but the complainant had managed to sort out the
drawers. When called to confirm this, the consumer informed this office that she
did not want the drawers repaired but wanted the goods collected and a refund.

4.

Legal considerations/Applicable provisions of the Code of Conduct
Code:
a.

The criteria to be used in resolving disputes includes:
8.5.9 the law, especially the Act and the Code (in cases where there is conflict
between the interpretation of the Code or the Act, the Act will always
prevail);
8.5.10 applicable industry codes or guidelines;
i.

Fairness in all the circumstances.
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Applicable provisions of the CPA:
Section of the 56 Consumer Protection Act (CPA) imposes a built-in or automatic
warranty (commonly known as a guaranty) that all goods sold comply with the
requirements listed in Section 55, namely:
(i) They are reasonably suitable for the purposes for which they are generally
intended;
(j) They are of good quality, in good working order and free of any defects 62;
(k) They will be useable and durable (will last) for a reasonable period of time;
(l) They comply with the Standards Act/ other public regulations; and
(e) They are reasonably suitable for the specific purpose that the consumer has
informed the supplier that the consumer wants to use them for.
If the goods are not suitable for the purposes for which they are intended or otherwise
fail to comply with the requirements listed in Section 55, the consumer is entitled to
return them within six months of being delivered, at the supplier’s risk and expense
and without penalty, and:
(a) Have the item(s) repaired; or
(a) Have the item(s) replaced; or
(b) Get a full refund of the price paid.
It is important to note that the choice is the consumer’s: the supplier cannot force a
consumer to opt to have the goods repaired if the consumer wants a refund or
replacement. The consumer can insist on a cash refund instead of a store credit or
vouchers, or on a replacement with something similar at no additional cost. The
supplier must bear the costs of collecting and/ or replacing the the supplier
The above rules regarding refunds do not apply if:
(a) The consumer was specifically told that the particular goods were offered in a
specific condition (e.g. that they were in some way defective)(section 55 (6)); or
(b) The goods were altered contrary to the instructions, or after leaving the control, of
the supplier (tampered with by the consumer)(section 56 (1).
The above rules regarding refunds apply irrespective of the store’s refund policy or
the terms of the manufacturer’s guaranty/ warranty. In other words, the store’s refund
policy or the terms of the manufacturer’s guaranty/ warranty cannot override the CPA

62

53. (1) (a) ‘‘defect’’ means—
(i) any material imperfection in the manufacture of the goods or components, or in performance of the services,
that renders the goods or results of the service less acceptable than persons generally would be reasonably
entitled to expect in the circumstances; or (ii) any characteristic of the goods or components that renders the
goods or components less useful, practicable or safe than persons generally would be reasonably entitled to
expect in the circumstances.
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requirements, but they can go further than or offer more rights to the customer than
the Act does.
Law:
It is permissible under the CPA to look to foreign law for guidance.
According to 15 USCS § 6602 (4), [Title 15. Commerce and Trade; Chapter 92. Year
2000] the term material defect means “a defect in any item, whether tangible or
intangible, or in the provision of a service, that substantially prevents the item or
service from operating or functioning as designed or according to its specifications.”
The term "material defect" does not include a defect that-- 63
(A) has an insignificant or de minimis effect on the operation or functioning of an
item or computer program;
(B) affects only a component of an item or program that, as a whole, substantially
operates or functions as designed; or
(C) has an insignificant or de minimis effect on the efficacy of the service provided.

5.

Consideration of facts and law
The facts do not seem to be in dispute: that the drawers of the unit were defective
from the outset. It is still, in order for a defect to meet with the above quoted
requirements of the CPA, necessary to decide whether the defect is a material (or
significant) imperfection or a characteristic that renders the goods less useful. A
consideration must surely be if it was something that could be easily remedied, in
which case it would not give rise to a right to cancel the agreement and obtain a
refund. The fact that the unit had to be repaired on 3 occasions suggests this was
not the case. After the first repair, the consumer was entitled to a refund or a
replacement. The supplier has acted contrary to that right.

6.

Conclusion
Based on the information provided by the parties, the consumer was entitled to
cancel the agreement after the first repair failed, when it became evident the defect
was not insignificant/ that it impaired the usefulness of the goods.

7.

Suggested resolution
The supplier should cancel the agreement and refund the consumer (without
interest as the consumer has continued to enjoy the benefit of the unit).

63

See: http://definitions.uslegal.com/m/material-defect/
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Not defective
Embroidery threads not colourfast: Not defective
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

201310311252
Bonita Hughes
19 December 2013

Summary of your complaint
You purchased embroidery threats and after 5 months of work you washed your
embroidery after which the colour ran badly.
You reported this to the supplier and requested a refund.
The supplier was not willing to give you a refund. You purchased goods to the value
of R353.20 and the supplier agreed to offset this amount from the amount you paid
for the threads. There is however still an amount of R879.75 that you would like the
supplier to refund.

2.

Summary of supplier’s response
The supplier advised that the label on the embroidery threads states that one should
test the colourfastness before one uses the threads.
They also advised that not even the manufacture can guarantee the colourfastness due
to environmental regulations which impacted the manufacture of dye substances.
The supplier therefore repudiates your claim for a refund as you did not comply with
the instructions prior to using the product.

3.

Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both you and the supplier and
advise as follows:
You requested a refund as the embroidery threads you used were not colourfast.
Section 55 of the Consumer Protection Act provides consumers with the right to safe
and good-quality goods.
This section lists the requirements goods should comply with, namely:
(a) They are reasonably suitable for the purposes for which they are generally
intended;
(b) They are of good quality, in good working order and free of any defects 64;

64

53. (1) (a) ‘‘defect’’ means—
(i) any material imperfection in the manufacture of the goods or components, or in performance of the services,
that renders the goods or results of the service less acceptable than persons generally would be reasonably
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(c) They will be useable and durable (will last) for a reasonable period of time;
(d) They comply with the Standards Act/ other public regulations; and
In terms of section 56 of the Consumer Protection Act, in any transaction or
agreement pertaining to the supply of goods to a consumer there is an implied
provision that the producer or importer, the distributor and the retailer each warrant
that the goods comply with the requirements and standards contemplated in section
55, except to the extent that those goods have been altered contrary to the instructions,
or after leaving the control, of the producer or importer, a distributor or the retailer, as
the case may be.
The supplier provided us with a copy of the packaging. The packaging states:
“Although our dyes are colourfast be sure to test reds and dark colours.”
We noticed that most manufactures are no longer willing to guarantee that their
threads are colourfast. This is due to new laws regulating pollution. Many dyes that
were previously used which were more colourfast can no longer be used. The dye
manufactures are now allowed to used make it more likely for the colours in the
threads to bleed.
The fact that some threads bleed when you expose them to moisture or heat does not
render the threads defective or less usable. Various manufactures of embroidery
threads explain how you can test the threads and how to treat the threads should the
threads bleed while being tested.
If the threads were tested before they were used one would have noticed that they
bleed. The manufacturer of these specific threads has provided instructions on their
website on how one should test the threads and treat them.
One can therefore still use the threads after it is treated as per the manufactures
instructions.
We therefore do not believe that the threads are defective in terms of Section 55 of the CPA
and cannot instruct the supplier to refund you.

entitled to expect in the circumstances; or (ii) any characteristic of the goods or components that renders the
goods or components less useful, practicable or safe than persons generally would be reasonably entitled to
expect in the circumstances.
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Defective goods- right to tinker
Complaint No.

13.

:

201509-11123409565

Adjudicator

:

N Melville

Date

:

18 February 2016

Summary of the complaint
On 2 December 2014 the complainant bought a Model B Block Making Machine
from the supplier. The machine was eventually delivered on 13 March 2015, in
three pieces. It did not work after assembly.
After the complainant contacted the supplier, it sent out technicians on three
occasions. They were unable to get the machine to work properly. It emerged that
there were parts missing and that the machine had not been tested before it was
delivered. The complainant requests a refund as he has since bought a machine
elsewhere.

14.

The response of the supplier
Through its attorneys, the supplier queried the specific section numbers of the
Consumer Protection Act which apply and subsequently indicated it was desirous
of resolving the complaint but required access to the machine in order to do so.

15.

Information supplied to supplier
In responding to the supplier’s query about the law applicable, CGSO quoted
sections 55 and 56 of the Consumer Protection Act (CPA):
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55. Consumer’s rights to safe, good quality goods.
(1) This section does not apply to goods bought at an auction, as contemplated in
section 45.
(2) Except to the extent contemplated in subsection (6), every consumer has a right
to receive goods that—
(a) are reasonably suitable for the purposes for which they are generally
intended;
(b) are of good quality, in good working order and free of any defects;
(c) will be useable and durable for a reasonable period of time, having
regard to the use to which they would normally be put and to all the
surrounding circumstances of their supply; and
(d) comply with any applicable standards set under the Standards Act,
1993 (Act No. 29 of 1993), or any other public regulation.
(3) In addition to the right set out in subsection (2) (a), if a consumer has
specifically informed the supplier of the particular purpose for which the
consumer wishes to acquire any goods, or the use to which the consumer intends
to apply those goods, and the supplier—
(a) ordinarily offers to supply such goods; or
(b) acts in a manner consistent with being knowledgeable about the use of
those goods,
the consumer has a right to expect that the goods are reasonably suitable for the
specific purpose that the consumer has indicated.
(4) In determining whether any particular goods satisfied the requirements of
subsection (2) or (3), all of the circumstances of the supply of those goods must be
considered, including but not limited to—
(a) the manner in which, and the purposes for which, the goods were
marketed, packaged and displayed, the use of any trade description or
mark, any instructions for, or warnings with respect to the use of the
goods;
(b) the range of things that might reasonably be anticipated to be done with
or in relation to the goods; and
(c) the time when the goods were produced and supplied.

(5) For greater certainty in applying subsection (4)—
(a) it is irrelevant whether a product failure or defect was latent or patent,
or whether it could have been detected by a consumer before taking
delivery of the goods; and
Return to contents page
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(b) a product failure or defect may not be inferred in respect of particular
goods solely on the grounds that better goods have subsequently become
available from the same or any other producer or supplier.
(6) Subsection (2) (a) and (b) do not apply to a transaction if the consumer—
(a) has been expressly informed that particular goods were offered in a
specific condition; and
(b) has expressly agreed to accept the goods in that condition, or
knowingly acted in a manner consistent with accepting the goods in that
condition.
56. Implied warranty of quality
(1) In any transaction or agreement pertaining to the supply of goods to a
consumer there is an implied provision that the producer or importer, the
distributor and the retailer each warrant that the goods comply with the
requirements and standards contemplated in section 55, except to the extent that
those goods have been altered contrary to the instructions, or after leaving the
control, of the producer or importer, a distributor or the retailer, as the case may
be.
(2) Within six months after the delivery of any goods to a consumer, the consumer
may return the goods to the supplier, without penalty and at the supplier’s risk and
expense, if the goods fail to satisfy the requirements and standards contemplated
in section 55, and the supplier must, at the direction of the consumer, either—
(a) repair or replace the failed, unsafe or defective goods; or
(b) refund to the consumer the price paid by the consumer, for the goods.
(3) If a supplier repairs any particular goods or any component of any such goods,
and within three months after that repair, the failure, defect or unsafe feature has
not been remedied, or a further failure, defect or unsafe feature is discovered, the
supplier must—
(a) replace the goods; or
(b) refund to the consumer the price paid by the consumer for the goods.
(4) The implied warranty imposed by subsection (1), and the right to return goods
set out in subsection (2), are each in addition to—
(a) any other implied warranty or condition imposed by the common law,
this Act or any other public regulation; and
(b) any express warranty or condition stipulated by the producer or
importer, distributor or retailer, as the case may be.
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16.

Considering the issues
As the supplier has not disputed the complainant’s version, specifically that the
machine was defective, it will be accepted that this is common cause between the
parties.
One need not even consider the provisions of the CPA quoted above as there is
long standing authority in the common law to the effect that a purchaser of goods
is not obliged to give a supplier the opportunity to tinker (put the article in order).
In the case of Holz v Thurston & Co 1908 TS 158 it was held (at 162) that there is
nothing in our law which compels a purchaser, who has made a contract to
purchase a particular article, to allow the seller to put that article in a state of
repair after the date of the contract.
Accordingly, the complainant is entitled to cancel the transaction and claim a
refund without permitting the supplier any further opportunities to rectify the
defect.

6.

Conclusion
The supplier is in breach of contract and should forthwith refund the consumer the
full purchase price paid. It may collect the machine from the complainant at its
own risk and expense.
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Repair-warranty
Our ref: 201605-0007178
Summary of the complaint
The complainant’s household vacuum cleaner was repaired on 07 November 2015 by the supplier. A
new motor was installed and the complainant paid R850.00 for the repairs.
The invoice provided for a 3 months guarantee. In March 2016 the motor stopped working and the
complainant returned the vacuum cleaner to the supplier on 12 March 2016.
The supplier advised that the motor burnt out and the complainant would have to pay R400.00 for
repairs. The complainant wanted to know what could have caused the damage. The supplier could not
provide an answer and advised that Airwaves Appliances will also pay R400.00 to make up the rest of
the repair cost.
The complainant is not willing to pay another R400.00 after already paying R850.00 in November
2015.
The complainant wants the vacuum cleaner repaired at the cost of the supplier. The complainant also
wants a guarantee on the repairs for 12 months.
Summary of the supplier
The supplier sent us a copy of the invoice and advised that on the invoice it clearly states that there
is just a three months guarantee on work done.
They further explained that they do not receive any guarantee on electrical spares from any of their
suppliers.
The guarantee that they give is given out of goodwill.
Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both the complainant and The supplier and advise
as follows:
Our office provided the complainant with the supplier’s response. The complainant responded and
advised he does not accept the response from the supplier. The supplier should repair the vacuum
cleaner without charging him and give him a 12-month guarantee on the new repairs.
Our office sent the complainant’s response to the supplier and when we contacted them telephonically
they advised that they remain with their initial response.
Applicable Law
Section 57 of the Consumer Protection Act deals with the warranty on repaired goods:
57 Warranty on repaired goods
(1) A service provider warrants every new or reconditioned part installed during any repair or
maintenance work, and the labour required to install it, for a period of three months after the date
of installation or such longer period as the supplier may specify in writing.
Return to contents page
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(2) A warranty in terms of this section—
(a) is concurrent with any other deemed, implied or express warranty;
(b) is void if the consumer has subjected the part, or the goods or property in which it was
installed, to
misuse or abuse; and
(c) does not apply to ordinary wear and tear, having regard to the circumstances in which the
goods are intended to ordinarily be used
As per the wording of the Act, if the goods were installed during repair or maintenance work, the
warranty is limited to three months. In this instance the vacuum cleaner was taken for repairs and a
new motor was installed during repair work. The part therefore only had a warranty for 3 months as
per Section 57 of the Consumer Protection Act.
As per the supplier’s invoice they also only have a 3 months guarantee on repairs they have done.
The repairs on the vacuum cleaner were done on 07 November 2015 and the faults reported on 12
March 2016. This was 4 months after the repairs have been effected.
Unfortunately, by the time the vacuum cleaner started to give the complainant problems again it was
outside the warranty period provided in terms of the Consumer Protection Act and the written
warranty provided by the supplier.
We will therefore not be able to instruct the supplier to assist the complainant with repairs free of
charge. Also note that our office will not be able to instruct suppliers to give a 12-month warranty on
repairs as such a long warranty period is not provided for in terms of the Consumer Protection Act.
It must further be noted that the vacuum cleaner is outside the initial 6 months implied warranty,
provided for in terms of Section 56 of the Consumer Protection Act, for newly purchased goods. We
will therefore not be able to assist the complainant with a refund replacement or repair in terms of the
provisions of Section 56.
The supplier has however offered to carry half the repair cost and requested that the complainant pay
R400.00 for repairs. Our office can only suggest that the complainant consider this offer.
Based on the facts of this case, the information and evidence furnished to this office and on the
principles of reasonableness and fairness, there is no reasonable prospect of this office making a
recommendation in the complainant’s favour.
We regret that we cannot be of assistance and confirm that our file has been closed.
The complainant is advised that he may now take such other steps as he wish or refer the complaint to
the National Consumer Commission in accordance with section 71:
71. (1) Any person may file a complaint concerning a matter contemplated in section
69 (1)(c)(ii) or (2)(b) with the Commission in the prescribed manner and form, alleging that a person
has acted in a manner inconsistent with this Act.
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Not suitable for intended purposes
Received LCD TV, not LED TV: Supplier not liable to replace
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

20131023874
Bonita Hughes
12 February 2014

Summary of your complaint
In April 2012 you purchased an LED TV. On delivery you received an LCD TV and
notified the store of the mistake.
In May 2012 you received an e-mail from senior management stating that all LED
TV’s have built-in LCD panels.
You are unhappy with this response as you purchased an LED TV and are now in
possession of an LCD TV.
You would like the supplier to exchange the TV for an LED TV.

2.

Summary of brand’s response
The brand advised that the store manager correctly advised you that LED TV’s have
built-in LCD panels.
The brand also advised that normal LCD TV’s make use of cold cathode florescent
lamps to light up the LCD panel and LED TV’s make use of white light emitting
diodes to light of the LCD panel.
They confirmed that the TV is an LCD TV with LED backlighting which as an
industry standard is referred to as an LED TV.

3.

Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both you and The brand and advise
as follows:
You state that you paid for an LED TV but got an LCD TV instead.
The brand advised that the TV you bought is an LCD TV with LED backlighting
which as an industry standard is referred to as an LED TV.
There therefore seems to be a dispute on what is regarded to be an LED TV.
Our office decided to get an independent third party who specialises in TV’s to look
at the facts and evidence provided and give is opinion on whether or not this is an
LED TV. This was done by Joe Berinato from ItalVideo.
According to Mr Berninato LED TV’s are essentially still LCD TV’s because they
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still use LCD panels, all that has changed is the way the panel is backlit. In the past
LCD TVs used fluorescents as backlights, now they use LEDs. Some boxes and
particularly Sony were still marked LCD although the TV is an LED.
Only the model and specifications tells you that it is an LED TV. According to Mr
Berinato the TV was in its day a good LED TV and you can be assured that it was and
is an LED TV.
Based on this information it appears that you are in fact in possession of an LED TV
and we cannot instruct the supplier / Sony to replace the TV.
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Injury from goods
Burns caused by drain cleaner: Warnings adequate
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

20131220550
N Melville
29 April 2014

Summary of the complaint
On 23 October 2013 the complainant bought a tub of drain cleaner (caustic soda).
On the same day, the complainant spilled some of it on his foot. He followed the
instructions on the tub regarding what to do when the product touched the skin. In
spite of this the caustic soda burnt through the complainant's skin, to the bone. The
complainant visited doctors, a skin specialist, a physiotherapist and a neurologist.
The supplier was informed and the manager gave his assurance that the product
would be removed from the shelf, but according to informed sources, this was not
the case.
The incident has hampered the complainant's ability to perform tasks, at homeand
at work. The complainant provided medical reports.
The complainant requests that the warning label be clearly marked in bold letters
and the contact with skin instructions to be more effective. The complainant also
requests a full refund on all medical bills paid thus far, and to be compensated for
pain and suffering.

2.

Summary of outcome
The complainant is not able to prove a claim against either the distributor or the
supplier for the injuries he suffered on any of the possible causes of action set out
in section 61(1). The warnings are adequate and comply with the prescribed
standards. Although the supply of the hazardous product enabled the harm to
occur, the action of the complainant of failing to read/ ignoring the warnings,
dropping flakes of caustic soda on his unprotected foot and failing immediately to
wash it off with water was the immediate or proximate cause of the injury.

3.

The response of the distributor
The distributor raised issue with the fact that the consumer had threatened to
expose the matter to the media if he was not paid out and he in fact approached
two consumer journalists and the Consumer Ombud while the investigation of the
matter was still in its early stages.
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In its final response, the distributor denied liability for the consumer’s injuries on
the grounds that:
• the label on the product contained adequate warnings of the dangers of
the product and explicit, standard advice on the remedial action to be
taken (the complainant is a journalist);
• the complainant failed to read the label/ to take precautions and by
implication the injuries were his own fault.
The corrosion pictogram is 13mm x 13 mm.

4.

Investigative findings
A report and digital photographs of the product container as well as a report from
an “expert” were obtained from the distributor.

From an examination of the above photograph, it is evident that there are warnings
in red and black in English and Afrikaans that the product is a poison, dangerous
and corrosive and there is also a hazard symbol (pictogram) indicating that the
product is corrosive.
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There is a written warning that protective gloves and eye protection should be
worn and that if there is any skin contact it should be “immediately washed
well with soap and water”.

5.

Legal considerations/Applicable provisions of the Code of
Conduct
Code:
c.

The criteria to be used in resolving disputes include:
8.5.11 the law, especially the CPA;
8.5.12 applicable industry codes or guidelines;

ii.

fairness in all the circumstances.

Applicable provisions of the CPA:
2(9) If there is an inconsistency between any provision of this Act and a
provision of
any Act not contemplated in subsection (8)—
(b)…the provision that extends the greater protection to a consumer
prevails over the alternative provision, provided that in the case of
hazardous chemical products only the provisions of this Act relating
to consumer redress will apply.
22 (2) For the purposes of this Act, a notice, document or visual
representation is in plain language if it is reasonable to conclude that an
ordinary consumer of the class of persons for whom the notice, document or
visual representation is intended, with average literacy skills and minimal
experience as a consumer of the relevant goods or services, could be expected
to understand the content, significance and import of the notice, document or
visual representation without undue effort, having regard to—
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(a) the context, comprehensiveness and consistency of the notice,
document or
visual representation;
(b) the organisation, form and style of the notice, document or visual
representation;
(c) the vocabulary, usage and sentence structure of the notice,
document or visual representation; and
(d) the use of any illustrations, examples, headings or other aids to
reading and understanding.
53 (1)(c) ‘‘hazard’’ means a characteristic that—
(i) has been identified as, or declared to be, a hazard in terms of any other
law; or
(ii) presents a significant risk of personal injury to any person, or damage to
property, when the goods are utilised
58(2) A person who packages any hazardous or unsafe goods for supply to
consumers
must display on or within that packaging a notice that meets the requirements
of section 22, and any other applicable standards, providing the consumer
with adequate
instructions for the safe handling and use of those goods.
(3) Subsection (2) does not apply to any hazardous or unsafe goods to the
extent that
a substantially similar label or notice has been applied in terms of any other
public
regulation.
61(1) Except to the extent contemplated in subsection (4), the producer or
importer,
distributor or retailer of any goods is liable for any harm, as described in
subsection (5),caused wholly or partly as a consequence of—
(a) supplying any unsafe goods;
(b) a product failure, defect or hazard in any goods; or
(c) inadequate instructions or warnings provided to the consumer
pertaining to any hazard arising from or associated with the use of
any goods, irrespective of whether the harm resulted from any
negligence on the part of the producer, importer, distributor or
retailer, as the case may be.

SANS 10234(2007)
6.1.3 The hazard symbols (see figure 1), signal words (see 6.7.2.1) and hazard
statements (see 6.7.2.2, B.1 and B.2) to be given on a label have all been
standardized and assigned to each of the hazard categories. These elements are
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not subject to variation and shall appear on the label as indicated for each class
in the relevant clauses of this standard.
6.1.4 Packaging of dangerous goods intended for transport is marked with
pictograms (hazard
labels) that address acute toxicity, physical hazards and environmental hazards
(see 6.7.1).
6.7.2.1 Signal words
The signal words (see 3.1.76) “Danger” or “Warning” as applicable, shall be
given on a label to indicate the level of severity of a hazard and alert the user
of a chemical of a potential hazard on the label.
6.7.2.2 Hazard statements
A hazard statement(s) (see 3.1.45) shall be given on a label to describe the
nature of the hazard(s) of a hazardous product including, where appropriate,
the degree of hazard.
6.6.1 Hazard symbols
The hazard symbols depicted in figure 1 are applicable to the GHS. The
symbols shall be in black on a white background.

(Approximate diagrammatic representation)

Section
4

Description
First aid measures
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Requirements
• Description of necessary measures, subdivided
according to the different routes of exposure, i.e.
inhalation, skin and eye contact and ingestion.
• Most important symptoms/effects, acute and
delayed.
• Indication of immediate medical attention and
special treatment needed, if necessary.
159

Table 3 — Minimum information for an SDS
SANS 10265
10.2
The pictogram must be in the shape of a square. 65 The size of the pictogram shall
be appropriate for the label on which it is to appear… Pictograms shall be no
smaller than 7mm x 7 mm.

6.

Consideration of facts and law
It appears to be common cause that the complainant spilled granules of caustic
soda, a hazardous chemical, on his (evidently) unprotected foot while clearing
a drain with the product. The caustic soda burned into the flesh on the
complainant’s foot, causing severe injury.
What is in dispute is whether the warnings on the product’s label were
adequate and whether the complainant followed the instructions on the label.
The distributor’s expert expressed the opinion that that the complainant would
not have been injured had he immediately washed the area with soap and
water. There is also a dispute as to which party is at fault: the complainant
attributes his injury to inadequate warnings and instructions while the
distributor asserts that the complainant would not have been injured had he
read/ followed the instructions on the label and worn protective clothing.
The first issue to consider is whether the warnings were adequate, in order for
the claim to fall under section 61(1)(c). The provisions of 58(3) are applicable
in this regard: A person who packages any hazardous or unsafe goods must
display on or within that packaging a notice that meets the requirements of any
other public Regulation (in this case SANS10234 and 10265) that is
substantially similar to the requirements of section 22.
Having considered the observations of the distributor’s expert in this regard
and having myself examined the photographs of the product’s container, I am
satisfied that the warnings are adequate and comply with the prescribed
standards. Although the pictogram is the Globally Harmonized System
corrosion symbol, which is a square on point, and not a square as per 10.2 of
SANS 10265, all that is required is substantial similarity to the requirements of
section 22 (reproduced above).
Although mention is made only of protective gloves and eye protection, when
read together with the other warnings it appears self-evident that a reasonable

65
All hazard pictograms used in the GHS (Globally Harmonized System) should be in the shape of a square set
at a point. https://www.osha.gov/dsg/hazcom/ghoshacomparison.html
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person would understand this to convey the advisability of handling the
product with extreme caution and protecting all exposed areas of skin with
suitable protective clothing.
As to whether the treatment advice was adequate, in a manufacturing
environment, a 5% solution of ammonium chloride is proposed. 66 However,
the largest manufacturer of caustic soda in the world, the Dow Chemical
Company, gives the following advice: 67
“If there is a potential exposure to caustic soda solution, immediate first
aid is required, including flushing the area with running water, having the
exposed person drink plenty of water or milk (do NOT induce vomiting)
and contacting a local medical facility or emergency response center for
continued treatment.”
The evidence of the distributor’s expert is to the effect that the injuries are
inconsistent with the complainant having immediately washed off the product.
Although this is in line with my own experience, it is beyond the remit of this
office to make a definitive finding in this regard, other than to say that the
probabilities favour such a finding.
The warnings on the product as a whole appear adequate. Does the failure to
advise in the warning to consult a doctor in the case of skin contact detract
from this conclusion? I do not believe that the lack of such a warning
necessarily renders the instructions inadequate as it is a matter of common
sense to seek medical attention if one sustains serious injuries of whatever
nature. In any event, it is common cause that the complainant did seek
medical assistance. Further, the more information provided, the smaller the
text will become.
The next consideration is would the complainant, if unsuccessful in showing
that the warnings/ instructions were inadequate, be able to make a claim on
the basis of the distributor supplying unsafe goods (61(1)(a)) or the existence
of a hazard in the product (61(1)(b))?
These subsections appear to be alternatives to section 61(1)(c)), as is
evidenced by the use of “or” between subsection sections 61(1)(b) and (c).
This could give rise to an absurd result: that the suppliers of hazardous goods
such as petrol, paint stripper, pool acid and pesticides would be liable for all
injuries or losses suffered no matter what precautions they took or warnings
they gave. This would very soon result in suppliers discontinuing the supply
of such products.
66

H. Terry: “Caustic Soda Burns: Their Prevention and Treatment” British Medical Journal June 1943 at 756
See http://www.dow.com/productsafety/finder/caustic.htm. A similar view is expressed on
http://safety.cat.com/cda/files/993788/7/How+to+Safely+Handle+Caustic+Soda_V1110.1.pdf.
67
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This problem is to some extent averted by the requirement that a claimant
must, in terms of section 61(1) prove that the harm was caused wholly or
partly by the supply of the goods or the hazard.
Although the supply of the hazardous product enabled the harm to occur, the
action of the complainant of failing to read/ ignoring the warnings, dropping
flakes of caustic soda on his unprotected foot and (if this was the case) failing
immediately to wash it with water was the immediate or proximate cause of
the injury. Legally, this may be considered as a novus actus interveniens
(literally "new act intervening"). This might have the effect of relieving the
original actor (the distributor) of liability. 68

7.

Conclusion
I am of the view that the complainant is not able to prove a claim against either the
distributor or the supplier for the injuries he suffered on any of the possible causes of
action set out in section 61(1).

68

Potgieter, J. M., Steynberg, L., Floyd, T. B., & Visser, P. J. (2012). Visser & Potgieter, Law of Damages. Juta,
2012 at 226 fn 226.
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Injury Caused by Defective Sandals

Ref: 201503-0183
ASSESSMENT:
Summary of complaint
The complainant fell in February 2015 because of a sandal that is not safe to wear on the road. She
hurt her knee and toe. She sent through all documentation to the supplier, who however denied
liability as according to it it is not a quality issue.
The complainant wanted an audit done on the shoes. This was never done.
The matter was also referred to the supplier’s insurer and it rejected the claim. It did not provide the
complainant with a copy of their investigation.
The complainant is still waiting for the supplier to assist her.
Summary of the supplier ’s Response
The supplier advised that its insurer rejected the claim. The supplier also denies liability as the shoes
show a fair amount of wear and tear and it cannot be held liable for the incident.
Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both the complainant and the supplier and advise as
follows:
This office provided the complainant with the supplier’s response- the complainant were not happy
with the feedback and could not understand how it could come to such a conclusion as the
complainant still had the shoes in the complainant’s possession.
We arranged the return of the complainant’s shoes to the supplier to be inspected to see if there is any
manufacturer’s defect in the shoes that could have caused the complainant to fall.
In terms of section 61 of the Consumer Protection Act consumers can obtain redress from the
producer, importer, distributor or retailer where they have been injured because of a safety defect in a
product. The supplier will be liable irrespective of whether negligence can be established. Consumers
therefore no longer have the onerous burden of proving fault. A consumer must however still prove
that the product had some sort of flaw that made it unsafe or otherwise defective in terms of the
definitions set out in the Consumer Protection Act and the damage was caused wholly or partly by this
defect. In this instance the shoes were returned to the supplier to be inspected and to determine if there
are any defects or flaw that caused the complainant to fall.
The supplier sent us the inspection report completed when they first received the shoes. This report
indicates that the necessary quality checks were done before it was sent to the various stores. The
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report also shows that the shoes passed the checks and tests performed on the shoes. The supplier also
confirmed that it had no other returns of the sandals in any of their stores.
The supplier returned the complainant’s shoes to their quality department to inspect them and to
determine if the shoes are defective in any way.
The quality department confirmed that there has been a considerable amount of wear and tear on the
shoes, especially the back of the heel tip and the forepart of the sole bottom. On both areas the
moulded grip lines and grip pattern has worn away. This would result in the sandal being less able to
grip on wet smooth surfaces. It will however on normal pavement concrete or tar road surfaces still
perform for its normal intended walking purpose.
Taking into account that there are various contributory factors that can cause one to fall it is of
paramount importance that we determine with certainty that the shoes were defective and that the
defect caused the complainant to fall before we can instruct the store to take responsibility for the
complainant’s injury.
In this instance we have not received any proof that the shoes are defective and the reports returned
from the supplier indicates that the shoes do not have any flaws and are not defective.
Based on the facts of this case, the information and evidence furnished to this office and on the
principles of reasonableness and fairness, there is no reasonable prospect of this office making a
recommendation in the complainant’s favour.

Bonita Hughes
Complaints Officer
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Damage caused by defective lawnmower
Our ref: 201606-0008042
20 April 2017

ASSESSMENT: YOUR COMPLAINT
The above matter, as well as the Customer Complaint Form has reference.
Summary of your complaint
The Complainant advised that she had purchased a lawnmower (“the product”) from the
Supplier herein. The Complainant further advised that she has incurred injuries as a result of
using the product.
Summary of Supplier’s response
The Supplier has advised that they “cannot accept liability for a decision that the customer
made, putting herself at risk of injury, as this was not within our control. For the record the
mower has never come in for inspection or repairs and by the complainant’s own admission
in her first communication has been working fine ever since the incident.”
Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both the Complainant and the Supplier
and advise as follows:
The Complainant purchased the product from the Supplier and has presumable previously
used the product without any fault. The Complainant has advised that the product was used
on a particular morning when the grass was damp and as such, the Complainant needed to
manually remove the grass build up from the product. When she attempted to do this
however, the product would not switch off. Despite this, the Complainant proceeded to
remove the grass build up numerous times and as a result, injured herself. The Complainant
also further advised that since the incident, the product has performed with no problems.
Defective goods
In terms of Section 55 and 56 of the Consumer Protection Act, the Consumer is entitled to
safe, good quality goods and has the right to return goods if there is a manufacturer’s
defect:
55.
…

Consumer’s rights to safe, good quality goods.
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(2)

Except to the extent contemplated in subsection (6), every consumer has a right to
receive goods that—
(a)

are reasonably suitable for the purposes for which they are generally intended;

(b)

are of good quality, in good working order and free of any defects;

(c)

will be useable and durable for a reasonable period of time, having regard to
the use to which they would normally be put and to all the surrounding
circumstances of their supply; and

(d)

comply with any applicable standards set under the Standards Act, 1993 (Act
No. 29 of 1993), or any other public regulation.

…
56.
…
(2)

(3)

Implied warranty of quality
Within six months after the delivery of any goods to a consumer, the consumer may
return the goods to the supplier, without penalty and at the supplier’s risk and
expense, if the goods fail to satisfy the requirements and standards contemplated in
section 55, and the supplier must, at the direction of the consumer, either—
(a)

repair or replace the failed, unsafe or defective goods; or

(b)

refund to the consumer the price paid by the consumer, for the goods.

If a supplier repairs any particular goods or any component of any such goods, and
within three months after that repair, the failure, defect or unsafe feature has not
been remedied, or a further failure, defect or unsafe feature is discovered, the
supplier must—
(a)

replace the goods; or

(b)

refund to the consumer the price paid by the consumer for the goods.

As stated above, the Consumer is entitled to return any defect goods to the Supplier and
request a refund, repair or replacement should it be determined that the product is indeed
defective.
In this instance, the Complainant experience what was possible a defect in the product but
had never returned the product to the Supplier for an inspection in order to determine what
the fault was. The Supplier, has as such, never had the opportunity to inspect the product.
The Complainant provided the following reason for note returning the product back to the
Supplier:
“Regarding taking the machine back to … when it malfunctioned would have resulted in not
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being able to mow the grass for however long it took for them to send the mower to a work
shop to be checked. During the growing season this was not practical but is what I had
intended to do before the summer season started again.”
Considering the nature of the product, its purpose and cost, it would have been preferable
for the Complainant to have the product assessed. However, the Complainant did not deem
this necessary. The possibility of having the product inspected now at this stage in the
matter will prove fruitless, in that a significant amount of time has lapsed since the incident.
As previously advised, the Complainant has also stated that the product has not been faulty
since the incident.
Supplier’s liability
The Complainant is further of the opinion that the Supplier should be held liable for the
injury suffered. This respect the Consumer Protection Act makes provision for Supplier’s
liability in terms of Section 61:
61.

Liability for damage caused by goods

(1)

Except to the extent contemplated in subsection (4), the producer or importer,
distributor or retailer of any goods is liable for any harm, as described in subsection
(5), caused wholly or partly as a consequence of—
(a)

supplying any unsafe goods;

(b)

a product failure, defect or hazard in any goods; or

(c)

inadequate instructions or warnings provided to the consumer pertaining to
any hazard arising from or associated with the use of any goods,

irrespective of whether the harm resulted from any negligence on the part of the
producer, importer, distributor or retailer, as the case may be.
…
(4)

Liability of a particular person in terms of this section does not arise if—
(a)

the unsafe product characteristic, failure, defect or hazard that results in harm
is wholly attributable to compliance with any public regulation;

(b)

the alleged unsafe product characteristic, failure, defect or hazard—
(i)

did not exist in the goods at the time it was supplied by that person to
another person alleged to be liable; or

(ii)

was wholly attributable to compliance by that person with instructions
provided by the person who supplied the goods to that person, in which
case subparagraph (i) does not apply;
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(c)

it is unreasonable to expect the distributor or retailer to have discovered the
unsafe product characteristic, failure, defect or hazard, having regard to that
person’s role in marketing the goods to consumers…
Where an adequate instruction and/ or warnings are provided the goods are not to be
regarded as unsafe or defective for the purpose of Section 61(1), and the ultimate
responsibility for accident prevention in effect shifts to the consumer.
In determining whether or not the Complainant used the product in terms of the manual
and instructions provided, this office requested that these instructions or manual be
furnished for inspection. The Supplier and the Complainant complied with the request,
however, both parties furnished different manuals for the product.
The manual supplied by the Supplier clearly advised the user:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wet grass can be dangerous. Let the grass dry;
Avoid operating the equipment in wet grass, where feasible;
Do not make any adjustments or repairs without stopping the engine;
Do not put hands or feet near or under rotating parts. Keep clear of the discharge
opening at all times;
Stop the engine and disconnect the spark plug wire/terminal before cleaning
blockage or unclogging chute;
Stop the engine whenever you leave the mower.

Page 6 of the manual also provides information in respect of what to do should the product
not stop.
The Complainant furnish this office with a manual that differed from the one sent by the
Supplier, however, it still advised:
•
•

Rotating parts can contact or entangle hands, feet, hair clothing or accessories.
Traumatic amputation or severe laceration can result;
Keep hands and feet away from rotating parts.

The manual also provides information in respect of how the product needs to be switched
off. If the user needs to trouble shoot, there is a website that can be consulted.
The information provided by the parties in this matter had led this office to believe that the
Complainant purchased a lawnmower from the Supplier, enjoyed the use of it and used it
contrary to the instructions. The Complainant put herself at risk by manually removing grass
build up from the product, without ensuring it properly switched off. As a result, thereof,
the Complainant sustained injuries. The Complainant has not afforded the Supplier to
inspect the product and has since not experienced any fault.
Our office can unfortunately not hold the Supplier liable in terms of Section 61 of the
Consumer Protection Act, based on the facts of this case, the information and evidence
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furnished to this office and on the principles of reasonableness and fairness, there is no
reasonable prospect of this office making a recommendation in the Complainant’s favour.

Pornographic downloads
Pornographic downloads found on computer after repair: downloads done
before repairs
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

20139594
Bonita Hughes
08 October 2013

Summary of your complaint
On the 25th of May 2012 you purchased a Laptop. In May 2013 the Laptop was sent
in for repairs but returned with pornographic videos and pictures.

2.

Summary of Shoprite’s response
The supplier advised that the material was loaded before they received the laptop for
repairs, while the laptop was in your possession.

3.

Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both you and the supplier and
advise as follows:
You state that the material was loaded on your Laptop while it was in for repairs. The
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supplier advised that the material was loaded two months prior to them receiving the
Laptop for repairs.
In support of this the supplier provided our office with a repair report from the
supplier. In terms of this report the material was loaded on your laptop between the
17th and 19th of March 2013, kindly find attached report.
Your Laptop was only received by the supplier in May 2013 for repairs. The material
therefore could not have been loaded while the Laptop was in the possession of the
supplier.
There is thus no legal basis upon which we can instruct the supplier to remove the
material in question. The supplier has however offered to remove the unwanted
material at a cost of R370.00. Should you decide to make use of their services kindly
contact the supplier directly in order to arrange for the material to be removed.
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Proof of purchase
Defect: Consumer unable to provide proof of purchase: refund
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date

:
:
:

201388163
N Melville
28 August 2013

In this case the consumer does not have a till slip or other proof he purchased the product and
he cannot say when exactly it was purchased.
On the facts of this particular case, I suggest as a way forward that the customer be
accommodated in his request for a refund.
While the Consumer Protection Act makes no specific reference to till slips, the high levels of
crime in South Africa and the fact that the CPA implied warranty is only for 6 months are
reasons justifying the requirement of the production of a till slip when exchanging an item. I
am aware that the National Consumer Commission usually requires the production of a till
slip, but that it also looks to suppliers to assist by keeping proper records. While I do not
believe it is desirable to lay down an inflexible industry standard as this is an issue of
competitive service, it is useful to look at prevailing practice in South Africa. From the
survey conducted by credible journalist, Wendy Knowler, it appears that some shops do not
require till slips while others will not give a cash refund without one. 69
In both this article and the one reproduced below, it is evident that the CPA has ushered in a
spirit of consumercentricity.
I would suggest that each case be treated on its merits (I appreciate the dangers of giving low
level staff unfettered discretion and of accusations of discrimination arising). In this
particular case, relevant considerations are: is the matrass a brand sold by the store; is it a
brand that is widely available at competitor’s outlets, does its condition suggest it is a recent
purchase and the defect was not caused by the customer; is the item of the sort that someone
is likely to have shoplifted and damaged in order to get the cash value of; have there been
other similar returns; and is it likely that the consumer would as part of a fraud go to the
trouble of approaching the CGSO regarding a refund?
Returned goods market grows as CPA gets stronger
The number of consumers returning their unwanted goods is growing, as they benefit from
the Consumer Protection Act (CPA). According to Paul Greenberg, chairman of Going.co.za,
this could amount to tens of millions of Rands of stock during the festive season. The stores
69

http://www.iol.co.za/the-star/returning-unwanted-christmas
presents1.1196333?ot=inmsa.ArticlePrintPageLayout.ot
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are taking such returns often without question. "A whole new market is emerging, where
small businesses that are looking for cheap products to resell will take these returned goods
and sell them to buyers who cannot afford to pay full retail prices," he says.
"There are a number of sections in the CPA that allow consumers to return goods to
suppliers and there are many reasons why consumers are returning goods." Many of
the larger retailers will take products back and pay refunds whatever the reason and
usually the right to a refund depends on the customer's reason for returning the
product. "Some shops will take back gifts without question, particularly if it is their
own brand of product, without asking to see a receipt or other proof of purchase."
Furthermore, the growth of online retail in South Africa is also growing the returned goods
market because of the CPS cooling off period and a customer-centric culture, where retailers
accept that people change their mind when they physically see the product they bought
online. Returns are often a good thing for a retailer looking to grow customer loyalty and
cross-sell to other purchases.
South African born Greenberg founded on-line retailer DealsDirect and is currently chairman
of the National Online Retailers Association in Australia. He recently started the company
together with black empowerment group Amabubesi, to buy returns from retailers looking to
clear their shelves for new product, for resale to smaller retailers or wholesale online. It
operates warehouses in Johannesburg and Cape Town and is hiring individuals to handle the
influx of returns expected to flood into the company's space over the next four months.
Typically, business begins to pick up in November and December when small, independent
entrepreneurs and informal traders stock up for the holiday shopping season. As post season
returns start to come in, inventory rises sharply, giving buyers more of a selection and
allowing them to build inventory while it is available.
Its customers range from minor wholesalers, who work primarily off websites such as
Gumtree, to suburban discount retailers. These may not have access to volume discount
goods that larger retailers do.
"We provide a liquid marketplace and sell product that allows small businesses to
make profits. It's primarily the type of inventory that traditional retailers don't want to
deal with and that's where we come in and it has already stated to get busy," he
concludes. 70

70

19 Aug 2013 16:14] www.bizcommunity.com.
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Proof of Purchase

Our ref: 201505-0183
Summary of complaint
In February 2015 you received a cot mobile as a gift from a friend. You returned the cot mobile to the
supplier as it stopped working.
The supplier insisted on a till sip. You do not have a till slip as you do not ask your friends for slips
when they give you gifts. You also do not keep boxes for longer than 3 months.
You want an exchange because the goods are defective. The supplier still has this product on their
shelves. The supplier informed you that they could send it to the manufacturer but if they could not fix
it they cannot assist further. You are under the impression that if goods are defective they can be
replaced.
You do not want a refund, you just want a replacement.
Summary of The supplier’s response
The supplier advised that there is no proof that this item was actually purchased at their stores. They
advised that this item can be bought at other retailers and unless the complainant can prove that it was
bought from them, they are not willing to replace the goods.
Steps taken to resolve the complaint
We contacted you and asked if you could ask your friend to provide you with some proof of purchase.
You advised that you will not ask your friend for the proof of purchase.
We contacted the supplier and asked it if it could assist you in some way without proof of purchase.
The supplier said it will not take the loss unless we / you can show that you did in fact buy it from
them.
Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both you and the supplier and advise as follows:
You feel aggrieved by the fact that the supplier refuses to replace a defective item due to the mere fact
that you are unable to provide proof of purchase.
Section 55 of the Consumer Protection Act provides consumers with the right to safe and good-quality
goods.
This section lists the requirements goods should comply with, namely:
(a)

They are reasonably suitable for the purposes for which they are generally intended;

(b)

They are of good quality, in good working order and free of any defects;

(c)

They will be useable and durable (will last) for a reasonable period of time;
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(d)

They comply with the Standards Act/ other public regulations;

Section of the 56 Consumer Protection Act (CPA) imposes a built-in or automatic warranty that all
goods sold comply with the requirements listed in Section 55.
If the goods are not suitable for the purposes for which they are intended or otherwise fail to comply
with the requirements listed in Section 55, the consumer is entitled to return them within six months
of being delivered, at the supplier’s risk and expense and without penalty, and:
(a) Have the item(s) repaired; or
(b) Have the item(s) replaced; or
(c) Get a full refund of the price paid.
Section 56 makes no specific reference to till slips and if it is required in order to return goods.
As the Act is quiet on whether a till slip is required we would need to consider whether it was
reasonable for the supplier to request you to produce a till slip in order to claim a replacement in terms
of section 56.
Each case must be determined on its own merits.
The following factors were taken into consideration:
One of the factors to consider is if the item is available at other retailers, in this instance the supplier
confirmed that the goods are also available at other retailers.
The till slip or proof of purchase is also crucial in order for a Supplier / Ombud / Commissioner or
Tribunal to determine if the goods were returned within the prescribed period of six months.
One should also take note of the high levels of crime in our country and the fact that the CPA implied
warranty is only for six months are reasons justifying the requirement of the production of a till slip
when exchanging an item.
Even though suppliers should also keep proper records of transactions with no information on when
exactly or how (cash or with a debit/credit card) the purchase was made the supplier will not be able
to confirm if the goods were purchased from their store.
We are therefore unable to instruct the supplier to replace the item as we do not have proof that they
are in fact the supplier who sold the item and that the item was returned within the 6 months warranty
provided for in the CPA.
Based on the facts of this case, the information and evidence furnished to this office and on the
principles of reasonableness and fairness, there is no reasonable prospect of this office making a
recommendation in your favour.
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Time period of automatic warrantee expired (Multiple
replacements)
Bed replaced 3 times: Supplier’s offer to replace base endorsed.
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

2013613250
Bonita Hughes
09 September 2013

Summary of the complaint
In July 2011, the consumer purchased a bed set. In September 2011 he requested
that the bed be exchanged due to the bed making a noise. The supplier agreed and
the consumer selected a new bed he wanted. This bed was more expensive and the
consumer agreed to pay in the difference.
A month after the consumer received the new bed he complained that the bed was
again making a noise. The supplier agreed to exchange the bed.
In August 2012 the supplier exchanged the mattress and everything appeared to be
in order until May 2013 when the consumer complained about a noise the bed is
making.
The supplier advised that due to the time lapsed the bed is no longer under
warranty and the consumer will have to pay R355.00 to get the base replaced.
The consumer wants a completely new bed and a refund for the R1 150.00 that he
paid in on the second bed.

2.

Summary of outcome
The six month period in which the consumer could have returned the item has
since lapsed and the store warranty has also since lapsed and is no longer
applicable. The supplier’s offer to replace the base of the bed set endorsed.

3.

The response of the supplier
The supplier has replaced the bed on three different occasions. The supplier
advised that the bed is no longer under warranty and the consumer needs to pay
R355.00 to get the base replaced.

4.

Attempts to resolve the complaint
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A mediation was held on the 28th of August 2013 and the supplier agreed to
replace the base of the bed at no charge to the consumer.
The customer did not accept this offer and wants a new bed and the R1 150.00
refunded that he paid in on the second bed.

5.

Investigating findings
No investigation has been undertaken.

6.

Legal considerations/ Applicable provisions of the Code of
Conduct
Code:
d.

The criteria to be used in resolving disputes includes:
8.5.13 the law, especially the Act and the Code (in cases where there is conflict
between the interpretation of the Code or the Act, the Act will always
prevail);
8.5.14 applicable industry codes or guidelines;
i.

Fairness in all the circumstances.

Applicable provisions of the CPA:
Section 55 of the Consumer Protection Act provides consumers with the right to safe
and good-quality goods.
This section lists the requirements goods should comply with, namely:
(e) They are reasonably suitable for the purposes for which they are generally
intended;
(f) They are of good quality, in good working order and free of any defects 71;
(g) They will be useable and durable (will last) for a reasonable period of time;
(h) They comply with the Standards Act/ other public regulations; and

71

53. (1) (a) ‘‘defect’’ means—
(i) any material imperfection in the manufacture of the goods or components, or in performance of the services,
that renders the goods or results of the service less acceptable than persons generally would be reasonably
entitled to expect in the circumstances; or (ii) any characteristic of the goods or components that renders the
goods or components less useful, practicable or safe than persons generally would be reasonably entitled to
expect in the circumstances.
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The section also provides that the goods must be reasonably suitable for the specific
purpose that the consumer has informed the supplier that the consumer wants to use
them for.
Section of the 56 Consumer Protection Act (CPA) imposes a built-in or automatic
warranty (commonly known as a guaranty) that all goods sold comply with the
requirements listed in Section 55.
If the goods are not suitable for the purposes for which they are intended or otherwise
fail to comply with the requirements listed in Section 55, the consumer is entitled to
return them within six months of being delivered, at the supplier’s risk and expense
and without penalty, and:
(a) Have the item(s) repaired; or
(a) Have the item(s) replaced; or
(b) Get a full refund of the price paid.
It is important to note that the choice is the consumer’s: the supplier cannot force a
consumer to opt to have the goods repaired if the consumer wants a refund or
replacement. The consumer can insist on a cash refund instead of a store credit or
vouchers, or on a replacement with something similar at no additional cost. The
supplier must bear the costs of collecting and/ or replacing the the supplier
The above rules regarding refunds do not apply if:
(a) The consumer was specifically told that the particular goods were offered in a
specific condition (e.g. that they were in some way defective)(section 55 (6)); or
(b) The goods were altered contrary to the instructions, or after leaving the control, of
the supplier (tampered with by the consumer)(section 56 (1).
The above rules regarding refunds apply irrespective of the store’s refund policy or
the terms of the manufacturer’s guaranty/ warranty. In other words, the store’s refund
policy or the terms of the manufacturer’s guaranty / warranty cannot override the CPA
requirements, but they can go further than or offer more rights to the customer than
the Act does.
Law:
It is permissible under the CPA to look to foreign law for guidance. According to 15
USCS § 6602 (4), [Title 15. Commerce and Trade; Chapter 92. Year 2000] the term
material defect means “a defect in any item, whether tangible or intangible, or in the
provision of a service, that substantially prevents the item or service from operating or
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functioning as designed or according to its specifications. The term "material defect"
does not include a defect that-- 72
(A) has an insignificant or de minimis effect on the operation or functioning of an
item or computer program;
(B) affects only a component of an item or program that, as a whole, substantially
operates or functions as designed; or
(C) has an insignificant or de minimis effect on the efficacy of the service provided.”

7.

Consideration of facts and law
The consumer would like the following:
2.) To be refunded the R1 150.00 he paid in on the second bed.
3.) To exchange his bed set with a new one.
Refund of R1 150.00
The consumer informed the supplier that there is a problem with the bed set and it
was agreed that the bed set will be replaced.
A supplier must provide goods of the same type and similar value.
The consumer opted for a more expensive bed set and the supplier cannot be held
responsible for the difference in the pricing between the two bed sets.
At the time the consumer elected the new bed set he also agreed to pay the
difference between the two bed sets.
There are thus no reasonable grounds on which we can instruct the supplier to
refund the difference paid in on the second bed.
New bed set
The consumer would like his bed set to be replaced with a new one.
We noticed that the bed was initially purchased in July 2011. In terms of section
56 of the CPA a consumer has six months in which they can return goods and
elect, to repair, replace or to get a refund.
The six month period in which the consumer could have returned the item has
since lapsed.
The store warranty has also since lapsed and is no longer applicable.
In terms of Section 55 of the CPA goods should however be useable and durable
for a reasonable period of time.

72

See: http://definitions.uslegal.com/m/material-defect/.
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The durability for goods will depend on the type of goods and the circumstances
of each matter.
We have however noticed that the supplier has agreed to replace the base at no
charge to the consumer.
We consider this offer to be fair and reasonable. As there is nothing wrong with
the mattress we cannot instruct the supplier to replace the full bed set.

8.

Conclusion
Based on the information provided by the parties, the consumer can no longer
return the goods in terms of Section 56.
The supplier has agreed to replace the base of the bed set.

9.

Suggested resolution
The supplier should replace the base of the bed set.
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Time period of automatic warrantee expired (TV screen)
TV Screen damaged: out of warranty period
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

2013108327
Bonita Hughes
3 February 2014

Summary of your complaint
In August 2012 you purchased a Samsung Laptop. The screen malfunctioned and you
reported it to the supplier.
The supplier advised that you have to pay R1 000.00 to get the screen repaired.
You would like the get the Laptop repaired at no cost to you.

2.

Summary of the supplier’s response
The supplier advised that they cannot validate the warranty on the laptop without the
proof of purchase.
They also advised that the warranty does not cover the screen and you will have to
pay for the repairs of the laptop.

3.

Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both you and the supplier and
advise as follows:
You requested that the supplier repair the Laptop at no cost to you.
In terms of Section 55 of the Consumer Protection Act provides consumers with the
right to safe and good-quality goods.
This section lists the requirements goods should comply with, namely:
(m) They are reasonably suitable for the purposes for which they are
generally intended;
(n) They are of good quality, in good working order and free of any defects;
(o) They will be useable and durable (will last) for a reasonable period of
time;
(p) They comply with the Standards Act/ other public regulations;
If the goods are not suitable for the purposes for which they are intended or
otherwise fail to comply with the requirements listed in Section 55, the
consumer is entitled to return them within six months of being delivered, at
the supplier’s risk and expense and without penalty, and:
(a) Have the item(s) repaired; or
(b) Have the item(s) replaced; or
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(c) Get a full refund of the price paid.
We noticed that the Laptop was initially purchased in August 2012. In terms of section 56
of the CPA a consumer has six months in which they can return goods and elect, to repair,
replace or to get a refund.
The six month period in which you could have returned the item has since lapsed.
The store’s warrantee has also since lapsed and is no longer applicable, also note that even
if the warrantee was still in effect the laptop cannot be repaired in terms of same as the
guarantee does not cover the laptop screen.

4.

Conclusion
Based on the above we cannot instruct the supplier to repair the goods free of charge
and we can only suggest that you consider the offer by the supplier to send the
Laptop for repairs at your cost.
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Defective services
Damage to wedding gown by drycleaner: Restore if possible
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

2014114294
N Melville
23 May 2014

Summary of complaint
In October 2013 the complainant sent his wife`s wedding gown for dry cleaning.
When he collected the gown he noticed that the cleaning process had discoloured it.
The supplier (dry cleaner) sent the gown to a laboratory in America to have it tested.
The results showed that the dry cleaners were not at fault, because the gown
manufacturer had exposed it to UV LIGHT 73. The complainant was billed for R600
for the dry cleaning. At one stage, the complainant was informed that if the results
showed that the dry cleaner were not at fault, he would have to pay for the courier
fees.
He requests a refund of R16 000, being the price of the wedding gown.

2.

Summary of outcome
It cannot then be said that the supplier fell short of its duty in terms of section 54 but
it failed to fully disclose all risks and hazards relating to a product or activity to a
consumer in that it failed to identify the properties of the fabric (fluorescent
brightener is detectable with the use of an inexpensive UV lamp) and warn the
complainant that discolouration might show up after the dry cleaning process.
Recommendation made: If it is possible to restore, the supplier should offer to do so.

3.

Supplier’s response
The supplier provided a copy of the report from International Textile Analysis
Laboratory, USA, and a letter addressed to “Mr & Mrs J”. It is not evident what their
connection is to the complainant or if this letter actually related to another case. It will
for the present purposes be assumed the contents of the letter apply to this case.
According to the letter, when the wedding gown was examined under ultra violet
(UV) light, it was evident that it had been treated with a fluorescent brightener during
manufacture. The brightener can decompose, causing discolouration, if exposed to
light or subjected to heat in tumbling or finishing (it is not clear from the report
whether this refers to the manufacturing process or the dry cleaning process). Further,

73

This is in conflict with the actual report but this may be due to a misunderstanding on the part of the call
centre agent who recorded the complaint. The issue is not material to the case.
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the decomposition becomes noticeable after professional cleaning. The report
concluded that the gown was properly cleaned.
The tag on the gown warns that it should not be displayed in direct sunlight or UV
light and no perfume, deodorant, hairspray, cosmetics or liquids with alcohol must
come into contact with the garment.
The letter does not deal with the aspect of the courier fees.
The report itself goes further than the letter in that it states that the general location
and pattern of the discolouration is indicative of exposure to light in the store and
when used/ stored. It makes the point that wedding gowns are intended to be “one
wear” items.
The report says “There is no restoration.” We take this to mean that the deterioration
cannot be restored.

4.

Legal considerations
Consumer Protection Act (CPA)
54. (1) When a supplier undertakes to perform any services for or on behalf of
a consumer, the consumer has a right to—
…
(b) the performance of the services in a manner and quality that
persons are generally entitled to expect;
…
(d) the return of any property or control over any property of the
consumer in at least as good a condition as it was when the consumer
made it available to the supplier for the purpose of performing such
services,
having regard to the circumstances of the supply, and any specific criteria or
conditions agreed between the supplier and the consumer before or during the
performance of the services.
Kwamashu Bakery Ltd v Standard Bank Commercial Law Reports (1994) 156 (D &
CLD) at 178.
A business that undertakes a business venture voluntarily cannot complain and say it
should not be held to a duty of care because it would cost too much or be disruptive of
its practice (paraphrased).
Other Considerations
International Practice
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Guidelines for the Development of Industry Codes of Conduct for Accreditation
under the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008
Basic Principles of Complaints Handling
A. Guidelines for Complaints Handling
5. Access to the complaints handling process should be free of charge to a complainant.
White Dyes 74
Considering that most fabrics are naturally off-white or have a yellowish cast, it is not
surprising that white is actually a dye and colour. Optical brighteners, also called
fluorescent whitening agents, may also be used to make fabrics as bright white as they
can be. Their whiteness fades when these brightening agents are exposed to light
(particularly when wet), since they tend to be unstable. As a matter of fact, fading
may be in the form of not only a yellowish hue, but even gray or a pink or green cast.
Yellowing is a common problem with white garments. It is common when chlorine
bleach comes into contact with resins, which sometimes are added to impart a
"permanent press" quality. Avoid this by simply following the care label instructions
for bleaching. Normal aging, oxidation, and exposure to atmospheric soils can also
cause yellowing; fortunately, this may be resolved by carefully wet cleaning and
bleaching, applying a fluorescent brightener during dry cleaning, or using a laundry
detergent containing brightener.
International Fair Claims Guide for Consumer Textiles Products
Dry-cleaning Institute of Australia Ltd 75
A product may contain a fluorescent brightener which has turned an objectionable
colour due to the degrading effects of sunlight. If it is found to be a permanent
discolouration, the manufacturer assumes responsibility. Neither the consumer, nor
the servicing agencies involved, if any, has it within his control to prevent rapid
degradation of fluorescent brighteners under normal use conditions. The only logical
preventive measure is to omit the use of the brightener for finishing the fabric, or to
make the condition a matter of acceptance by the consumer by applying a specified
serviceability label to the product warning the consumer of the possibility of
discolouration. 76
2. Drycleaner Not Responsible - A drycleaner is not responsible for types of damage
or behavioural characteristics of textile products listed below which occur or show up
in the processes of dry-cleaning that are not within his control.
74

See http://www.dovecleaners.com/drycleaning-info/colours-dyes.php.
In 1988 it was approved as an American National Standard: see
www.drycleaningcomplaints.com/Fair%20Claims%20Guide=DIA.pdf.
76
At p 16.
75
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…
b) Fading (loss or change of colour) due to the low resistance of the colour to
water, dry-cleaning solvent or other condition of use, except where such
fading can be restored by customary methods.
…
i) Discolouration caused by the presence of chemicals (dyes and finishes)
applied in manufacture. 77

5.

Assessment
The complainant claims that his wife`s wedding gown was discoloured as a result of
dry cleaning by the supplier. The supplier refuted this by providing a report from an
independent laboratory to the effect that the discolouration was as a result of the
decomposition of the fluorescent brightener with which the gown was treated during
manufacture and that dry cleaning made the discolouration noticeable. This
conclusion is feasible as it is consistent with the explanation regarding fluorescent
brighteners referred to above.
It cannot then be said that the supplier fell short of its duty in terms of section 54.
That however is not an end to the matter. The spirit of the CPA requires full
disclosure of all risks and hazards relating to a product or activity to a consumer. The
manufacturer went some way in complying with the guidance provided by the
International Fair Claims Guide for Consumer Textiles Products cited above, of
applying a specified serviceability label to the product warning the consumer of the
possibility of discolouration. This it did by giving specific warnings on the label of
the gown, but it did not mention discolouration.
There was a responsibility also upon the dry cleaner, acting with the skill that it is
reasonable to expect of someone offering those services, to identify the properties of
the fabric (fluorescent brightener is detectable with the use of an inexpensive UV
lamp) and warn the complainant that discolouration might show up after the dry
cleaning process. This is a customer service issue rather than a liability issue as there
is no evidence that the discolouration was caused by the dry-cleaning process, only
that the process showed it up.
The Fair Claims Guide suggests that discolouration may be resolved by careful wet
cleaning and bleaching, applying a fluorescent brightener during dry cleaning, or
using a laundry detergent containing brightener. This may be in conflict with the
report’s indication that “There is no restoration,” depending upon what that means.

6.

77

Conclusion

At p 17.
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In view of this uncertainty and with a view to resolving this matter fairly, the
following suggestion is made:
If it is possible to restore the garment by using fluorescent brightener during dry
cleaning, or using a laundry detergent containing brightener as the International
Guide suggests, then the supplier ought to have suggested this to the complainant or
have used these methods. If that was the case, the supplier should offer to redo the
cleaning, using the restoration method suggested.
In view of the tentative nature of this proposed resolution, the supplier is requested to
respond to this office by……………., indicating whether this proposed resolution is
feasible and acceptable to it or suggesting another suitable resolution in line with
good customer relations and the finding of this office that the supplier ought to have
alerted the complainant to the possibility of discolouration showing up.
As far as the possible claim for the cost of couriering the gown to USA for testing is
concerned, in light of the Complaint Guidelines referred to, it is not permitted to
charge a consumer for resolving a complaint, which would include this.
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Quality service: Holiday accommodation
ASSESSMENT
17.

Dispute Identification

18.

Complainant

: 201608-0009153

Nature of dispute

: Demand for quality service

Adjudicator

: M F Mbedzi

Date

: 09 March 2017

Summary of the complaint
The Complainant advised that in December 2015 she rented a holiday house for a
week from the supplier. The complainant alleges that the quality of the house
was substandard and not in line with the “luxurious” quality that is associated
with the brand.
The complainant listed the following as the specific flaws associated with the
premises:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The directions to the house was outdated
Old soap
Only 8 bathroom towels and 4 beach towels (that need to be replaced)
1 set of linen per bed
Outside shower out of order
Safety Hazard that included inter alia Slippery outside floor area and no fire
extinguisher provided in the kitchen for the gas stove.
7. Dirty pots hanging above the counter.
8. Only 9 knives and forks and 4 teaspoons
9. Chipped crockery
10. Old plastic glasses which were broken
11. TV / DSTV did not work at all
12. No washing powder or dishwashing powder provided
13. Filters of the washing machine, dishwasher and pool filter needs servicing
14. Blunt knives
15. All 6 mugs are old and are stained and need to be replaced.
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As a result of the above deficiencies the complainant paid a total amount of R39 000.00
instead of the agreed R49 000.00.
The complainant is of the firm belief that the unilateral decision by herself to discount
the amount by 20% is fair given the failure by the supplier.

19.

The response of the supplier
The Supplier advised that they are confident that their service complied 100%
with the promises made. The issues raised by the complainant were only brought
to their attention after the complainant vacated the premises and unilaterally
altered the agreement. They were thereby robbed of the opportunity to address
and remedy her complaint. There is a signed contract for certain payment
performance which was not honored by the complainant.

20.

Legal considerations
Applicable provisions of the CPA:
Section 54 of the Consumer Protection Act states that
(1) When a supplier undertakes to perform any services for or on behalf of a
consumer, the consumer has a right to—
(a) the timely performance and completion of those services, and timely notice of
any unavoidable delay in the performance of the services;
(b) the performance of the services in a manner and quality that persons are
generally entitled to expect;
(c) the use, delivery or installation of goods that are free of defects and of a quality
that persons are generally entitled to expect, if any such goods are required for
performance of the services; and
(d) the return of any property or control over any property of the consumer in at
least as good a condition as it was when the consumer made it available to the
supplier for the purpose of performing such services, having regard to the
circumstances of the supply, and any specific criteria or conditions agreed between
the supplier and the consumer before or during the performance of the services.
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(2) If a supplier fails to perform a service to the standards contemplated in
subsection (1), the consumer may require the supplier to either—
(a) remedy any defect in the quality of the services performed or goods supplied; or
(b) refund to the consumer a reasonable portion of the price paid for the services
performed and goods supplied, having regard to the extent of the failure

21.

Consideration of facts and law

Section 54 (2)(b) provides the consumer with the right to choose to claim a refund of a
reasonable portion of the price paid for the services performed and goods supplied, having
regard to the extent of the failure.
Although the supplier believes that they should first have been given the opportunity to
rectify the problems the choice between rectifying the defect and a refund is that of the
consumer.
The question is however who bears the burden of proving the amount to be refunded. If the
consumer has already paid the price and seeks a refund the onus will be on the consumer. If
the service is defective and the consumer is entitled to a price reduction or to withhold her
performance under the exceptio non adimpleti contractus (it is a remedy that allows a party
to withhold his own performance, accompanied by a right to ward off a claim for such
performance until the other party has duly performed his or her obligations under the
contract), the service provider would have to prove the amount payable as a reduced price.
Therefore, it appears that the onus will rest upon the supplier.
In light of the above, the supplier has provided this office with an offer and their reasons for
same are summarized as follows:
Issues raised in light of the Act
The supplier feels that that they have fully complied in terms of the Act in that:
a) They delivered a timely performance and completion of the product despite not
having been fully paid
b) They feel that the services were provided in a manner and quality that personas are
generally entitled to
c) They provided the use of goods that are free of defects and of a quality that persons
are entitled to
d) They returned any property of the consumer in at least as good condition as they
received it
Compensation
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The supplier has conceded that there were some items that were below standard and
deserved compensation as indicated herein below;
1.
2.
3.
4.

Outside shower out of order
Chipped crockery
TV / DSTV did not work at all
Blunt knives (for carving and paring)

R300.00
R200.00
R1000.00
R200.00

Given that the supplier was at no time during the stay by the complainant informed of these
issues and therefore had no opportunity to respond or rectify, the supplier is of the belief
that the amount of R3,500 would be adequate refund and compensation for these
inconveniences.
It is important to note that the complainant has rejected the offer by the supplier.

6.

Conclusion & Suggested Resolution

Based on the information provided by the parties and having due consideration for the
applicable law, the amount payable as a reduced price is to be determined by the
supplier.
Section 54(1)(b) must be read with Section 53(1)(a)(i) which defines ‘defect’ in relation
to services. The definition provides that a ‘defect’ means ‘any material imperfection in
the performance of the service, that renders… the result of the service less acceptable
than persons generally would be reasonable entitled to expect in the circumstances.’
Considering the list of defects mentioned by the complainant and the fact that the
complainant was able to stay her entire booking without complaining the inference can
be drawn that the defects were not of a serious nature.
By claiming a reduction of 20% in the agreed price would mean that the consumer was
not able to enjoy her stay and one would reasonable expect someone to report it seeing
that some of the listed items could have easily be rectified ensuring that the consumer’s
stay is more acceptable.
Taking into account the nature of the defects our office consider the offer made by the
supplier fair and reasonable. We can only suggest that the complainant consider this
offer.
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Service: Duty to Care for Goods Transported
Ref: 201505-0153
03 June 2015

ASSESSMENT:
Summary of complaint
The complainant sold his CD player to V who resides in Dubai at a price of R24 000.00. The
complainant decided to courier it via the supplier and paid it R4 653.92.
The CD player was placed in an extremely sturdy flight case for protection and was working
perfectly before it was couriered.
V was to pay the complainant on receipt of the CD player after he was satisfied that it was in
a working condition - hence the complainant would not have sent a broken player.
When it arrived in Dubai one of the locks on the flight case was cracked. When V connected
the CD player to his hi-fi it was no longer working. He was not willing to pay for the broken
player.
The complainant submitted a claim to the supplier for the cost of the player and courier
fees. After a lot of communication between the complainant and the supplier, it send the
complainant a rejection letter- stating that the case was not damaged and it would
therefore not take responsibility.
It ignored the fact that the lock was cracked or that the package was mishandled on
delivery.
V contacted the manufacturer in the UK who advised that they would most likely not be
able to repair the player.
The complainant would like the supplier to refund the complainant R24 000.00 for the
player and R4 653.92 for the courier costs.
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Summary of response
The supplier denies all the allegations and averments made as the consignment of the
complainant is not damaged and was delivered in a good condition, as per the proof of
delivery.
The supplier also advised that the carriage of consignment for the complainant, as well as
other customers, is subject to their Terms and Conditions of Carriage. The Terms and
Conditions are printed on the reverse of the consignment note issued to the customers.
The Terms and Conditions of Carriage govern the entire transaction and the claims if any,
shall be dealt with in accordance with same and as per the limits set forth therein.

Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both parties and advise as follows:
The supplier advised that the consignment was delivered in a good condition and not
damaged.
The complainant on the other hand advised that the CD player was in a working condition
before he couriered it and that the supplier mishandled the package which caused damage
to the CD player.
In this instance one can think of numerous scenarios of how and when the CD player got
broken / damaged.
In light of the above, it appears that there is a dispute of fact between the complainant’s
version of events and that of the supplier.
In trying to reach a decision in cases where there is clearly a dispute of fact we need to look
at all the evidence in support of each version and weigh this up against each other to
establish which is correct, alternatively which is more probable.
If we cannot reach a decision on the evidence or on a balance of probabilities, we must
dismiss the matter in accordance with our terms of reference.
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The supplier provided us with the delivery documentation, kindly see attached. As per this
documentation, the goods were delivered in a good condition and there were no remarks or
notes made to indicate otherwise.
We take note that the complainant believes the supplier mishandled the goods but as per
the documentation there is no indication or proof of this.
The container the goods were couriered in was also not damaged. The cracked lock can by
no means prove that the goods in the container was also damaged as, as mentioned above
the container was not damaged.
It would serve no purpose to speculate as to what actually happened, however our
assessment can only be based on the evidence furnished to us by both parties. From this
evidence it is however not clear that the supplier caused the damage to the system.
The delivery note however indicates that the goods were delivered in a good condition.
On a balance of probabilities we can therefore not conclude how exactly the damage was
caused and if it was caused before sending, while being couriered or by the recipient.
Based on the facts of this case, the information and evidence furnished to this office and on
the principles of reasonableness and fairness, there is no reasonable prospect of this office
making a recommendation in the complainant’s favour.
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Loss/Theft of consumer’s goods

22.

Complainant

: 201610-0010101

Nature of dispute

: Loss/Theft of consumer’s goods

Adjudicator

: M F Mbedzi

Date

: 05 December 2016

Summary of the complaint
In August 2015, the Complainant took in his wife’s wedding ring, a 9ct white gold
wedding ring, for repairs at M Watchmaker & Manufacturing Jewellers .
The repairs were quoted at a price of R 5 540.00 which the complainant duly
accepted and paid an amount of R 2000.00.
The ring was repaired in May 2016 however the complainant could only take
possession of the ring upon payment of the outstanding balance.
On Tuesday, 26 July 2016, the complainant contacted the supplier to advise them
that he would be settling the outstanding amount by the end of July 2016. A
representative of the supplier could however at the time not confirm the location
of the ring.
On the 30 July 2016, the complainant visited the supplier to settle the
outstanding balance and collect the ring however the ring could not be located.
The supplier advised the complainant that he would revert back to the
complainant on the 01st of August 2016. Attempts by the complainant and his
wife to obtain information regarding the matter were unsuccessful.
The supplier eventually advised the complainant in writing that the ring could not
be found and the complainant should refer the matter to their insurance as they
could not be held responsible for loss, theft or damage.

23.

The response of the supplier
The Supplier advised that they do not take responsibility for theft, loss or
damage. They advised the complainant to claim for the loss from his insurance
company.
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They are of the view that a customer’s items are to be Insured when given in. Life
happens and theft is so much a part of the current day and time we live in. They
furthermore submitted that they can pay 50 % of the money back on the amount
the complainant has paid.

Legal considerations
Applicable provisions of the CPA:
Freedom of contract has been severely limited by section 51 of the Consumer
Protection Act:
(1) A supplier must not make a transaction or agreement subject to any term or
condition if—
(a) its general purpose or effect is to—
(i) defeat the purposes and policy of this Act;
(ii) mislead or deceive the consumer; or
(iii) subject the consumer to fraudulent conduct;
(b) it directly or indirectly purports to—
(i) waive or deprive a consumer of a right in terms of this Act;
(ii) avoid a supplier’s obligation or duty in terms of this Act;
(iii) set aside or override the effect of any provision of this Act; or
(iv) authorise the supplier to—
(aa) do anything that is unlawful in terms of this Act; or
(bb) fail to do anything that is required in terms of this Act;
(c) it purports to—
(i) limit or exempt a supplier of goods or services from liability for any loss
directly or indirectly attributable to the gross negligence of the supplier
or any person acting for or controlled by the supplier;

There is a section of the CPA that deals directly with how a supplier must deal with a
consumer’s property and gives the consumer specific rights:
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65(2) When a supplier has possession of any prepayment, deposit, membership fee, or
other money, or any other property belonging to or ordinarily under the control of a
consumer, the supplier—
...
(b) in the handling, safeguarding and utilisation of that property, must exercise the
degree of care, diligence and skill that can reasonably be expected of a person
responsible for managing any property belonging to another person; and
(c) is liable to the owner of the property for any loss resulting from a failure to
comply with paragraph (a).

24.

Consideration of facts and law

Certain rules already exist in terms of our common law when dealing with the liability of
a person who has received goods belonging to another (depositum). These rules provide
that the depositary must exercise due care and diligence taking care of such goods and
will be liable to the depositor if it failed to do so. A depositary will therefore be liable for
damages resulting from the loss of damage to the thing through its negligence while in its
custody. It has become customary for depositaries to exclude or severely restrict the rights
of depositors in their standard terms and conditions. Such clauses will now fall foul of the
provisions of the CPA dealing with the validity of standard terms- especially Section
51(1)(b) which prohibits terms that directly or indirectly waive consumers of a right in
terms of the CPA or avoids the supplier’s obligations in terms of the Act.
In terms of Section 65 a supplier is required to recognise the ownership or controlling
rights of the consumer when dealing with movable property delivered to the supplier. A
supplier must take reasonable care of such property according to the way in which a
reasonable person in the same position would deal with it.
In this instance it seems that the supplier failed to take care and keep safe valuable items
brought to them for repairs. Having regard to the value of jewellery one would expect a
supplier to keep such items in a safe and secure place to prevent it from getting stolen or
lost.
As already mentioned this protection is afforded in terms of the CPA and the supplier will not
be entitled to exclude their liability in their standard terms. The supplier’s defense that the
complainant should have insured the goods therefore does not hold any water.
In Kwamashu Bakery Ltd v Standard Bank Commercial Law Report (1994) 156 (D &
CLD) at 178 it was also made clear that a business that undertakes a business venture
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voluntarily cannot complain and say it should not be held to a duty of care because it would
cost too much or be disruptive of its practice (paraphrased).

6.

Conclusion & Suggested Resolution
Based on the information provided by the parties, the supplier is liable to the
complainant for any loss resulting from a failure to take proper care of their
property while in their possession.
We therefore suggest that the supplier replace the ring or compensate the
complainant for the value of the ring.
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Disputed cash withdrawal: transaction successful
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

2013913356
Bonita Hughes
10 October 2013

Summary of your complaint
On the 01st of August 2013 you attempted to withdraw your social grant inside the
store.
After three attempts the cashier informed you that the machine is not accepting your
PIN.
A slip was printed but was not given to you.
When you later attempted to use your card it was declined. You reported the matter to
SASSA and they informed that your funds were withdrawn on the 01st of August 2013
at the store.
You never received your funds and would like the supplier to refund you with the
funds withdrawn from your card.

2.

Summary of the supplier’s response
The supplier advised that the funds were successfully withdrawn from your account
using your SASSA card and PIN. They also provided a copy of the merchant slip
which was signed.

3.

Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both you and the supplier and
advise as follows:
You state that you attempted to withdraw funds with your SASSA card but the cashier
advised that the machine did not accept your PIN. The supplier provides that the
withdrawal was successful and that you signed for it. There is clearly a dispute of fact
in this matter. In trying to reach a decision we need to establish which version is
correct. In doing so, we need to look at all the evidence in support of each version and
weigh this up against each other to establish which of the version is correct or
alternatively which one is more probable.
If we cannot reach a decision on the evidence or on a balance of probabilities, we
must dismiss the matter in accordance with clause 10.3.3.1.3 of our Terms of
Reference which states:
10.3 Limits on the CGSO’s Jurisdiction
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10.30.3 Other Processes
10.3.3.1.3 Would more appropriately be dealt with by the police, a court of law, by
any regulatory body or through any other dispute resolution process.
Applying the above approach to your complaint, it must be noted that you have not
produced any evidence that could strengthen your claim.
In support of the supplier’s version that the transaction was successful the following
documents have been provided:
•
•

Signed slip - confirming that a successful transaction was performed and that
it was signed for;
You advised that you entered your PIN three times on the 01st of August
2012; Ecentric Switch however confirmed that there was only one
transaction effected on your card between 01 and 08 August 2013.

Weighing up the two versions, even if we concede that the documentation supplied by
the supplier does not constitute conclusive proof, on a balance of probabilities based
on the evidence before us, we advise that it is more probable that the transaction was
successful.

4.

Conclusion
It would serve no purpose to speculate as to what actually happened, however our
assessment can only be based on the evidence furnished to us by both yourself and the
supplier. From this evidence it is clear that the transaction was successful and an
amount of R1 100.00 was withdrawn and signed for hence your account was debited.
Although we concede that the documentation supplied by the supplier does not
constitute conclusive proof, on a balance of probabilities based on the evidence before
us, this is the only reasonable conclusion we can reach.
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Delivery
Delivery to unauthorised person:
Replace goods; apportionment of damages
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

2013911265
Bonita Hughes
30 October 2013

Summary of complaint
On the 01st of June 2013 the complainant purchased a refrigerator and patio suite to
the value of R3 948.00 plus a delivery fee of R250.00. The complainant was not at
home when the goods were delivered so she arranged with her neighbour to open the
flat for the goods to be delivered.
The delivery agents accepted help from a person who claimed to work as a supervisor
for the complex. The goods were delivered into the complainant’s flat.
The delivery agents allowed the person from whom they accepted assistance to sign
the delivery note. According to the neighbour, he was advised by an unknown third
party not to sign for the goods as they were damaged and had to be taken back to the
store.
The goods were then removed from the complainant’s flat by persons unknown, never
to be seen again. It was not possible to establish whether these persons and the
“supervisor” were working in cahoots with the delivery agents, the complainant, the
complainant’s neighbour, the security guard at the flats or if they had independently
followed the delivery van or coincidentally witnessed the delivery and ceased upon
the opportunity.

2.

Assessment
By opening the flat and allowing the furniture to be brought into it, the neighbour
accepted delivery and possession on behalf on the complainant and should have acted
in a reasonable manner when doing so. The neighbour should have made sure that the
person who claimed that the goods must be returned was in fact authorised to take the
goods / was employed by the supplier or its delivery agent.
We do however also feel that the delivery agents also acted negligently by allowing
an unknown third party to assist and sign for the goods.
By not requesting the complainant’s neighbour to sign for the goods, this contributed
to the neighbour being duped into believing that the goods must be returned.
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In terms of the Apportionment of Damages Act, where a person who suffered
damages which are caused partly by his own fault and partly by the fault of any other
person, a claim in respect of those damages shall not be defeated by reason of the
fault of the claimant but the damages recoverable in respect thereof shall be reduced
to an amount deemed just and equitable having regard to the degree in which the
claimant was at fault in relation to the damage. In other words, a claim can be reduced
in line with the extent to which the conduct of the person claiming contributed to the
loss.

3.

Conclusion
We have considered the responsibilities of you as the supplier to minimise the risk as
well as the fraudster’s chances of success in this regard.
•

We believe that if the delivery agent requested the delivery note to be signed by
the neighbour, authorized by the complainant to receive the goods on her behalf, it
would have minimised the risk of the goods being stolen. The delivery note states
that you received the goods in good order and condition.
• We also feel that if the correct procedures were followed by obtaining the
signature of the authorised person it would have been very hard, if not impossible
to defraud the complainant.
We also considered the responsibilities of the complainant’s neighbour, who acted as
the Complainant’s agent in this matter:
•

The neighbor should have taken reasonable care of the goods once they were
delivered at the flat and should have made 100% sure that the person claiming that
the goods must be returned was in fact employed by House and Home.

We are of the view that both parties acted negligently and feel it would be appropriate
if there is an apportionment of damages.
We therefore suggest that you replace the goods as earlier offered by you, at your
cost, and that the complainant contributes by paying you R500.00 in order to get the
goods replaced. You should also bear the cost of delivering the replacement goods.
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Display: breaking item
RECOMMENDATION
25.

Dispute identification
Complaint No.

26.

:

201506-000377

Nature of dispute

:

Breakage of item on display

Adjudicator

:

N Melville

Date

:

7 March 2016

Summary of the complaint
On 23 August, the complainant entered the supplier’s store and browsed the goods
displayed. As she was exiting the shop, a lantern displayed on one of the tables
caught her eye, and she picked it up to look at the price, which was displayed
under the lantern. Unfortunately the lid of the lantern was not taped onto the item,
and while she had her hand on it, quite by accident it slipped and fell. The lid
cracked and broke, while the lantern itself was completely intact.
The sales lady (K.) rushed over and immediately informed her that she had to pay
for the item. Due to the fact that the complainant was put on the spot and felt quite
embarrassed and uncomfortable by the situation, she duly carried out K.’s
instruction. K. also admitted that she knew that it was an accident and that she felt
bad about it. The complainant did not take the lantern in question home with her
but and left it at the shop.
There is no notice in the store that if you break it you pay for it, although this was
told to the complainant in no uncertain terms by K.

3.

Details of steps taken to resolve the complaint

The complainant tried to resolve the matter in writing with the owner who rejected
her attempt by bringing her lawyer in to justify the charge for goods that were
accidently broken in the store.
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15.

Outcome proposed
The complainant would like to be refunded.

16.

The response of the supplier
i. On 23 August 2015, K. was the sales person on duty in the store at Hyde Park
shopping Centre. The supplier is a 25 year old interior design business that has
grown into a cutting edge retail store with a fully-imported selection of exclusive
Italian and European brands. The supplier stocks the Italian Seletti brand, of which
the lantern in question forms part. As its website indicates, clients are welcomed to
come into the store and meet the team who are always on hand to collaborate with
clients to create beautiful and inspiring spaces.
ii. On the day of the incident, there was a display table at the entrance/exit to the
store which has stacking doors which open fully, to be as interactive with shoppers
as possible. The Seletti lantern was on this table as confirmed by the complainant. (A
photograph of the display table was provided).
iii. As certain of the goods in the store are breakable and fragile, the sales staff are
always available at the central desk or on the store floor to deal with client enquiries
as to price and to assist clients in inspecting our goods. Kelly was fully available to
the complainant on the day in question, yet she did not enquire the price of the item
that had caught her eye, but unreasonably assumed that the price was on the bottom
of the fragile glass item.
iv. In actual fact, all the lanterns are priced on the inside of their small porcelain lids
as is apparent from the series of photographs attached hereto.
v. It is perfectly obvious to any reasonable person looking at the lantern, that it is
breakable and that the various parts, lid, glass and stand are to be treated with care in
handling, both in the store and the home.
vi. On the complainant’s own version she picked up the lantern to look for the price
displayed under the lantern. The complainant gives no basis whatsoever on how she
reached the illogical conclusion that the price was on the base of the lantern.
vii. That the lid of the lantern would fall off if picked up carelessly and recklessly is
obvious from looking at it. The suggestion that the lid should have been “taped” on
is ludicrous. The supplier sells beautiful design home-ware, based on its client’s
appreciation of Italian design in its pure and intended form.
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viii. That the little Seletti lantern has a small colour coded lid to match the rim of the
base is part of its charm. It is obvious that the lid is breakable.
ix. The complainant says that the lid slipped and fell whilst she had her hand on it,
quite by accident. If the complainant admits that she had her hand on the lid, she
fully appreciated that it was both loose and breakable when she dropped it.
x. The lid did not break by accident. It broke as a result of the complainant’s
deliberate actions in lifting up the lantern with its loose lid on, and turning it over to
see a price assumed to be on its base.
xi. It is the supplier’s contention that the circumstances of this breakage fall outside
the negligent accidental breakage for which the consumer in section 18 of the Act is
not liable.
xii. This breakage occurred as the result of a deliberate act by the complainant,
which in the circumstances was both grossly negligent and reckless as to the item. In
terms of the Act and Code, the complainant is liable for her own wrongful actions.
xiii. It is submitted that gross negligence in the context of the Act means serious
carelessness and a disregard for the rights of others. That is exactly what happened
here.
xiv. The complainant says that there is no notice in the shop that if you break it you
will pay for it. This misconceived suggestion is rejected. The supplier is fully aware
of its obligations in terms of the Act, which has been in place since 2011, and knows
that you cannot contract out of liability for a statutory protection such as the Act. Of
course there is no such notice in the shop, it would not be legally competent to have
same and our customers are cautious and careful in handling our breakable items.
xv. It is a half-truth for the complainant to say she did not take the lantern with her,
less its broken lid. What happened is that the complainant paid for the item without
demur, and having had it suitably wrapped left the store with same. A few minutes
later she returned to the store, saying she didn’t want it.
xvi. On numerous occasions the supplier has requested the complainant to collect the
Seletti lantern to no avail.
xvii. The supplier never has a sale when broken or shop soiled goods are sold. On
occasion we offer specials on beautiful complete items to our customers. The
supplier has no use for a Seletti lantern with no lid, as it would do violence to the
high standards for which the store has been known for 25 years. It does not sell
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incomplete designer lanterns and never will. That having been said, there is no
reason why the lantern should not give the complainant joy in her home, even if it is
lidless.
xviii. The supplier contends that this complaint should be dismissed. The item at
issue is a Seletti lantern costing over R 1000, not a yogurt tub from Woolworths. The
breakage was not caused accidentally by a handbag knocking an item off a table
which had been placed too close to the edge. All the items on the display table are
placed there with the care they deserve. It was a deliberate grossly negligent and
reckless act by the complainant which caused the lid to smash on the floor. This
situation is provided for in Section 18 of the Act.
xix. The supplier continues to tender the Seletti lantern without its lid to the
complainant.

6.

Attempted facilitation
The CGSO staff member dealing with the file suggested to the supplier that the
matter ought to be settled in favour of the complainant.

7.

Defining of issue
It is necessary to decide whether the supplier may hold the consumer liable for the
breakage on the basis on gross negligence on her part.

8.

The law
Consumer Protection Act (CPA)
The situation is governed by section 18 of the CPA (Consumer’s right to choose or
examine goods), the relevant aspect of which is:
(1) Despite any statement or notice to the contrary, a consumer is not responsible
for any loss or damage to any goods displayed by a supplier, unless the loss or
damage results from action by the consumer amounting to gross negligence or
recklessness, malicious behaviour or criminal conduct.
Case Law
In Government of the Republic of South Africa (Department of Industries) v Fibre
Spinners & Weavers (Pty) Ltd 1977 (2) SA 324 (D) (on appeal 1978 (2) SA 794
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(A)), the depositor’s grain bags were stored for reward in the depositee’s store.
Grain bags were stolen from the store by thieves, one of which was the depositee’s
chief security officer. The case turned on whether a party could contract out of
liability for gross negligence. On the facts, the court found that the allegations
amounted to ordinary negligence.
In the lower court, Didcott J referred to Rosenthal v Marks 1944 TPD 172 at 180,
in which it held that ‘gross negligence … connotes recklessness, an entire failure
to give consideration to the consequences of his actions, a total disregard of duty’
and to CSAR v Adlington & Co 1906 TS 964 at 973, where the court gave as an
example of gross negligence: ‘a person who takes charge of property (who) leaves
it so exposed that thieves may carry it off’. The court a quo in the Fibre Spinners
case concluded from these dicta that gross negligence ‘smacks of wanton
irresponsibility’ (at 335H).

In National Union of Metal Workers of South Africa obo Selepe v. ORAWAB
Investments (Pty) Ltd t/a Bergview Engen One-Stop [2013] 5 BALR 481 (MIBC)
Van Aarde, C. [at 5.3.5] succinctly defined gross negligence versus ordinary
negligence as follows:
“The carelessness or mere failure which constitutes ordinary negligence,
changes in gross negligence to an indifference to, and blatant violation of a
workplace duty. Gross negligence can be described as a conscious and
voluntary disregard of the need to use reasonable care, which has or is
likely to cause foreseeable grave injury or harm to persons, property or
both. It is conduct that is extreme when compared to ordinary negligence.
Gross negligence also focuses on the magnitude of the risks involved, such
that, if more than ordinary care is not taken, a serious mishap is likely to
occur. ... [At 5.3.6] Ordinary negligence and gross negligence accordingly
differ in degree of consciousness or inattention; and both differ from
‘wilful misconduct’, which is conduct that is reasonable calculated to cause
damage or injury.”
See also the authorities quoted in Transnet Ltd t/a Portnet v MV 'Stella Tingas' and
Another (378/01) [2002] ZASCA 145; [2003] 1 All SA 286 (SCA) at para 7.
These indicate the requirement of an extreme departure from the standard of the
reasonable person. In that case the conduct of the captain of a ship in entering a
port at excessive speed was held not to amount to gross negligence.
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9.

Consideration of the law and facts
It needs to be pointed out that the CGSO is, unlike the Tribunal, unable to make
authoritative pronouncements on the law. It is nevertheless empowered to advise
or educate both consumers and suppliers as to their consumer rights and
obligations. In the absence of decided cases from the courts and Tribunal, it
attempts to do so by anticipating how these bodies would decide upon matters.
The CPA must be interpreted in accordance with its spirit. It is clear from a
reading of the CPA as a whole that it intends largely to shift the risk of doing
business to suppliers and to prevent them from transferring it contractually to
consumers.
Section 18 confers a right upon consumers to examine goods before they enter a
transaction. They are not liable for any damages unless their conduct amounts to
gross negligence or recklessness, malicious behaviour or criminal conduct.
The supplier argues that the consumer was grossly negligent in turning the lantern
upside down as there was no need to do so to ascertain the price. It further states
that she must have realized that it was delicate and the top loose. Finally it argues
her conduct was a deliberate act.
Dealing with the last point first, Google defines “examine” (one of the section 18
rights) as:
Inspect (someone or something) thoroughly in order to determine their nature or
condition.
synonyms: inspect, survey, scrutinize, look at, look into, enquire into, study,
investigate, scan, sift, delve into, dig into, explore, probe, check out, consider,
appraise, weigh, weigh up, analyse, review, vet; subject to an examination.
The consumer’s actions fall within the ambit of this definition.
It was reasonable for the consumer to have assumed that as the lantern was on
open display, it was safe for her to pick it up and handle it. It is to be expected
that merchandise which may be damaged by improper handling would be on
closed display. 78
Next, the fact that the consumer’s actions were deliberate is irrelevant as the verb
“examine” suggests an intentional activity. If the supplier is suggesting that the

78

Paul D. Converse: Introduction to Marketing - Principles of Wholesale and Retail Distribution Prentice-Hall.
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consumer’s action was deliberate in the sense of “malicious behavior” (the
wording of the section), there is no basis on the evidence presented or the
probabilities of the case for arriving at such a conclusion.
The suggestion that this was not an inadvertent accident does not take the matter
further as section 18 by implication excuses ordinary negligence.
We are unaware of any cases decided on similar facts but are of the view that
something more than handling an object is required to constitute gross negligence.
The handling and examination of an object on open display is exactly what the
section has in mind. It clearly also contemplates the possibility of damage arising
from common causes such as dropping.
What then would amount to gross negligence? The frequently cited example of
allowing one’s child to run amok 79 or throwing a cricket ball to a friend in the
store come to mind. So too do engaging in a shopping cart pushing race down the
aisles of a supermarket and entering a shop with narrow aisles wearing a bulky
backpack.

10.

Conclusion
We are firmly of the view, based on an analysis of the law, that the Tribunal or a
court would not consider dropping an object on open display while handling it to
constitute gross negligence.

11.

Recommended resolution
In view of the above conclusion, it is recommended that the supplier refunds to the
consumer the full amount she was charged for the lantern.

79

See for example: http://www.rdm.co.za/business/2015/01/17/no-need-to-pay-if-you-break-it-by-accident
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Misrepresentation
Furniture a gift
Supplier told consumer furniture was a gift: proof of signed agreement
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

2013517356
Bonita Hughes
2 December 2013

Summary of your complaint
In May 2012 you received a call from the supplier to inform you that they will be
delivering furniture as a gift for being a loyal customer. The goods were delivered
after which you were called to come and sign for the goods. In the meantime you
applied for a loan through Standard Bank to settle all your accounts.
The supplier added the cost of the goods which were given as a gift to your account.
The loan received from Standard Bank was therefore not enough to settle all your debt
as most of the funds went to the supplier to settle your account with them.
The goods were given as a gift and should not have been added to your account.

2.

Summary of the supplier’s response
The supplier advised that according to their records you applied for a loan at Standard
Bank to settle your accounts. When the loan amount was paid into the supplier’s
account on the 24th of May 2012, Standard Bank overpaid the supplier’s account with
R14 419.84.
The supplier contacted you and asked if you want to purchase goods to the value of
the amount paid in excess (R14 419.84) or if they should refund you the amount.
You requested to purchase stock and completed all the necessary documentation on
the 11th of June 2012.
The goods were delivered on the 13th & 15th of June 2012.
In terms of the supplier’s documentation the goods were therefore first signed for and
thereafter delivered.

3.

Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by both you and the supplier and
advise as follows:
The supplier provided the following documentation in connection with the goods sold
to the value of R14 401.00:
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•
•
•

Proof of the funds paid into the supplier’s bank account by Standard Bank.
Proof of purchase – date and amount.
Proof of delivery.

In terms of the documents provided by the supplier the following was noted:
Standard Bank paid the funds into the supplier’s bank account on the 24th of May
2012.
On the 11th of June 2013 a purchase agreement for the goods was entered into. The
agreement stated that the cost of the goods is R14 401.00.
The proof of delivery shows that the goods were delivered on the 13th and 15th of June
2012.
Based on the documentation it appears that you first applied for a loan, then
purchased the goods after which it was delivered.
In terms of the purchase agreement it reflects the total amount of R14 401.00
repayable. We do not believe that a reasonable person would sign an agreement
stating a repayable amount and believe that they are receiving a gift. We also do not
consider it reasonable for someone to consider goods to the value of R14 400.00 to be
a gift.
4.

Conclusion
In terms of the signed agreement we have no legal basis to conclude that the supplier
offered the goods to you as a gift. We can thus not instruct them to give you the goods
as a gift and not charge you for same.
The supplier advised that they will however give you a refund for the goods if the
goods are returned to the supplier. We consider this to be fair and reasonable.
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Plain Language
RECOMMENDATION
27.

Dispute identification
Complaint No.

28.

:

201512-0005391

Nature of dispute

:

Agreement: Plain Language

Adjudicator

:

N Melville

Date

:

22 January 2016

Summary of the complaint
The supplier offers the X value added service. X then offers the Team X value
added service. The function of Team X, amongst other things, is to provide a
central platform to register for professional sporting associations (cycling/running)
and then to provide a cash back % on selected race event entry fees.
The terms and conditions that are provided with this service are very vague and
missing several crucial details. As a result the complainant interprets several
definitions and terms in one way and Team X enforces them in a different way
that negatively impacts and prejudices him. He believes this is deliberately
misleading in an effort to prejudicially extract more money from him.
The supplier’s terms and conditions are:
1.The registration fee is R600;
2.There is a no-cancellation policy;
3.The registration terminates on 31 December 2015;
4.The registration is valid for one(1) calendar year;
5.You must be registered as a member at the time cash back is paid out.
6.The event must be registered within 3 months of completion.
7.The supplier has not defined 'Calendar Year' upfront in the document, as is
required in any body of rules and regulations. Further investigation of all the
available resources on their web page at the time of entering into the agreement
did not produce any further clarity on the definitions and understandings.
The supplier however refuses to pay out on any event that happened before a
member paid the registration fee. This appears to contradict points 3 and 4: If the
calendar year terminates on 31 December 2015, then the start date must be 1
January 2015.
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Accordingly, if he is not paid the R600 event entrance fee he paid in August 2015,
he will not be getting one calendar year's' worth of benefits, but 4 months' worth
[presumably September to December].
The supplier has refused to either refund the complainant a pro rata amount of his
registration fee or accept that the start date of the registration was in fact 1 January
2015. He takes exception to not having been notified up front of the supplier’s
intention.

29.

The response of the supplier
The complainant joined Team X on 11 August 2015 and was therefore not an
active Team X member when he signed up for his event. It referred to its benefit
guide:
Earning cash back
How to earn up to 50% cash back with Team X
To qualify for up to 50% cash back:
 The event must be one of the selected, timed events on the Team X race
calendar that qualifies for either a 25% cash back or 50% cash back.
 You must have completed the event.
 You must be a Team X member at the time the cash back is awarded.
…
 Cash back will be awarded automatically after you complete the online
form and we can verify that you have completed the event.
 You have three months after the race in which to upload your race
details on the outdoor sporting events to qualify for cash back.

In email correspondence to the complainant, the supplier stated:
“You would have needed to register for the event as an active Team X
member in order to qualify for the cash-backs…
When you activate Team X and pay the registrations fee, there is a “no
cancellation” policy. This means that we will not be able to refund you
once the registration fee has been paid. If you choose to terminate the
benefit or your X policy, the ordinary rules for the termination of a benefit
and X membership will apply.”
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In its response to CGSO, the supplier stated in regard to the complainant’s
suggestion of cancellation: “Team X membership is valid for one calendar year
which begins on 01 January and it will end automatically on 31 December each
year... We cannot refund the activation fee nor can we pro rate the fee for 2015.”

30.

Complainant’s reply
From the paperwork the supplier made available to him, and therefore the only
paperwork that is admissible, the supplier’s rules say is that he gets access to a
calendar years’ worth of benefits, expiring on 31 December. He had to register the
event within 3 months of completion and had to be a member when the benefit is
paid out.

31.

Defining the issues
It is necessary to decide whether the complainant is entitled to claim for a partial
refund of event fees paid before he activated his membership on the grounds that
either this is what the agreement says or that the agreement was not in
understandable plain language.

32.

Legal considerations
Applicable provisions of the CPA:
Section 2 (1) states the Act must be interpreted in a manner that gives effect to the
purposes set out in section 3. These include:
3(1)(c) promoting fair business practices;
…
(e) improving consumer awareness and information and encouraging
responsible and informed consumer choice and behaviour.

Section 4(2)(b)((i) requires a court or the Tribunal to promote the spirit and purposes
of the Act. An aspect of that spirit is found in section 2(9) (b), which requires that in
the case of a conflict if the provisions of the legislation, the provision that extends the
greater protection to a consumer prevails over the alternative provision.
The plain language rule is set out in section 22 (2):
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For the purposes of this Act, a notice, document or visual representation is in
plain language if it is reasonable to conclude that an ordinary consumer of the
class of persons for whom the notice, document or visual representation is
intended, with average literacy skills and minimal experience as a consumer of
the relevant goods or services, could be expected to understand the content,
significance and import of the notice, document or visual representation
without undue effort, having regard to—
(a) the context, comprehensiveness and consistency of the notice, document or
visual representation;
(b) the organisation, form and style of the notice, document or visual
representation;
(c) the vocabulary, usage and sentence structure of the notice, document or
visual representation; and
(d) the use of any illustrations, examples, headings or other aids to reading and
understanding.
The rule is extended to any written agreement by section 50(2):
If a consumer agreement between a supplier and a consumer is in writing,
whether as required by this Act or voluntarily—
…
(b) the supplier must provide the consumer with a free copy, or free electronic
access to a copy, of the terms and conditions of that agreement, which must—
(i) satisfy the requirements of section 22 [plain language]...
Section 48 (1) prohibits a supplier from
(a) offering to supply, supply, or enter into an agreement to supply, any goods
or services—
…(ii) on terms that are unfair, unreasonable or unjust.
Section 51(1) prohibits a supplier from avoiding the provisions of the CPA:
A supplier must not make a transaction or agreement subject to any term or
condition if—
(a) its general purpose or effect is to—
(i) defeat the purposes and policy of this Act;
Other authority:
Naude & Eiselen et al Commentary on the Consumer Protection Act 2014 Juta
Section 22-4 fn 1
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Section 64 of the National Credit Act (NCA) is identical to s 22 of the CPA. This
means that court decisions regarding the NCA are relevant to the CPA.
As to the effect of an agreement not being in plain language:
Section 22-11
Furthermore, s 51(1)(b)(i)-(iii) states than a supplier may not enter into a
transaction or agreement subject to a term or a condition if it directly or
indirectly purports to waive or deprive the consumer or a right in terms of the
act or avoid a suppliers obligation or duty in terms of the act or override the
effect of any provisions of the act. Section 50 (2)(b)(i) requires agreements to
be written in plain and understandable language. Section 51 (3) provides that
the transaction or agreement, provision, term or condition of a transaction or
agreement is void to the extent that it contravenes s 51. Therefore, one may
argue that if an agreement is not written in plain and understandable language
as required in terms of s 50 (2)(b)(i), the agreement, provision, term or
condition of the agreement will be void in terms of 51 (3). If an agreement,
term or condition of agreement is void, the court may sever any part of the
agreement or provisions or alter it to the extent required to render it lawful or
declare the entire agreement or provision void as from the date it purportedly
took effect.
Case law
Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd v Dlamini (2877/2011) [2012] ZAKZDHC 64
This case dealt with the section of the National Credit Act that deals with plain
language and is equivalent to s. 22 of the CPA.
Para 40
If the unlawfulness was confined only to not recording fully and communicating
clause 10.6 of the agreement to Mr Dlamini, then clause 10.6 could have been altered
to render it lawful. If such notice was important to the Bank then it should have
included it in the agreement as a material procedural step not only to surrender but
also to claim a refund. It should also have ensured that Mr Dlamini was aware of it.
Para 67
When the form and get-up of the agreement is inconsistent with the NCA and its
regulations, and the Bank has not interpreted, translated or explained its material
terms, severance is not an option. The entire agreement must be set aside.
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Sonap Petroleum (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd v Pappadogianis (483/90) [1992] ZASCA
560.
Where the other party is aware of the error, he may not take advantage of it, or
“snatch at a bargain”
Hypercheck (Pty) Ltd v Mutual and Federal Insurance Company Ltd (2010/2695)
[2012] ZAGPJHC 2 at 9
The “golden rule” of interpretation:
Words in an agreement must be given their plain, ordinary, popular and grammatical
meaning, unless this would result in some absurdity, or it is evident from the context
that the parties intended the words in question to bear a different meaning.
The contra proferentem rule
If the meaning of a word or clause in an agreement is not clear, or the word or clause
is ambiguous, the verba fortuis accipiuntur contra proferentem rule is applicable i.e. a
written document must be construed against the person who drafted it.

33.

Consideration of facts and law
It is not clear whether the claim is in respect one or two separate events as in
correspondence the complainant mentions an event of 6 June 2015 and in the
complaint form an event entrance fee he paid in August 2015. It is not however
necessary at this point to seek further clarity as it is common cause between the
parties that the complainant entered at least one event before his membership was
processed.
The matter turns rather on the terms of the agreement: Each party has a different
view as to what they mean. The first question to be considered is the agreement in
plain language that would be understood by the class of persons for whom the
notice, document or visual representation is intended. The word understand must
be read to mean not merely that the content is understandable but also that the
significance of the agreement as a whole and the way it is intended to work is
conveyed in a manner that truly enables the consumer to make an informed
decision as contemplated in section 3(1)(e).
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Before embarking upon an elaborate enquiry in this regard, it makes sense to
consider first whether the agreement (benefit guide) 80 is understandable to a
person with legal training. The crucial issue in this regard is when the agreement
came into effect. The supplier contends that it was only when the complainant
signed up for membership while the complainant says that was with effect from
the beginning of 2015.
The agreement does not expressly state when the terms come into effect. It does
however require that a person is a Team X member at the time the cash back is
awarded.
The supplier’s statement that “Team X membership is valid for one calendar
year 81 which begins on 01 January and it will end automatically on 31 December
each year” supports the complainant’s argument that once he became a member,
he could claim for any event during the year.
Following the ruling in the Standard Bank case, the date on which the agreement
becomes effective is a material term. If it was to the effect that the agreement and
benefits only applied to the balance of the calendar year after the complainant
became a member, this should have been brought to the attention of the
complainant. The supplier should have ensured that the complainant was aware of
it. The consumer might not have entered into the agreement had he known that he
would have to pay the full annual fee but only receive the benefit of the agreement
for four months.
Another consideration is that, even if there was a term to the effect that the
entitlement to benefits only arose at the date of becoming a member, it would be
necessary to consider whether the term ought to be struck out for not being fair. It
does not seem fair that a consumer’s potential benefits would progressively reduce
as the year advanced but the fee they paid remained the same irrespective of when
they paid it. Fairness dictates that if it is the intention of the supplier that a
consumer is only entitled to benefits after becoming a member, the joining fee
should reduce proportionately as the year runs down. This type of arrangement is a
common feature of membership based organisations.
In order for the agreement to have the meaning that supplier wishes to give it, it
should have said something like:
80

The supplier did not refer to any other document so it can be concluded that this is the sole applicable
document.
81
The complainant queried the definition of calendar year. It is a period of a year beginning and ending with
the dates that are conventionally accepted as marking the beginning and end of a numbered year
(http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/calendar%20year).
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4.The registration is valid for one(1) calendar year from the date of acceptance by
[the supplier] until 31 December of the year in which the registration takes place
and the member shall only be entitled to claim benefits as from the date of
acceptance;
5.You must be registered as a member at the time of the event.
The present requirement of “when the cash back is awarded” might operate
unfairly as a member is given three months after the race in which to upload their
race details. This would prevent a member who joined for only one year on the
first of January of a year from claiming for a race run on 31 December of the same
year. It is not however necessary to make a decision on this aspect for this matter.
It also needs to be considered whether giving effect to the plain meaning of the
words of the agreement would lead to an absurd result. The supplier might argue
that if it is bound by the absence of words to the effect that the benefits
commenced with membership, this would mean that it could be liable for multiple
claims that arose before that date. The complainant could on the other hand argue
that he would have received no greater benefit than he would have been entitled to
had he signed up on 1 January 2015, for the same fee. The two arguments appear
evenly balanced.
Finally, in terms of the contra proferentem rule, any lack of clarity must be held
against the person who drafted the agreement, the supplier. This is in line with the
spirit of the CPA, to prefer the interpretation that extends the greater protection to
the consumer.
There is nothing in the papers before CGSO to support the complainant’s
contention that the supplier is deliberately misleading in its agreement.
In light of all these considerations it is concluded that the agreement does not have
the meaning that the supplier intended it to have and the supplier did not
communicate any other material term to the complainant. If this was as a result of
an error on the part of the supplier, there is nothing to indicate that the
complainant was aware there was an error or improperly tried to exploit the error,
or “snatch at a bargain”: There is not the multiplicity of claims that usually
accompany this practice.
Accordingly, the complainant’s claim should succeed.
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6.

Conclusion
The agreement does not say what the supplier intends it to say and accordingly it
is not capable of being understood as such by a lawyer, let alone the complainant.
Therefore it is not in plain language as defined in the CPA. The uncertainty must
be resolved in favour of the complainant and the agreement construed to mean that
it is valid for the entire year in which membership is taken out.
The Complainant does not seek to void the contract. The Complainant is
accordingly entitled to claim in respect of events that took place during the course
of the year, so long as he complies with the other requirements.

7.

Recommended resolution
In view of the above conclusion, it is recommended that the supplier pays the
complainant for the event or events if there was more than one that he claimed in
respect of, in accordance with the provisions of the benefit guide.
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Price
Lowest display price binding
Refusal by supplier to sell at the displayed price: display price binding
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

20131118951
N Melville
1 July 2014

Summary of the complaint
The complainant went to the store and saw a Nespresso Latissima Machine priced
at R485.00. When the complainant wanted to buy it at the displayed price, the
store refused to sell it to her.

2.

Summary of outcome
The supplier is bound by that incorrect price as the transaction was concluded by
the consumer’s conduct of indicating she wished to purchase the goods. The
supplier cannot rely upon the protection afforded by section 23(9) as it was too
late when the supplier informed the consumer of the error.

3.

The response of the supplier
The supplier provided this office with its response:
The supplier informed the consumer that it will not be able to sell her the Nespresso
machine at R485. The error on the price tag had a dot before the zero and not after i.e.
R485.0
When she informed the supplier that as a consumer she was within her rights to pay
the price she sees, the supplier advised her that the CPA also stipulates that where
there are obvious errors, the retailer has the opportunity to inform the customer of the
error and ensure that before a transaction is concluded that the right price is given to
the consumer.

4.

Legal considerations
Common Law:
When the agreement is concluded
Under the common law, a contract normally comes into effect where there is an offer
that is accepted: Estate Breet v Peri-Urban Areas Health Board 1955 3 SA 523 (A).
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An offer occurs when someone puts forward a proposal with the intention that if it is
accepted, a contract will come into existence.
In the case of Crawley v Rex 82, a shopkeeper advertised on a placard outside his shop
a particular brand of tobacco at a cheap price to attract the public. The court held that
the advertisement did not constitute a binding offer that a customer could accept but
was merely an announcement of the shopkeeper’s intention to sell at the advertised
price (this is known as an invitation to treat (do business)). The court was swayed by a
concern that if a shopkeeper had sold out of the goods, thousands of customers may
nevertheless hold him to the offer.
A shop owner displaying their goods for sale is generally making an invitation to
treat: Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain v Boots Cash Chemists (Southern)
Ltd [1953] 1 QB 401. They are not obliged to sell the goods to anyone who is willing
to pay for them, even if additional signage such as "special offer" accompanies the
display of the goods.
In American law, in self-service stores, the store makes an offer to sell for cash at the
prices marked on the goods (Lasky v. Economy Grocery Stores, 319 Mass. 224, 65
N.E. (2d) 305, 163 A.L.R. 235 (1946)). The court held that the offer is accepted when
the customer reaches the check-out. The French approach is similar with regard to the
offer but holds that the acceptance takes place when the item is taken from the shelf.
In practice this is an important distinction as it is necessary to be able to pinpoint the
exact point of no return in the transaction in order to determine whether or not the
supplier can refuse to sell the goods at a particular price. That point is reached when
the agreement is perfecta.
The sale becomes perfecta once there is agreement on the merx (the thing sold) and
the pretium (price) and any condition, resolutive or suspensive, has been fulfilled.
Once the seller promises to deliver a thing to the buyer and the latter agrees to pay a
certain price, agreement is reached and that alone constitutes the sale—neither
delivery nor payment is necessary before the sale is concluded.
Where there was a unilateral mistake involved and the mistake was a iustus
(excusable) error, a party may escape being bound (Maritz v Pratley (1894) 11 SC
345). Where the other party is aware of the error, he may not take advantage of it, or
“snatch at a bargain” (Sonap Petroleum (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd v Pappadogianis
(483/90) [1992] ZASCA 560).
In Anglo African Shipping (Pty) Ltd. v Slavin's Packaging (74/85) [1986] ZASCA
110, an employee had mistakenly transposed the prices of two items when offering

82

1909 TS 1105, analysed in Hanri du Plessis 2014, “Display of Goods for Sale, Advertisements and
the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008”, paper presented at the 14th International Association of Consumer
Law Conference, University of Sydney, 1 - 4 July 2013.
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them for sale. Smalberger JA illustrated just how narrow the defence of unilateral
mistake is:
“The fact that Slavin appreciated that he was striking a bargain does not mean
that he ‘snatched’ at one in the legal sense. The latter concept denotes an
unconscionable act (which the law will not countenance) in deliberately
seeking to take advantage of another's known mistake (I refer, of course, to the
case where actual knowledge is present); striking a bargain is a legitimate
occurrence frequently encountered in the business and commercial world
which the law recognises and enforces.”
Applicable provisions of the CPA:
Interpretation:
2(2) When interpreting or applying this Act, a person, court or Tribunal or the
Commission may consider—
(a) appropriate foreign and international law;
4(3) If any provision of this Act, read in its context, can reasonably be construed to
have more than one meaning, the Tribunal or court must prefer the meaning that best
promotes the spirit and purposes of this Act, and will best improve the realisation and
enjoyment of consumer rights generally, and in particular by persons contemplated in
section 3(1)(b).

Price:
23(6) Subject to subsections (7) to (10), a supplier must not require a consumer to pay
a price for any goods or services—
(a) higher than the displayed price for those goods or services; or
(b) if more than one price is concurrently displayed, higher than the lower or
lowest of the prices so displayed…
23(9) If a price as displayed contains an inadvertent and obvious error, the supplier is
not bound by it after—
(a) correcting the error in the displayed price; and
(b) taking reasonable steps in the circumstances to inform consumers to
whom the erroneous price may have been displayed of the error and the
correct price.

5.

Consideration of the law
It is important to bear in mind that Crawley v Rex dealt with a placard placed
outside a shop, which is more akin to an advertisement (covered by section 30)
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than a displayed price, and was decided before the advent of self-service stores
and there has been no more recent decision by our courts in this area. The Boots
Cash Chemists decision, which in any event was obiter as it related to criminal
charges (the same can be said of Crawley v Rex) is not binding on our courts.
Whatever the common law position is, it is necessary to decide to what extent
CPA section 23(6), which prohibits a supplier from charging more than the lowest
price displayed, in effect overrules the common law and makes the displayed price
a binding offer that converts to a binding contract once accepted by the consumer
tendering payment.
Hanri du Plessis 83 argues that the supplier is bound by the displayed price by
reasoning that this can be inferred from the words ‘the seller is not bound’ used in the
exceptions contained in sections s 23(9)–(10). Bracher reaches the same conclusion
but takes a different approach. 84 He reasons that if a supplier is not bound by the
provisos to section 23(9), the corollary must be true, namely that the supplier is bound
if the displayed price is not inadvertent but deliberate or if it is not an obvious error.
Section 23(6) is mitigated to the benefit of the supplier in the case where the price
as displayed contains an inadvertent and obvious error (section 23(9)) if, upon
discovering the error, the supplier:
•
•

corrects the error; and
takes reasonable steps in the circumstances to inform consumers of the
error and the correct price
(the requirements of these bullet points are hereafter referred to as the
provisos).

It is therefore essential to determine the point in the dealing until which the supplier
can take these steps and after which the supplier is bound regardless. In the common
law, this would be when the contract is perfecta.
The CPA is silent on when a transaction is concluded. It cannot be the same as the
common law position, assuming our courts follow the Boots Cash Chemists finding85
that the sale is concluded when the cashier accepts the price, as this would mean that
the concluding act or acceptance would be by the seller. If it is the customer who is
accepting the offer, as is suggested in the previous section above, the transaction must
be concluded at some time prior to the acceptance of payment.
The possibilities are:

83

Hanri du Plessis “Display of Goods for Sale, Advertisements and the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008”
paper presented at the 14th International Association of Consumer Law Conference, University of Sydney, 1 - 4
July 2013.
84
Patrick Bracher, unpublished opinion to CGSO (2014) at 4.
85
This is by no means a certainty as the decision was made at the dawn of the electronic age and was in respect
of a crime rather than a contract.
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•
•
•
•
•

When the total price has been rung up and the customer tenders payment;
When the price of the disputed item is rung up at the till;
When the customer places the goods on the check-out counter;
When the customer arrives at the check-out counter;
When the customer takes the goods off the shelf and places them in the basket
or trolley.
The first possibility can be excluded on the grounds that payment relates to the
performance of the contract rather than when it is concluded or perfecta. It is unlikely
in any event that the consumer would tender payment of the disputed amount.
In view of the difficulties associated with treating the placing of the item in one’s
basket as acceptance that were considered in the Boots Cash Chemists case (such as
not being able to change one’s mind), the last possibility on the list can also be
excluded. To decide which of the other possibilities is the better position, one needs to
consider the practicalities of the process.
In practice, the supplier or its servant, the till operator, would only become aware of
the error in the price at the point it was rung up at the till. If it was sufficient for the
purpose of the first proviso to section 23(9) for the till operator to say “The correct
price is R X, I cannot sell the item to you at the incorrectly marked price of R Y, ”
that would mean that the supplier would never be bound by an obvious error in price,
rendering the section redundant. This would be contrary to the presumption that
legislation does not contain futile or nugatory provisions. 86
In order to give effect to the section, it is necessary to hold that the transaction is
concluded before the price is rung up on the till. The most logical and workable
conclusion is that it happens when, where appropriate, the consumer takes the selected
goods out of the trolley or basket and places them on the counter (the third
possibility) 87. By so doing, the consumer is tacitly communicating, “I accept these
goods at the prices displayed on or next to them”. 88 Unless any of the other of the
exceptions exists, the sale becomes binding upon the supplier at that point.
It is then, armed with the knowledge of the error, that the supplier can take steps to
correct the displayed price and inform subsequent customers of the error before they
accept the offer at the displayed price.
Steps that might be considered reasonable in informing customers might include:
withdrawing the product from sale, fixing the pricing error price or label on a shelf,
and then making the product available for sale again; putting up notices at the stores
affected or making an announcement over the public address (tannoy) system.
86

Ex Parte The Minister of Justice: In re R v Jacobson and Levy 1931 AD 466.
This may be what Somervell L.J. had in mind when he referred to when the customer goes up to the cashier
and offers to buy what they have so far chosen (Boots Cash Chemists at 406).
88
In the case of bulky goods which are scanned while still in the trolley, wheeling the trolley up to the counter
would have the same effect.
87
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It remains to consider whether, irrespective of the point at which the transaction is
perfecta, the supplier may not still claim that it has made an error and the customer is
accordingly improperly trying to snatch a bargain.
It is necessary to determine whether the common law defence of snatching a bargain
has been displaced by s 23 (9), which states that supplier is not bound by an
inadvertent and obvious error in the price provided it correcting the error and takes
reasonable steps to inform consumers of the error.
In order to do so, one needs to analyse section as a whole. In summary,
Section 29(6) provides a supplier may not charge the higher price unless
29(7) the price is determined by regulation;
29(8) the original price is wholly obscured by a new price;
29(9) there is an inadvertent and obvious error; or
29(10) there was an unauthorised alteration of the price.
This is surely a closed list, so section 29(9) is implicitly intended to replace the
common law snatching a bargain. It is difficult to see how any other conclusion can
be reached, especially that snatching at a bargain can be relied upon instead of section
29(9).
It follows that it is then that once the consumer places the selected goods on the
counter 89 or tells the sales assistant that they want a particular item, it is too late for
the sales assistant or till operator to say, “Sorry, that price is incorrect and I cannot
sell it to you at that price.”
Subsequent customers would also benefit from the incorrect price unless or until such
time as the supplier corrected the error in the displayed price and took reasonable to
inform consumers to whom the erroneous price may have been displayed of the error.
Section 29(9) does not apply in instances where the circumstances are such that
the error is not obvious, such as where the price is described in the display as
“never to be repeated”, “below cost” or “ridiculously low” or words to that effect.
It does seem that in practice the only time a supplier would be likely to be able to
alert a consumer to the incorrect price before the sale was concluded is if the price
was displayed in a catalogue, brochure, circular or similar form of publication
available to that consumer, or to the public generally (section 23(5)(c)).This seems
to be the probable intention of the legislature because it would only be in that sort
of a situation where the seller was exposed to the possibility of being bound to sell

89

Or takes the trolley up to the counter in the case of large items.
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non-existent stock to large numbers of potential customers. Where the price is
displayed physically on or near the goods, the seller is only bound to sell the
actual goods available on display.

6.

Applying the law to the facts
The display price of R485.00 is so much lower than R4850.00 that it gives rise to
an inference that it was an obvious error. It is evident that the supplier only
became aware of the error in the price when the consumer purported to buy the
Nespresso Latissima Machine. At that point, the contract of sale was already
perfecta, before the two provisos section 23(9) had been complied with i.e. the
consumer was informed of the error and the price was changed.
A different conclusion might be reached in the case of an error in a price
advertised in a catalogue, brochure, circular or similar form of publication
available to that consumer, or to the public generally.

7.

Conclusion and recommendation
Based on the information provided by the parties, there was an inadvertent error in
the price displayed for a Nespresso Latisima Machine and the supplier refused to
honour the displayed price. The supplier is bound by that incorrect price as the
transaction was concluded by the consumer’s conduct of indicating she wished to
purchase the goods. The supplier cannot rely upon the protection afforded by
section 23(9) as it was too late when the supplier informed the consumer of the
error.
The supplier should accordingly honour the incorrect price.

Postea
The supplier took advantage of the opportunity to comment and responded:
[H]aving read the assessment, we made more specific enquiries with the store staff in
question and advise as follows:
1.
The Nespresso machine in question was the only one on display but was
displayed with other Nespresso machines priced from ±R1699.00 to ±R5000.00.
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2.
When observing the price displayed, the customer called a staff member
over to query the price ie she asked the staff member if that was the price of the
item.
3.
The customer was then advised that it was in fact not the correct price and
it was only then that the customer indicated that she wanted the machine at the
price displayed.
In light of the aforementioned, it is clear that at the very least the customer realised
that a mistake must have been made, which is why she called someone over to
check the price.

While we do not share the view that the CPA has changed the common law with
regard to offer and acceptance, even if we did accept the opinion put forward by
you and as detailed in the assessment, on these facts there would have been no
sale. This consumer did not have the goods in her trolley/basket and place them
on the counter indicating that she was accepting the goods at the price displayed.

CGSO gave the complainant the opportunity to respond to this assertion and the
complainant admitted that she queried the price with the staff after which they informed
her it is a mistake.
She now understands that she will not be able to get the machine at the error price and
asked that CGSO close the file.
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Incorrect price displayed
Price not binding after consumer informed
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

2013427507
N Melville
22 July 2013

Summary of the complaint
The supplier advertised Stella sleeper couches for R199 and when the complainant
wanted to buy two of them, the store manager told her that there was an error in
the price and the manager refused to sell the second couch to the consumer at the
displayed price.

2.

Summary of outcome
Suppliers are bound to provide goods at lowest advertised or displayed prices unless
they inform the consumer of an error. That is what happened in this case when the
first couch was rung up. The supplier was not obliged to sell a second couch at the
incorrect price.

3.

The response of the supplier
The supplier provided this office with a copy of its response to the NCC:
•
•
•

•
•

4.

This complaint was received by the supplier on Thursday, 16th August 2012.
The customer visited the store in Rosebank and saw a Stella Sleeper Couch
incorrectly priced at R199.99.
The customer wanted to purchase the couch at the advertised price and in the
interest of good customer service, the store management took the decision to sell
one Stella Sleeper Couch to the customer at the incorrect price of R199.99 bearing
in mind that the selling price of this couch is R1999.99.
Customer wanted to buy a second couch also at R199.99 which the store refused
to do as this was an obvious pricing error.
The store does apologise for any inconvenience caused with this obvious error,
but will not be able to sell the customer a second couch at the obviously incorrect
price.

Attempts to resolve the complaint
After reviewing the file, I enquired of the supplier at what point was the customer
informed of the error. An email was received from H on 27/06/2013, stating that the
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customer was informed of the error whilst in the store. Following a request for further
clarification, I received the following response:
Ms. N visited the store in June 2012 and saw that the Stella Sleeper couch was
incorrectly advertised for R199.99, correct price R1999.99.
The salesperson immediately realised that there was an error on the signage
and advised Ms. N of the error and also removed the incorrect signage.
The customer requested to speak to the manager and the sales manager, A than
attended to Ms. N.
Ms. N advised Mr. G that she wants to purchase a couch at the incorrect price.
Mr. G contacted the store manager, R, who agreed to sell one of the mentioned
couches to the customer at the incorrect price, as it was a store error.
Mr. G informed Ms. N of the decision taken by the store management which
the customer accepted.
Ms. N then insisted on having a second couch also at the incorrect price.
The regional manager, N N was contacted and informed of the situation and
agreed with the store management’s decision to sell Ms.N one sleeper couch at
the incorrect price, but also agreed that the store cannot sell the customer a
second couch at the incorrect price, as the customer initially requested to
purchase one couch.
The store assisted Ms. , by selling her one sleeper couch at the incorrect price,
taking responsibility for the obvious error committed by the store and also to
promote good customer service.
The supplier also provided a copy of the complaint as recorded by NCC.

5.

Investigative findings
There is a dispute of fact between the parties regarding whether the consumer
attempted to purchase both couches at the same time (consumer’s version) or the
consumer first bought one couch and then tried to purchase the second couch at
the same reduced price (supplier’s version). As will become clear later, the
sequence of events is material to the outcome. I had considered dealing with the
matter by means of mediation but decided that it was preferable to give guidance
in this important but unclear area of the Act. Further, the mediator indicated she
did not think a resolution was likely when I discussed it with her.
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6.

Legal considerations/Applicable provisions of the Code of Conduct
Code:
e.

The criteria to be used in resolving disputes includes:
8.5.15 the law, especially the Act and the Code (in cases where there is conflict
between the interpretation of the Code or the Act, the Act will always
prevail);
8.5.16 applicable industry codes or guidelines;

ii.

Fairness in all the circumstances.

Applicable provisions of the CPA:
Interpretation:
2(2) When interpreting or applying this Act, a person, court or Tribunal or the
Commission may consider—
(a) appropriate foreign and international law;
4(3) If any provision of this Act, read in its context, can reasonably be construed to
have more than one meaning, the Tribunal or court must prefer the meaning that best
promotes the spirit and purposes of this Act, and will best improve the realisation and
enjoyment of consumer rights generally, and in particular by persons contemplated in
section 3(1)(b).

Price: 90
23(6) Subject to subsections (7) to (10), a supplier must not require a consumer to pay
a price for any goods or services—
(a) higher than the displayed price for those goods or services; or
(b) if more than one price is concurrently displayed, higher than the lower or lowest
of the prices so displayed…
(9) If a price as displayed contains an inadvertent and obvious error, the supplier is
not bound by it after—
(a) correcting the error in the displayed price; and
(b) taking reasonable steps in the circumstances to inform consumers to whom the
erroneous price may have been displayed of the error and the correct price.

90

See also the commentary in Annexure B.
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30(1) A supplier must not advertise any particular goods or services as being
available at a specified price in a manner that may result in consumers being misled
or deceived in any respect relating to the actual availability of those goods or services
from that supplier, at that advertised price.
(2) If a supplier advertises particular goods or services as being available at a
specified price, and the advertisement expressly states a limitation in respect of the
availability of those goods or services from that supplier at that price, the supplier
must make those goods or services available at that price, to the extent of the
expressed limits.

Section 30 refers to adverts, which is what this case is about, while section 23 applies
to displayed prices. Unlike section 26, section 30 does not provide how errors are to
be dealt with nor what the position is if a limit was not placed on the numbers
available.
Law:
When the agreement is concluded
Under the common law, a contract normally comes into effect where there is an offer
that is accepted: Estate Breet v Peri-Urban Areas Health Board 1955 3 SA 523 (A).
An offer occurs when someone puts forward a proposal with the intention that if it is
accepted, a contract will come into existence.
The publication of an advertisement offering goods for sale at a stated price is not an
offer to all who may read the advertisement but merely an invitation to make offers:
Bird v Summerville 1960 4 SA 395(N) 401D. This is referred to as an invitation to
treat.
A shop owner displaying their goods for sale is generally making an invitation to
treat: Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain v Boots Cash Chemists (Southern)
Ltd [1953] 1 QB 401. They are not obliged to sell the goods to anyone who is willing
to pay for them, even if additional signage such as "special offer" accompanies the
display of the goods.
In Partridge v Crittenden [1968] 1 WLR 1204, it was held that where the appellant
advertised to sell wild birds, it was not offering to sell them. Lord Parker CJ
commented that it did not make "business sense" for advertisements to be offers, as
the person making the advertisement may find himself in a situation where he would
be contractually obliged to sell more goods than he actually owned.
Foreign law and practice
Approach to apportionment of risk
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The CPA was drafted by Canadian attorney Phil Knight. According to him, the
philosophy underpinning the CPA is the transfer of the risk attaching to doing
business from the consumer, who was usually obliged to accept it by the terms of the
agreement, to the business, which is best able to distribute the risk through pricing,
insurance or taking preventative steps. 91 This philosophy is influenced by American
and Australian legal thinking, considered below. Further, the CPA prevents suppliers
from forcing consumers to accept risks.
Examples in the CPA where the risk is explicitly stated to be transferred to the
supplier are:
s.18: The risk of accidental damage to displayed goods is borne by the supplier and
may not be passed to the consumer;
s. 20(4): The risk of goods that may be returned ITO subsection (2)(b) to (d);
s. 20(5): The risk of returning unsolicited goods;
s. 56(2): The risk of goods that may be returned; and
s 62(1)(b): Goods on lay-by

USA
Calabresi (1970) argued that the efficient/optimal allocation of risk should be the
economic and social objective pursued by the courts and governments. This means
that risks should be allocated to the party that is best positioned to know about the
risks and take precautions designed to avoid the event/accident. It is a search for the
“cheapest cost avoider”. 92

Australia
Government with its access to sophisticated self financing insurance pools and taxes
may be in the best position to be a loss distributor compared to a multitude of small
and diverse nonprofit service providers, impoverished clients receiving public goods
and lack of dedicated private insurance pools serving nonprofit community service
enterprise. 93

South Africa
91

Departm ent of Trade and Industry: Consum er Protection Law Conference 'Chan gin g the Consum er
Protection Landscape in South Africa: The Consum er Protection Act 68 of 20 0 8' Gallagher Estate, 4
to 5 March 20 10 .
92
Calabresi G, (1970) The Cost of Accidents: A legal and economic analysis, New Haven: Yale
University Press. Similarly, “Liability should be on the best risk avoider, who may or may not be the ... party
best suited to distribute costs.” (Texas Law Review)
93
Who should bear the risk – The party least able to refuse or the party best able to
manage the risk? P17 http://eprints.qut.edu.au/5159/1/5159_1.pdf
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The principal that a supplier who voluntarily participates in an activity must bear the
risks associated with it was already part of South African law:
“ A bank which voluntarily decides to participate in a situation which has inherent
risk was not entitled to complain and avoid its duty of care arising in that situation by
pointing to the cost of safeguarding against the risk of the situation.” 94
Survey: approach to pricing

UK
The price on display, such as the price on the actual goods, the shelf edge price, the
price given in an advertisement or on a website, can form part of what the law terms
'an invitation to treat'. This means that the price given by the trader forms part of an
invitation for a prospective buyer to make an offer to buy, which the trader is entitled
to either accept or reject. The buyer cannot insist that a trader sells anything at the
marked price, whether or not the trader has made a mistake. However, trading
standards can take action against a trader for giving a misleading price indication. 95

Australia
If you display or advertise in a catalogue the same good with more than one price,
you must sell the good for the lowest displayed (or advertised) price or withdraw the
goods from sale until the price is corrected. 96

Queensland
If an incorrect price is displayed, is the business obliged to sell the product at the
lowest displayed price?
No. If a displayed price is incorrect, the business is entitled to withdraw the product
from sale, fix the pricing error, and then make the product available for sale again.
In some cases, this may be as simple as fixing a price or label on a shelf. But if the
incorrect price has been placed in a newspaper advertisement or pamphlet, the
business would need to publish a correction before returning the item for sale at the
correct price. 97

Canada
Sale Above Advertised Price
94

Kwa Mashu Bakery Ltd v Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd 1994 CLD 160(D) @ 178 (quoted from
headnote).
95
http://www.tradingstandards.gov.uk/cgi-bin/brighton-hove/con1item.cgi?file=*ADV1011-1111.txt
96
97

Australian Competition & Consumer Commission http://www.accc.gov.au/
Office of fair trading: Sales practice (pricing and lay-bys) www.fairtrading.qld.gov.au
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Section 74.05 of the Competition Act is a civil provision. It prohibits the sale or rent
of a product at a price higher than its advertised price. The provision does not apply if
the advertised price was a mistake and the error was immediately corrected.
If a court determines that a person has engaged in conduct contrary to section 74.05, it
may order the person not to engage in such conduct, to publish a corrective notice
and/or to pay an administrative monetary penalty of up to $750,000 in the case of a
first time occurrence by an individual and $10,000,000 in the case of a first time
occurrence by a corporation. For subsequent orders, the penalties increase to a
maximum of $1,000,000 in the case of an individual and $15,000,000 in the case of a
corporation. 98
Canadian Code of Practice Scanner Price Accuracy
If the scanned price of an non-price ticketed item is higher than the shelf price or any
other displayed price, the customer is entitled to receive the item free, up to a $10
maximum. When the item has a price tagged, the lowest price applies. When identical
items are incorrectly priced, the second one will be sold at the correct price. 99

New Zealand
What are my rights if a shop advertises something at the wrong price?
Although the shop has probably breached the Fair Trading Act, the only loss or
damage you have suffered is a wasted trip to the shop. You can ask them to
compensate you for this, but you cannot force the shop to sell you the goods at the
advertised price. 100

Ireland
Traders are required to ensure that prices displayed are accurate and not misleading.
Put simply, the price displayed must be the same as the price charged at the till. This
also applies to special offers.
If a shop incorrectly labels something with the wrong price, and it is lower than the
price charged at the till, you do not have an automatic right to buy the goods at the
marked price. As long as the seller tells you before your money is taken that the
higher price applies, you can decide not to buy it. 101

7.

98

Consideration of facts and law

http://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/home

99

http://forum.smartcanucks.ca/
Fair Trading Act New Zealand http:// www.consumeraffairs.govt.nz/
101
National Consumer Agency Ireland http://www.nca.ie/nca/pricing-rules#content
100
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Facts
The parties agree that the supplier advertised Stella sleeper couches for R 199.99
and it does not appear to be disputed that the correct price was R 1999.99. It is
also agreed by the parties that the complainant wanted to buy two couches at the
lower price but was only permitted to buy one. Where they differ is that the
consumer claims that she attempted to purchase both couches at the same time
while the supplier claims the consumer first bought one couch and then tried to
purchase the second couch at the same reduced price.
Unlike a court or the Tribunal, this office has no power to conduct a hearing or
provision for the parties to be cross examined under oath. It must instead do the
best it can on the information placed before it or obtained by it. In order for it to be
effective, it needs on occasion to take a robust approach.
The versions of the parties on the papers in this case are evenly balanced against
each other. It is just as likely that the complainant might have decided to buy a
second couch after the first transaction went through, after contemplating what a
good bargain was to be had, as it is that the supplier would claim that the second
transaction occurred after the complainant was made aware of the error, in order to
avoid additional loss. Equally, the recollection of either party could have been
mistaken. The supplier has been consistent in asserting that one couch was sold to
the consumer before she asked for a second one. It also lists more than one witness
to the event. This dispute of fact, however, cannot be resolved on the papers.
Law
From the comparative survey of legal approaches to price discrepancies, it is
evident that there is a spectrum of approaches varying from that the incorrect price
is not binding to the item must be sold at no charge below a stated value. An error
in the price in South Africa prior to the CPA would not be binding as it would
have been considered to be an invitation to treat. CPA section 23(6), which
prohibits a supplier from charging more than the lowest price displayed, in effect
overrules the common law and makes the displayed price a binding offer that
converts to a binding contract once accepted by the consumer tendering payment.
This rule is mitigated to the benefit of the supplier in the case where the price as
displayed contains an inadvertent and obvious error (section 23(9)) if, upon
discovering the error, the supplier:
•
•

corrects the error; and
takes reasonable steps in the circumstances to inform consumers of the
error and the correct price
(the requirements of these bullet points are hereafter referred to as the
provisos) .
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On a plain interpretation of section 30, if an advertisement specified a limitation
on the number available, a supplier would be bound to provide the item advertised
at the advertised price up to the limit advertised, irrespective of any notice
subsequently placed in the store. A failure to comply may lead to the imposition of
an administrative fine.
Sections 23 and 30 appear to be contradictory with regard to errors unless section
23 is taken only to refer to displayed prices in the store and section 30 is taken to
refer to advertisements in the media/ online. This is something only the Tribunal
or the Courts can pronounce on.
Applying the law to the facts
The display price of R 199.99 is so much lower than R 1999. 99 that it gives rise
to an inference that it is an obvious error. This will not always be the case: there
may be instances where the circumstances are such that the error is not obvious,
such as where the price is described in the display as “never to be repeated”,
“below cost” or “ridiculously low” or words to that effect.
It is evident that the supplier only became aware of the error in the price when the
consumer attempted to buy the couches. If the consumer had indeed requested to
purchase two couches at that point, the supplier would have been obliged to
supply them at the incorrect price as the consumer’s act would have constituted
binding acceptance and the two provisos had not yet been complied with. This
would hold true even if the consumer had ordered a thousand couches at that price.
If, however, the supplier had informed the consumer of the error and the correct
price after the consumer had asked to purchase one couch, the provisos would
have been complied with and the supplier would not have been bound by the
incorrect price with regards to the second couch.

8.

Conclusion
Based on the information provided by the parties, there was an inadvertent error in
the price displayed for a couch and the supplier refused to honour the displayed
price in respect of the second couch that the consumer wanted to purchase.
The evidence precludes a firm factual finding from being made in this instance
and it cannot be said with certainty that the supplier’s version is not true. A
hearing might displace this conclusion, but this procedure is not available to this
office.
Accepting this, it accordingly follows that the supplier acted correctly in selling
the first Couch at the advertised price and was not obliged to sell the second price
at the incorrect price.
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The following principles that emerge from this case are of broader application:
1] Suppliers are bound to provide goods at lowest advertised or displayed prices
i.e. they bear the risk and costs associated with errors;
2] In the case of displayed price errors, the supplier is bound until the consumer is
informed. If the consumer acts in a manner consistent with buying the item prior
to being informed of the error, the consumer is entitled to pay the error price e.g.
the consumer takes the item (or the product details if to be delivered or collected
from dispatch) to the till with the intention of paying for it or places the order with
the sales assistant and the cashier/ sales assistant then informs the consumer of the
error;
3] Suppliers can limit the extent of their risk by stipulating the number of items
available at a given price or the period for which the offer is valid in adverts and
by correcting the error and taking reasonable steps in the case of displayed prices.
4] Reasonable steps may include:
•

In the case of a display error: Withdrawing the product from sale, fixing the
pricing error price or label on a shelf, and then making the product available
for sale again;
• In the case where the incorrect price has been placed online, in a
newspaper advertisement, e mail, sms, catalogue or pamphlet:
o replacing the advert/ readvertising with a notification alerting
consumers to the error and correct price or notifying them via
email or sms;
o putting up notices at the stores affected and keeping suitable proof
(including photographs with time/ date indicated) of the form of
the notices, who put them up and when;
o offering to compensate customers for wasted trips by means of
cash or vouchers.
5] Suppliers can also:
•

ensure that goods and services have one displayed price;

•

ensure that tills are capable of ringing up displayed prices and are updated as
prices advertised and displayed change;

•

appoint a specific employee to be responsible to check for price errors in
displays at regular intervals and advertisements before they are approved;

•

keep contemporaneous records of incidents of customers claiming goods at
advertised prices and conversations that take place.
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6] Suppliers need to bear in mind that in addition to allowing consumers to buy at
lower prices or compensating them, the suppliers run the risk of having to pay
administrative fines for incorrectly advertising prices.

9.

Suggested resolution
The supplier need not sell the second couch at the reduced, incorrect price in this
instance. It should, however, take heed of the principles set out above and take
steps to ensure that it is more careful in future.

Mistake in price quoted
Price binding
Complaint ref
Adjudicator
Date
1.

:
:
:

2014423899
Bonita Hughes
9 May 2014

Summary of complaint
The complainant, Mr D, wanted material for decking and phoned the supplier. A
verbal quote of R6 600.00 was given to Mr D.
On 13 March 2014 a quote was e-mailed to Mr D totalling R6 601.51. Mr D phoned
the supplier to confirm the price quoted. The supplier confirmed the amount and Mr D
advised that he will go to the factory to view the product. After viewing the product
on 14 March 2014, the amount quoted was paid, as it was in fact what the
complainant was looking for.
On 18 March 2014 Mr D received a call from the supplier to advise him that there has
been an error on the invoice. Mr D was advised that he needed to pay an additional
amount of R12 000.00 before the goods can be delivered.
The complainant wants the wood to be delivered without paying more than what he
was quoted for.

2.

Supplier’s response
The supplier advised that this case amounts to ‘snatching at a bargain’ and consider
the contract invalid.
Section 23 of the Consumer Protection Act does not apply to the transaction as it does
not involve a displayed price and section 15, which relates to quotes, only applies
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where the quote pertains to any service, or goods and services, and not goods alone.
Accordingly, we must look to the common law.

3.

Assessment
We have considered all the evidence presented by the supplier and the complainant
and advise as follows:
The main issue in this matter concerns the question whether or not the agreement of
sale entered into between the parties was void on the grounds of mistake.
The supplier The supplier contended that they are not bound by the sale, as it had
made a calculation error on the quotation, and that the complainant knew of the
mistake or, alternatively, ought reasonably to have known thereof.
In order to be released from your contractual bond the mistaken party must prove that
the other party knew or ought to have known of the mistake. Therefore if the mistaken
party acted in a manner to give the other party reason to believe that he was
contracting with him on certain terms he is bound to the contract.
In this instance a verbal quotation of R6 600.00 was given to the complainant. The
complainant requested that a written quotation be send to him. Again a quote of
approximately R6 600.00 was send to the complainant. Thereafter he visited the store
after which he bought the goods and an invoice totalling R6 600.00 was given to the
complainant.
While the low price might have been indicative of a mistake, it does not necessarily
follow that Mr D must have known that a mistake had been made. There is nothing to
indicate that he was knowledgeable about the price of hardwood.
Even if it was contented that Mr D ought to have known that there was an error in the
price quoted, the same price was given to him on three different occasions. This
surely would have removed any doubt from his mind as to the correctness of the price.
Even if it can be shown that Mr D appreciated that he was striking a bargain it does
not mean that he "snatched" at one in the legal sense. The latter concept denotes an
unconscionable act in deliberately seeking to take advantage of another's known
mistake.
The law requires “[i]f he realised (or should have realised as a reasonable man) that
there was a real possibility of a mistake in the offer, he would have had a duty to
speak and to enquire whether the expressed offer was the intended offer. Only
thereafter could he accept.” (Sonap Petroleum (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd v
Pappadogianis (483/90) [1992] ZASCA 56; 1992 (3) SA 234 (AD) at paras 20-21).
The actions of Mr D also do not appear to be consistent with a person who is trying to
‘snatch up an offer’. He didn’t immediately accept the quotations given. He on the
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contrary confirmed the price with the supplier on more than once occasion. In so
doing, he spoke out as required by the above quoted passage and was thus entitled to
accept.

4.

Conclusion
There is thus no evidence to justify the inference that Mr D knew or should
consequently have realised that the prices had been wrongly quoted.
It therefore appears, without any proof to the contrary, that Mr D did not know of the
mistake and therefore did not try to ‘snatch up an offer’. A valid contract therefore
came into being and the supplier will therefore have to deliver the goods as ordered
and paid for.
Based on the facts of this case, the information and evidence furnished to this office
and on the principles of reasonableness and fairness, this office cannot make a finding
that the contract is invalid. It is accordingly recommended that the supplier honours
the price quoted.
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Mistake in price displayed
Price binding

34.

CGSO ref. no

:

201504-0174

Nature of dispute

:

Misleading display price

Adjudicator

:

B Hughes

Date

:

05 May 2015

Summary of the complaint
On 20 March 2015 the complainant went to the supplier to purchase a sleeper
couch. The sleeper couch was priced at R2 199.99.
The complainant paid for the couch and gave the invoice to the stock manager.
The manager refused to give the couch to the complainant and advised that the
wrong price was placed on the couch and the complainant would have to pay an
additional R800.00 in order to get the couch.
The complainant would like the couch at the price he paid for it.

35.

The response of the supplier
The supplier provided this office with its response:
The supplier advised that the manager of the store is responsible and accountable for
daily movement of stock and the day to day of the business ethos. The manager
identified that the item was going to receive is not equal to the value of what it was
supposed to be.
According to the supplier it is highly impossible to check every item that is displayed
on the floor.
Kids also walk in on a daily basis and they run amuck by playing with the pricing
holders that are displayed with the stock.
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The manager duly performed his duties in a professional conduct and explained to the
customer that the item was incorrectly priced as the price was moved around.
As a business they have a right to check that what is been dispatched and making sure
the price is correct.
Section 23 also states that if there is an obvious error a supplier will not be bound by
the price if the supplier corrected the error and or has taken steps to inform consumers
that the wrong price has been displayed as result of an unauthorized person tampering
with price in some way.

4.

Legal considerations
Common Law:
When the agreement is concluded
Under the common law, a contract normally comes into effect where there is an offer
that is accepted: Estate Breet v Peri-Urban Areas Health Board 1955 3 SA 523 (A).
An offer occurs when someone puts forward a proposal with the intention that if it is
accepted, a contract will come into existence.
In the case of Crawley v Rex 102, a shopkeeper advertised on a placard outside his shop
a particular brand of tobacco at a cheap price to attract the public. The court held that
the advertisement did not constitute a binding offer that a customer could accept but
was merely an announcement of the shopkeeper’s intention to sell at the advertised
price (this is known as an invitation to treat (do business)). The court was swayed by a
concern that if a shopkeeper had sold out of the goods, thousands of customers may
nevertheless hold him to the offer.
A shop owner displaying their goods for sale is generally making an invitation to
treat: Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain v Boots Cash Chemists (Southern)
Ltd [1953] 1 QB 401. They are not obliged to sell the goods to anyone who is willing
to pay for them, even if additional signage such as "special offer" accompanies the
display of the goods.
In American law, in self-service stores, the store makes an offer to sell for cash at the
prices marked on the goods (Lasky v. Economy Grocery Stores, 319 Mass. 224, 65
N.E. (2d) 305, 163 A.L.R. 235 (1946)). The court held that the offer is accepted when
the customer reaches the check-out. The French approach is similar with regard to the
offer but holds that the acceptance takes place when the item is taken from the shelf.

102

1909 TS 1105, analysed in Hanri du Plessis 2014, “Display of Goods for Sale, Advertisements and
the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008”, paper presented at the 14th International Association of Consumer
Law Conference, University of Sydney, 1 - 4 July 2013.
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In practice this is an important distinction as it is necessary to be able to pinpoint the
exact point of no return in the transaction in order to determine whether or not the
supplier can refuse to sell the goods at a particular price. That point is reached when
the agreement is perfecta.
The sale becomes perfecta once there is agreement on the merx (the thing sold) and
the pretium (price) and any condition, resolutive or suspensive, has been fulfilled.
Once the seller promises to deliver a thing to the buyer and the latter agrees to pay a
certain price, agreement is reached and that alone constitutes the sale—neither
delivery nor payment is necessary before the sale is concluded.
Where there was a unilateral mistake involved and the mistake was a iustus
(excusable) error, a party may escape being bound (Maritz v Pratley (1894) 11 SC
345). Where the other party is aware of the error, he may not take advantage of it, or
“snatch at a bargain” (Sonap Petroleum (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd v Pappadogianis
(483/90) [1992] ZASCA 560).
In Anglo African Shipping (Pty) Ltd. v Slavin's Packaging (74/85) [1986] ZASCA
110, an employee had mistakenly transposed the prices of two items when offering
them for sale. Smalberger JA illustrated just how narrow the defence of unilateral
mistake is:
“The fact that Slavin appreciated that he was striking a bargain does not mean
that he ‘snatched’ at one in the legal sense. The latter concept denotes an
unconscionable act (which the law will not countenance) in deliberately
seeking to take advantage of another's known mistake (I refer, of course, to the
case where actual knowledge is present); striking a bargain is a legitimate
occurrence frequently encountered in the business and commercial world
which the law recognises and enforces.”
Applicable provisions of the CPA:
Interpretation:
2(2) When interpreting or applying this Act, a person, court or Tribunal or the
Commission may consider—
(a) appropriate foreign and international law;

4(3) If any provision of this Act, read in its context, can reasonably be construed to
have more than one meaning, the Tribunal or court must prefer the meaning that best
promotes the spirit and purposes of this Act, and will best improve the realisation and
enjoyment of consumer rights generally, and in particular by persons contemplated in
section 3(1)(b).
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Price:
23(6) Subject to subsections (7) to (10), a supplier must not require a consumer to pay
a price for any goods or services—
(a) higher than the displayed price for those goods or services; or
(b) if more than one price is concurrently displayed, higher than the lower or
lowest of the prices so displayed…
(9) If a price as displayed contains an inadvertent and obvious error, the supplier is
not bound by it after—
(a) correcting the error in the displayed price; and
(b) taking reasonable steps in the circumstances to inform consumers to whom
the erroneous price may have been displayed of the error and the correct price.

5.

Consideration of the law
It is important to bear in mind that Crawley v Rex dealt with a placard placed
outside a shop, which is more akin to an advertisement (covered by section 30)
than a displayed price, and was decided before the advent of self-service stores
and there has been no more recent decision by our courts in this area. The Boots
Cash Chemists decision, which in any event was obiter as it related to criminal
charges (the same can be said of Crawley v Rex) is not binding on our courts.
Whatever the common law position is, it is necessary to decide to what extent
section 23(6) of the CPA, which prohibits a supplier from charging more than the
lowest price displayed, in effect overrules the common law and makes the
displayed price a binding offer that converts to a binding contract once accepted
by the consumer tendering payment.
Hanri du Plessis 103 argues that the supplier is bound by the displayed price by
reasoning that this can be inferred from the words ‘the seller is not bound’ used in the
exceptions contained in sections s 23(9)–(10). Bracher reaches the same conclusion
but takes a different approach. 104 He reasons that if a supplier is not bound by the
provisos to section 23(9), the corollary must be true, namely that the supplier is bound
if the displayed price is not inadvertent but deliberate or if it is not an obvious error.

103

Hanri du Plessis “Display of Goods for Sale, Advertisements and the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008”
paper presented at the 14th International Association of Consumer Law Conference, University of Sydney, 1 - 4
July 2013.
104
Patrick Bracher, unpublished opinion to CGSO (2014) at 4.
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Section 23(6) is mitigated to the benefit of the supplier in the case where the price
as displayed contains an inadvertent and obvious error (section 23(9)) if, upon
discovering the error, the supplier:
•
•

corrects the error; and
takes reasonable steps in the circumstances to inform consumers of the
error and the correct price
(the requirements of these bullet points are hereafter referred to as the
provisos) .

It is therefore essential to determine the point in the dealing until which the supplier
can take these steps and after which the supplier is bound regardless. In the common
law, this would be when the contract is perfecta.
The CPA is silent on when a transaction is concluded. It cannot be the same as the
common law position, assuming our courts follow the Boots Cash Chemists finding105
that the sale is concluded when the cashier accepts the price, as this would mean that
the concluding act or acceptance would be by the seller. If it is the customer who is
accepting the offer, as is suggested in the previous section above, the transaction must
be concluded at some time prior to the acceptance of payment.
The possibilities are:
•
•
•
•
•

When the total price has been rung up and the customer tenders payment;
When the price of the disputed item is rung up at the till;
When the customer places the goods on the check-out counter;
When the customer arrives at the check-out counter;
When the customer takes the goods off the shelf and places them in the basket
or trolley.
The first possibility can be excluded on the grounds that payment relates to the
performance of the contract rather than when it is concluded or perfecta. It is unlikely
in any event that the consumer would tender payment of the disputed amount.
In view of the difficulties associated with treating, the placing of the item in one’s
basket as acceptance that were considered in the Boots Cash Chemists case (such as
not being able to change one’s mind), the last possibility on the list can also be
excluded. To decide which one of the other possibilities is the better position, one
needs to consider the practicalities of the process.
In practice, the supplier or its servant, the till operator, would only become aware of
the error in the price at the point it was rung up at the till. If it was sufficient for the
purpose of the first proviso to section 23(9) for the till operator to say “The correct
105
This is by no means a certainty as the decision was made at the dawn of the electronic age and was in respect
of a crime rather than a contract.
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price is R X, I cannot sell the item to you at the incorrectly marked price of R Y, ”
that would mean that the supplier would never be bound by an obvious error in price,
rendering the section redundant. This would be contrary to the presumption that
legislation does not contain futile or nugatory provisions. 106
In order to give effect to the section, it is necessary to hold that the transaction is
concluded before the price is rung up on the till. The most logical and workable
conclusion is that it happens when, where appropriate, the consumer takes the selected
goods out of the trolley or basket and places them on the counter (the third
possibility) 107. By so doing, the consumer is tacitly communicating, “I accept these
goods at the prices displayed on or next to them”. 108 Unless any of the other
exceptions exists, the sale becomes binding upon the supplier at that point.
It is then, armed with the knowledge of the error, that the supplier can take steps to
correct the displayed price and inform subsequent customers of the error before they
accept the offer at the displayed price.
Steps that might be considered reasonable in informing customers might include:
withdrawing the product from sale, fixing the pricing error price or label on a shelf,
and then making the product available for sale again; putting up notices at the stores
affected or making an announcement over the public address (tannoy) system.
It remains to consider whether, irrespective of the point at which the transaction is
perfecta, the supplier may not still claim that it has made an error and the customer is
accordingly improperly trying to snatch a bargain.
It is necessary to determine whether the common law defence of snatching a bargain
has been displaced by s 23 (9), which states that the supplier is not bound by an
inadvertent and obvious error in the price provided it corrected the error and took
reasonable steps to inform consumers of the error.
In order to do so, one needs to analyse section as a whole. In summary,
Section 29(6) provides a supplier may not charge the higher price unless
29(7) the price is determined by regulation;
29(8) the original price is wholly obscured by a new price;
29(9) there is an inadvertent and obvious error; or
29(10) there was an unauthorised alteration of the price.
106

Ex Parte The Minister of Justice: In re R v Jacobson and Levy 1931 AD 466.
This may be what Somervell L.J. had in mind when he referred to when the customer goes up to the cashier
and offers to buy what they have so far chosen (Boots Cash Chemists at 406).
108
In the case of bulky goods which are scanned while still in the trolley, wheeling the trolley up to the counter
would have the same effect.
107
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This is surely a closed list, so section 29(9) is implicitly intended to replace the
common law snatching a bargain. It is difficult to see how any other conclusion can
be reached, especially that snatching at a bargain can be relied upon instead of section
29(9).
It follows that it is then that once the consumer places the selected goods on the
counter 109 or tells the sales assistant that they want a particular item, it is too late for
the sales assistant or till operator to say, “Sorry, that price is incorrect and I cannot
sell it to you at that price.”
Subsequent customers would also benefit from the incorrect price unless or until such
time as the supplier corrected the error in the displayed price and took reasonable
steps to inform consumers, to whom the erroneous price may have been displayed, of
the error.
Section 29(9) does not apply in instances where the circumstances are such that
the error is not obvious, such as where the price is described in the display as
“never to be repeated”, “below cost” or “ridiculously low” or words to that effect.
It does seem that in practice the only time a supplier would be likely to be able to
alert a consumer to the incorrect price before the sale was concluded is if the price
was displayed in a catalogue, brochure, circular or similar form of publication
available to that consumer, or to the public generally (section 23(5)(c)).This to be
the probable intention of the legislature because it would only be in that sort of a
situation where the seller was exposed to the possibility of being bound to sell
non-existent stock to large numbers of potential customers. Where the price is
displayed physically on or near the goods, the seller is only bound to sell the actual
goods available on display.

6.

Applying the law to the facts
The display price of R2199.99 is not that much lower than R2 999.99 that it gives
rise to an inference that it was not an obvious error. It is evident that the supplier
only became aware of the error in the price after the consumer already paid for the
item and was waiting to take delivery of it. At that point, the contract of sale was
already perfecta, before the two provisions of section 23(9) had been complied
with i.e. the consumer was informed of the error and the price was changed.
A different conclusion might be reached in the case of an error in a price
advertised in a catalogue, brochure, circular or similar form of publication
available to that consumer, or to the public generally.

109

Or takes the trolley up to the counter in the case of large items.
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7.

Conclusion and recommendation
Based on the information provided by the parties, there was an inadvertent error in
the price for the couch and the supplier refused to honour the displayed price. The
supplier is bound by that incorrect price as the transaction was concluded by the
consumer indicating that he wishes to purchase the goods and subsequently paying
for it. The supplier cannot rely upon the protection afforded by section 23(9) as it
was too late when the supplier informed the consumer of the error.
The supplier should accordingly honour the incorrect price.
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Unsolicited goods
RECOMMENDATION
36.

Dispute identification
Complaint No.

37.

:

201604-0006803

Nature of dispute

:

Unsolicited goods

Adjudicator

:

N Melville

Date

:

13 May 2016

Summary of the complaint
The Complainant placed an order with the supplier through its online platform for
a total of 17 items totalling an amount of R 23 827.00. The items consisted of
household items, one of which was LG 49 Smart UHD LED television set for R 9
900.00. On 31/11/2015, prior to the delivery of the order, the complainant’s
partner, Mr E. called the supplier’s call centre to cancel the television set from the
order.
Mr E. was informed that the television set had been successfully cancelled and that
the purchase consideration will be refunded to credit card utilized in the original
transaction. Complainant thereafter proceeded to confirm with call centre that
television set had in fact been removed from the invoice and was assured that
same had been cancelled. The supplier delivered the order on 1/12/2015. On the
day the delivery was made, the other online orders and contractors were due as the
premises to facilitate the move. When the order was delivered, Ms B. signed for
acceptance. During the week of the 04/01/ 2016 [34 days after the delivery], Mr E.
noticed that the TV set that was supposed to have been cancelled had been
delivered and he informed the supplier.
Subsequently, on an unspecified date, the complainant disposed of the LG TV as
she regarded the television set as unsolicited goods as per section 21 of the
Consumer Protection Act.
In a letter addressed to the supplier by the complainant’s attorneys, it was stated
that “[S]hould the Commission determine that the goods are in fact not unsolicited
goods, our clients' will tender payment of the disputed sum.”
By agreement, the matter was instead referred to the CGSO for a ruling.
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38.
1.

The response of the supplier
On the outset I would like to apologize for the confusion that you have experienced
in regard to the TV that was inadvertently and incorrectly delivered to your home on
the 1st of December 2015 at around 2pm and as communicated to you on the 8th of
February 2016 when this error first came to our attention.

2.

I refer to the above matter and with reference to your response below dated 11
February 2016, it is not my intention to respond to each and every allegation, and
my failure to so should not be construed as being an acceptance thereof, our rights to
respond thereto in due course should the need arise remains reserved.

3.

My investigation revealed the following material facts in relation to the matter:
a. On or about the 1st of December 2015 at around 2pm you signed the supplier’s
online delivery manifest specifying that a total of 8 parcels were received by
yourself.
b. The supplier online delivery manifest refers to a tax invoice #50143120 which
reflects the LG 49” Smart UHD LED TV (49UF680t) which was inadvertently
and incorrectly delivered to you notwithstanding your cancellation of this item on
the days preceding delivery and The supplier having refunded your credit card.
c. The Picking list used to pick your items was generated prior to your refund on the
TV transmitting and this system glitch resulted in the TV still being picked and
delivered to you. We apologise for the inconvenience suffered as a result of our
internal technical issue.

4.

We note that that your version has changed from previously denying receiving the
TV to now invoking your rights under the consumer protection act.

5.

We will collect such TV by arrangement and agreement with yourself and at our
cost within 7 days from the date of this letter on condition that such goods are still in
its original condition and packaging as delivered and received by yourself.

From the correspondence, on 8 February 2016, the supplier informed the consumer
that the order was delivered in error. The complainant confirmed it was an error.
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4.

Issue to be decided
It is necessary to decide whether the TV set became unsolicited as a result of it having
been delivered after the complainant had cancelled the order for it and, consequently
whether the complainant acquired ownership of it and was entitled to dispose of it.

5.

Applicable law
Consumer Protection Act
See Annexure “A”
Case Law
There is, as far as we are aware, no decided case in the Courts or the Tribunal on this
subject.
Academic writings
The writings of academics may have a persuasive influence on the courts. 110
According to Stoop and Taylor: 111
From the wording of section 21(2)(b) it appears that goods will only be
unsolicited if the consumer informs the supplier that the goods were
misdelivered: “the goods become unsolicited goods only if (own emphasis) the
recipient informs the apparent supplier or the deliverer that the goods were
misdelivered”. It therefore appears that the supplier must be informed of the
misdelivery as a prerequisite for such goods to be treated as unsolicited by the
consumer. The CPA does not prescribe the manner in which the consumer
must inform the supplier of a misdelivery.
Naudé and Eiselen 112 express a similar view.

110

Peter Havenga, Michele Kyra Havenga General Principles of Commercial Law Juta 6th ed at 7
Philip N Stoop & Heidi Taylor Aspects of Unsolicited Goods or Services in Terms of the Consumer Protection
Act 68 of 2008: An Analysis 2014 (77) THRHR 296 at 300.
112
Naudé and Eiselen (eds) Commentary on the Consumer Protection Act 21-6.
111
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Foreign and international law
Section 2(2)(a) permits a person, court or Tribunal or the
Commission to consider appropriate foreign and international law when interpreting
or applying the CPA.
In the USA, "unsolicited merchandise" might be defined to include goods, periodicals,
or services sent without an order or authorization as a means of offering the goods for
sale. Thus, the terms will not include goods ordered but sent to the wrong person
or goods sent after an order was cancelled (emphasis added), e.g., B.F. Goodrich
Rubber Co. v. Parchelsky Bros., 183 N.Y.S. 30 (Sup. Ct. 1920); GulfC. & S.F.Ry. v.
Wortham, 154 S.W. 1071 (Tex. Civ. App. 1913). 113

6.

Consideration of the facts
Although there are various factual differences in the versions of the two parties, it
is common cause that the TV set was delivered after the consumer had cancelled
the order for it. The parties further agree that the complainant did not inform the
supplier of the mistaken delivery prior to 4 January 2016. These facts are
sufficient for the purposes of arriving at a conclusion.

7.

Consideration of the law
Section 21 sets out various circumstances which render goods unsolicited. Of
relevance here is Section 21(1)(e):
[I]f any goods have been delivered to, or any services performed for, a
consumer by or on behalf of a supplier without the consumer having
expressly or implicitly requested that delivery or performance, the goods or
services, as the case may be, are unsolicited goods.
This provision is not absolute as it is subject to Section 21(2)(b), which alters the
position if either of two situations in which there has been an error exists:
•

113

those goods are clearly addressed to another person, and have obviously
been misdelivered; or

Unsolicited Merchandise: State and Federal Remedies for a Consumer Problem
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•

having regard to the circumstances of the delivery, if would be apparent to
the ordinary alert consumer that the goods were intended to be delivered to
another person.

(The element common to both these situations is that of the goods being intended
for another person.)
Where either of these situations exists, the goods become unsolicited goods only if
the recipient informs the apparent supplier or the deliverer that the goods were
misdelivered, and the goods are not recovered within the following 20 business
days.
The situation involved in this case, where the supplier in effect delivered the goods
without having been requested to do so by the consumer, but did so in error rather
than as a marketing tactic, is not specifically provided for in section 21. The law
regarding the interpretation of statutes is by no means clear as to what is to be
done where a situation is not expressly provided for. What follows is by no means
an exhaustive analysis of this area of law: such an analysis is beyond the scope of
the processes of an alternative dispute resolution agent such as CGSO.
One approach, the so called golden rule or literal approach, is if the meaning of the
word is clear, it should be put into effect, but if the plain meaning of the word is
ambiguous, vague or misleading or if a strict literal interpretation would result in
absurd results, then the court may deviate from the literal meaning to avoid such
an absurdity (Venter v R 1907 TS 910 at 914).
Another approach, the purposive approach, holds that the purpose or object of the
legislation (the legislative scheme) is the prevailing factor in interpretation. This
incorporates the mischief rule, which entails a consideration of:
• the application of external aids including the common law prior to
the enactment of the legislation;
• defects in the law not provided for by the common law;
• what new remedies did the legislature provide; and
• the true reason for the remedies.
There is ample authority for the use of a purposive approach to the interpretation
of the Constitution.114 The CPA incorporates such an approach by stating in
section 2 that the interpretation of the CPA must be effected in a manner that gives
effect to the purpose of the CPA. The purposes of the CPA set out in section 3
include:
• To promote fair business practices; and
114

S v Makwanyane and Another (CCT3/94) [1995] ZACC 3 at para 9.
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•

To protect consumers from unfair, unreasonable or other improper trade
practices and also to protect the consumer from deceptive, misleading or
other fraudulent conduct.

As Stoop and Taylor (footnote 2 above) correctly point out, the purpose of section
21 is to bring the delivery of unsolicited goods by suppliers to consumers to an
end rather than to punish the negligent acts of deliverers. The learned writers
submit that if a consumer remains in possession of misdelivered goods and the
consumer fails to inform the supplier of the misdelivery, such goods would not be
unsolicited in terms of section 21 and should be dealt with in terms of the
common-law rules of undue enrichment as section 21 only applies to
circumstances in which the consumer notifies the supplier of the misdelivery. This
conclusion would apply equally to errors that do not involve the goods being
intended for another person.
In terms of the common law, the supplier may bring an action to vindicate
(recover possession of) the goods. In the alternative, in case the goods have been
disposed of, the supplier may claim in terms of the actio ad exhibendum. 115
Section 21(4) provides that a person who frustrates or impedes the supplier is
liable to the supplier or deliverer, as the case may be, for any additional costs for
recovery of, or damage to, the goods arising as a result of anything done to
frustrate or impede the lawful recovery of those goods.

8. Conclusion and recommended resolution
This is by no means a straight forward matter as the CPA does not explicitly
provide for a situation where a supplier delivers goods in error other by delivering
them to the wrong person.
One must consider the intentions of the legislature, which include protecting
consumers from unfair business practices. The “mischief’ which section 21 seeks
to prevent is the unfair business practice of intentionally delivering goods that
were not ordered or are other than were ordered coupled with attempting to collect
a payment from a consumer in respect of any charge relating to the goods. 116 In
other words, forcing a consumer to buy goods they did not want or order.

115

Bosch v Du Plessis [2009] ZAGPPHC 38 @ para 19.
S 21(8).
See the debate on the UK Unsolicited Goods and Services
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/lords/1971/apr/20/unsolicited-goods-and-services-bill.
116
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There is no suggestion that that took place here: the supplier reversed the
transaction of the consumer’s credit card and seeks the return of the TV set that
was delivered in error.
It cannot have been the intention of the legislature that the supplier would lose
ownership of the TV set under these circumstances: put differently, it would be
absurd if such an interpretation was given to the section. The section that provides
for the passing of ownership of unsolicited goods to a consumer, section 21(6)(a),
may in itself be unconstitutional. 117
It is our conclusion then that a court would probably hold that the TV set was not
unsolicited for the purposes of section 21and certainly that ownership had not
passed. The consumer should accordingly make payment of the disputed sum.
As to whether the consumer is liable under section 21(4) for damages for having
frustrated or impeded the supplier in its attempt to recover the goods, we do not
believe that this warrants further consideration. Whilst it might be argued that the
consumer ought to have sought legal advice before disposing of the goods when
she was aware that they were subject to dispute, it is evident that the legal position
that governs the particular facts of this case lacks in clarity. We accordingly
recommend that in the interest of resolving the matter, the supplier seeks no
further compensation if the consumer pays the price at the time of the goods.

117

Naudé and Eiselen op cit footnote 3 at 21-7 fn 5.
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Annexure “A”
Unsolicited goods or services

21. (1) For the purpose of this Act, goods or services are unsolicited in any of the following
circumstances, subject to subsection (2):
(a) If, during any direct marketing of goods or services, a supplier or person acting on behalf of a
supplier has left any goods with, or performed any service for, a consumer without requiring or
arranging payment for them, those goods or services, as the case may be, are unsolicited;
(b) if a consumer is a party to an agreement contemplating the periodic delivery of goods during the
life of the agreement, and—
(i) during the course of that agreement, the supplier introduces goods or services that are
materially different from the goods or services previously supplied to an extent not
reasonably contemplated in the agreement, the new goods or services are unsolicited,
unless the consumer expressly consented to the material change; or
(ii) after the termination of that agreement, the supplier delivers any further goods to the
consumer, other than in terms of a different agreement or transaction, those further goods
are unsolicited goods;
(c) if a supplier delivers goods or performs services at a location, date or time other than as agreed,
and the consumer has rejected that delivery or performance of services, as contemplated in section
19(6), those goods or services are unsolicited;
(d) if a supplier delivers a larger quantity of goods than the consumer agreed to buy, the excess
goods are unsolicited unless the consumer has rejected the entire delivery, as contemplated in
section 19(7)(a); or
(e) if any goods have been delivered to, or any services performed for, a consumer by or on behalf of
a supplier without the consumer having expressly or implicitly requested that delivery or
performance, the goods or services, as the case may be, are unsolicited goods.
(2) Despite subsection (1), if—
(a) within 10 business days after delivery of any goods to a consumer, the supplier informs the
consumer that the goods were delivered in error, those goods become unsolicited only if the
supplier fails to recover them within 20 business days after so informing the consumer; or
(b) any goods are delivered to a consumer and—
(i) those goods are clearly addressed to another person, and have obviously been misdelivered; or
(ii) having regard to the circumstances of the delivery, if would be apparent to the ordinary alert
consumer that the goods were intended to be delivered to another person, the goods become
unsolicited goods only if the recipient informs the apparent supplier or the deliverer that the
goods were misdelivered, and the goods are not recovered within the following 20 business
days.
(3) If a person is in possession of goods contemplated in this section, the person—
(a) must not frustrate or impede any reasonable action by the supplier or deliverer to recover the
goods within the time allowed in subsection (2);
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(b) is not responsible for any cost pertaining to the recovery of the goods or further delivery of them
to another person; and
(c) is not liable for any loss or damage to the goods during the time they are in the person’s
possession or control, other than loss caused by the person’s intentional interference with the
goods, if any.
(4) A person who fails to comply with subsection (3)(a) is liable to the supplier or deliverer, as the
case may be, for any additional costs for recovery of, or damage to, the goods arising as a result of
anything done to frustrate or impede the lawful recovery of those goods.
(5) If a person is in possession of any unsolicited goods, the person may—
(a) retain the goods; or
(b) return the goods to the apparent supplier or deliverer at the risk and expense of the supplier or
deliverer, as the case may be.
(6) If a person lawfully retains any unsolicited goods—
(a) the property in those goods passes unconditionally to the person, subject only to any right or
valid claim that an uninvolved third party may have with respect to those goods; and
(b) the person who supplied or delivered those goods is liable to any other person in respect of any
right or valid claim relating to such goods.
(7) A person has no obligation to pay a supplier for unsolicited goods or services, or a deliverer for
the cost of delivery of any unsolicited goods.
(8) A supplier must not demand or assert any right to, or attempt to collect, any payment from a
consumer in respect of any charge relating to unsolicited goods left in the possession of a
consumer, or the delivery of any such goods, or unsolicited services supplied to or for the benefit
of, a consumer, except as contemplated in subsection (4).
(9) If a consumer has made any payment to a supplier or deliverer in respect of any charge
relating to unsolicited goods or services, or the delivery of any such goods, the consumer is
entitled to recover that amount, with interest from the date on which it was paid to the supplier,
in accordance with the Prescribed Rate of Interest Act, 1975 (Act No. 55 of 1975).
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